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NATHALIE ABI-EZZI 

PAPER SPARROWS 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (204 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): APRIL 2020  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 

'A beautifully written book about memory, music and the terror of modern warfare. We need these books, full of 
compassion and anger, that show us the emotional damage of conflict.' Patrice Lawrence, Rose Interrupted, 
Orangeboy 
‘There's a sensuous magic to this writing that caught me up and wouldn't let me go. A beautifully written story about the 
struggle for identity. I loved it.’ Jenny Downham, Before I Die, You Against Me, Furious Thing 

 
It is the summer of 2006, and nineteen-year-old London music student, Layla, returns home for the 
holidays to a now peaceful Lebanon. When she arrives, though, she finds that her troubled younger 
brother has gone missing. "Borrowing" her father's car, she heads to Beirut to search for him, meeting 
a variety of people along the way. But her quest is cut short when, without warning, Beirut comes under 
heavy artillery fire. A new war has begun, and now she is trapped in the middle of it. 

 
NATHALIE ABI-EZZI was born in Beirut, and has lived in Lebanon, Austria and the UK. 
It was while working on her Ph.D in English Literature at King's College London that she realized that she 
wanted to write her own novels rather than just analyse other people's. So, while working variously as an 
editor, teacher and tutor, she wrote and published several prize-winning short stories and her first novel, 
A Girl Made of Dust (4th Estate, 2008), which was short-listed for the Desmond Elliot Prize and the Author's 
Club Best First Novel Award, and was the winner of the LiBeraturpreis in 2011. 

 
 

PRAISE FOR PAPER SPARROWS 
 
This is an incredible read, it is a family drama set in Beirut amidst the conflict in 2006 in Lebanon. There’s a budding 
romance,but it’s also about the effect of war on the innocent civilians caught in the middle of an ongoing conflict that seems 
never ending. A beautifully written tale of family, love, compassion and anger. Heartbreaking and heartwarming and I 
loved every minute. Orlando-Books 
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ANNA VAUGHT 

SAVING LUCIA 
CLIENT: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (200 PP) PUB 
DATE (UK): APRIL 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. 
ENGLISH NA 

 
 

On the Books to Watch Out For in 2020 list of the Irish Times 
 

Violet Gibson, Irish aristocrat and daughter of the first Baron Ashbourne, shot Mussolini in 1926 and 
spent the rest of her days in an English psychiatric hospital. A fellow “patient” was Lucia Joyce, 
daughter of James, who acts as our guide through the novel. Blavatsky, Yeats and Joyce himself were all 
guests at the Gibsons’ Merrion Square mansion; they appear as fleeting visitors in the novel; as Violet 
reminds us, “those who are confined have the bestimaginations”. 

 
Saving Lucia is a novel inspired by some of the most interesting women in the history of psychiatry whose 
identities have been denuded, shaped by the rhetorics of men, quick to deem these women 'lunatics'. 
Anna Vaught imaginatively fills in the gaps in these compelling women’s lives with humour and intelligence, 
giving voice to individuals whose screams and whispers can no longer be heard. Saving Lucia takes the reader 
on an epic journey of the possibilities and freedoms in the power of the imagination, asking the 
question: 'how do we define madness?'. Vaught explores the history of treatment for mental illness with 
a keen eye for detail, and an ever keener one for great storytelling. SavingLucia is a book alive 
withstunningprose,perfect for readers of James Joyce,ShirleyJacksonand Hilary Mantel. 

 
ANNA VAUGHT is an author, editor, reviewer, poet, English teacher, tutor and mentor for young 
people. Anna resides in Bath with her husband and three children, and has always worked to raise the 
profile of mental health care. Saving Lucia is her third book. Anna is available for publicity, events and 
features. 

 

PRAISE 

“What follows is a trip through the imagination, of what is, was and could have been, as seen through the 
eyes of these incredible women. It reads like a written daydream, it flits about like Violet’s passerines 
telling their incredible stories… you’ll fall in love with amazing book and the women within. A book 
to treasure.” Orlando Books 
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JOHN ELIZABETH STINTZI 

VANISHING 
MONUMENTS 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (304 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): APRIL 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: GERMANY, THE 
NETHERLANDS 

 
Alani Baum, a non-binary photographer and teacher, hasn't seen their mother since they ran away with 
their girlfriend when they were seventeen - almost thirty years ago. But when Alani gets a call from a 
doctor at the assisted living facility where their mother has been for the last five years, they learn that their 
mother's dementia has worsened and appears to have taken away her ability to speak. As a result, Alani 
suddenly find themselves running away again - only this time, they're running back to their mother. 
Staying at their mother's empty home, Alani attempts to tie up the loose ends of their mother's life 
while grappling with the painful memories that - in the face of their mother's disease - they're terrified to 
lose. Meanwhile, the memories inhabiting the house slowly grow animate, and the longer Alani is there, 
the longer they're forced to confront the fact that any closure they hope to get from this homecoming 
will have to be manufactured. 
This beautiful, tenderly written debut novel by Bronwen Wallace Award for Emerging Writers winner John 
Elizabeth Stintzi explores what haunts us most, bearing witness to grief over not only what is lost, but 
also what remains. 

 
PRAISE FOR VANISHING MONUMENTS 

 
The real pleasure of reading John Elizabeth Stintzi's book is to see a sensitive mind work through an 
internal landscape, and to watch them do it with such patience and generosity. -Sara Majka, author of 
Cities I've Never Lived In 

 

JOHN ELIZABETH STINTZI is a non-binary writer who grew up on a cattle farm in northwestern 
Ontario. They are the 2019 recipient of the RBC Bronwen Wallace Award, and their work has appeared 
in The Malahat Review, Kenyon Review Online, Ploughshares, and in their forthcoming poetrycollection Junebat 
(House of Anansi). Theyhave an MFA in Creative Writing from Stony Brook University in Southampton, 
NY and currently teach critical and creative writing at the Kansas City Art Institute. 
. 
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KAREN JENNINGS 

AN ISLAND 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (188 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2020 RIGHTS HELD: 
WORLD 

 
 
 

Samuel has lived alone for a long time; one morning he finds the sea has brought someone to offer 
companionship and to threaten his solitude... 

 
A young refugee washes up unconscious on the beach of a small island inhabited by no one but Samuel, an 
old lighthouse keeper. Unsettled, Samuel is soon swept up in memories of his former life on the 
mainland: a life that saw his country suffer under colonisers, then fight for independence, only to fall 
under the rule of a cruel dictator; and he recalls his own part in its history. In this new man’s presence, he 
begins to consider, as he did in his youth, what is meant by land and to whom it should belong. To what 
lengths will a person go in order to ensure that what is theirs will not be taken from them? 

 
A novel about guilt and fear, friendship and rejection; about the meaning of home. 

 
 

KAREN JENNINGS is a South African author. Her debut novel, Finding Soutbek, was shortlisted for the 
inaugural Etisalat Prize for African Fiction. Her memoir, Travels with my Father, was published in 2016, and 
in 2018 she released her debut poetry collection, Space Inhabited by Echoes. Currently living in Brazil, last year 
Karen completed post-doctoral research at the Federal University of Goiás on the historical 
relationship between science and literature, with a focus on eusocial insects. Karen works with the 
mentorship programmes run by Writivism and Short Story Day Africa, both of which promote writing 
in Africa. Her interests lie in colonialism, historically and in the lasting impact that it has had on the 
continent of Africa and beyond. She is particularly concerned with the quiet lives of the everyday people 
who have been mostly forgotten by the politicians, big businesses and the rest of the world. In this way, 
she strives to give the ordinary a voice that can be heard and appreciated. Karen was a Miles Morland 
Foundation Scholar while writing this book. 
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MOLLY GARTLAND 

THE GIRL FROM 
THE HERMITAGE 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING 
BOOKS PUBLISHER: 
LIGHTNING BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (288 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
SHORTLISTED: Impress Prize 
LONGLISTED: Bath Novel Award 
LONGLISTED: Grindstone Novel Award 

 
From the siege of Leningrad to the glitz and bling of modern-day St Petersburg, 
a haunting debut about art, ageing and the changing face of a city. 

 
It is December 1941, and eight-year-old Galina and her friend Vera are caught in the siege of 
Leningrad, eating soup made of wallpaper, with the occasional luxury of a dead rat. Galina’s artist father 
Mikhail has been kept away from the front to help save the treasures of the Hermitage. Its cellars could now 
provide a safe haven, provided Mikhail can navigate the perils of a portrait commission from one of 
Stalin’s colonels. 

 
Nearly forty years later, Galina herself is a teacher at the Leningrad Art Institute. What ought to be a 
celebratory weekend at her forest dacha turns sour when she makes an unwelcome discovery. The 
painting she embarks upon that day will hold a grim significance for the rest of her life, as the old Soviet 
Union makes way for the new Russia and Galina’s familiar world changes out of all recognition. 

Warm, wise and utterly enthralling, Molly Gartland’s debut novel guides us from the old communist 
world, with its obvious terrors and its more surprising comforts, into the glitz and bling of 21st- 
century St Petersburg. Galina’s story is at once a compelling page-turner and an insightful meditation on 
ageing and nostalgia. 

 
 

Originally from Michigan, MOLLY GARTLAND worked in Moscow from 1994 to 2000 and has been 
fascinated by Russian culture ever since. She has an MA in Creative Writing from St Mary’s University, 
Twickenham and lives in London. The Girl from the Hermitage is her first novel. 
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SIMON EDGE 

ANYONE FOR EDMUND? 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (204 PP) available soon 
PUB DATE (UK): AUGUST 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
 

A canonical comedy featuring a medieval patron saint, a tennis court and a 
Westminster spin-doctor 

Under tennis courts at a ruined Suffolk abbey, archaeologists make a thrilling find: the remains of St 
Edmund, king and martyr. He was venerated for centuries as England’s patron saint, but his body has 
been lost since the closure of the monasteries. 

 
Culture Secretary Marina Spencer, adored by those who don’t know her, jumps on the bandwagon. 
Egged on her by her downtrodden adviser, Mark Price, she promotes St Edmund as a new patron saint 
for the UK, playing up his Scottish, Welsh and Irish credentials. Unfortunately, these credentials are a 
fiction, invented by Mark in a moment of panic. 

 
As crisis looms, the one person who can see through the whole deception is Mark’s cousin Hannah, a dig 
volunteer. Will she blow the whistle or help him out? And what of St Edmund himself, watching through 
the baffling prism of a very different age? 

 
Splicing ancient and modern as he did in his previous books, Simon Edge pokes fun at Westminster 
culture and celebrates the cult of a medieval saint in this beguiling and utterly original comedy. 

 
The hilarious, and strangely topical, new novel from the acclaimed author of The Hopkins 
Conundrum and A Right Royal Face Off 

 
 

SIMON EDGE was born in Chester and read philosophy at Cambridge University. He was editor of the 
pioneering London paper Capital Gay before becoming a gossip columnist on the Evening Standard and 
then a feature writer on the Daily Express, where he was also a theatre critic for many years. He has an 
MA in Creative Writing from City University, London. His novel The Hopkins Conundrum, published in 
2017, was longlisted for the Waverton Good Read Award. His second novel, The Hurtle of Hell, was 
published in 2018. He lives in Suffolk. 
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FREDERIC RAPHAEL 

A THOUSAND KISSES 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (368 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): OCTOBER 2019  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 

In an extraordinary tour-de-force Frederic Raphael, the acclaimed 
novelist, screenwriter and critic, imagines the life of that most 
passionate and outspoken Roman poet, Gaius Valerius Catullus, the ill-used young lover of Lesbia, his 
married mistress, the wife of a powerful consul. Catullus meets, charms and clashes with Julius Caesar, 
Cicero, Publius Clodius and other contenders for fame and fortune in the last, bloody decades of the 
Roman republic. The narrative of the poet’s life and loves, including his affair with a young male 
contemporary and his view of Caesar and his contemporaries, is intercut with new, sharp translations of 
his erotic and satirical poems. 

 
Catullus was one of the the greatest Roman lyric poets - who lived fast and died young. Prized by some for 
his sincerity and chastised by others for crudeness he has influenced generations of writers and thinkers 
from Ovid, Horace and Virgil to Thornton Wilder and Louis MacNiece. 

 
Crossing the Rubicon, jaundiced divide, decisive dribble, I was on my way past more 
dried, perhaps still drying, blood and wormy guts than I chose to think about, minded only 
to make my mark in Rome, armed with a satchel of words. 

 
 

FREDERIC RAPHAEL became a household name at the beginning of his career when his original 
screenplay for Darling, starring Julie Christie, won an Oscar. Two for the Road, starring Audrey Hepburn, soon 
followed; later he worked with Stanley Kubrick on Eyes Wide Shut. For many years, Raphael was a fiction 
reviewer for the Sunday Times, appearing regularly on BBC radio and television arts programming, 
creating features and drama series including The Glittering Prizes. His first novel was Obbligato (1956), 
which has been followed by works such as The Limits of Love, Lindmann, Richard’s Things, and After the 
War. 

 
In all Frederic has published over 40 books of fiction and non-fiction, ranging from philosophy to 
memoir, and several works on the classical era, translating several works from Greek and Latin, in 
collaboration with the late Kenneth McLeish. In 1979 they released an edition of the Poems of 
Catullus. 
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JOHN HARVEY 

PAX 
 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (368 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): OCTOBER 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
Two artists, separated by centuries... 

 
When artist Stephen Bloodsmith creates a series of images inspired 
by Rubens’ trip to London in 1629, the fundamentals both of his world and of Rubens are challenged. The 
prints he makes become windows into another time, another world. 

 
Rubens came as envoy of the Spanish court, believing that he could make peace between the war- 
powers of Europe. To succeed, he must win over King Charles I of England. But will nation cheat 
nation as men deceive women, women men? While Stephen Bloodsmith must wonder, is there peace in 
his own home? It seems an intrigue has begun to unravel concerning his wife Robyn – even as he falls 
in love with his model, Mae. For Rubens too, an intimate secret waits in London, along with a 
masterpiece by the Prince of Painters. 

 
In the present and in the past new-exposed passions bring heartbreak, strife, and the search for a way to 
live with pain and conflict. A profound novel about power, desire – and peace. 

 
JOHN HARVEY taught at Cambridge and is the author of five novels and of four studies of colour, 
clothes, illustration. Unusual in their scope and variety, his novels have tackled: the asset-stripping that has 
devastated working communities; torture and resistance to a military dictatorship; family break-up in the 
world of road-haulage and motor-racing; a notorious love-crisis in the art-world of the Victorians. 

 
 

PRAISE FOR JOHN HARVEY’S NOVELS 
 

THE PLATE SHOP (Collins/Fontana, 1979) 
Winner of the David Higham Prize for Fiction, shortlisted for the Hawthornden Prize and the Yorkshire Post Fiction Prize 
‘A prose which is accomplished, poetic, incisive.’ A.S. BYATT, Times 

 
‘Not merely unusual but also very good – precise, subtle, authoritative and unexpectedly exciting.’ 
HERMIONE LEE, Observer 
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E.J. RUNYON 

900 MILES 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (232 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MARCH 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 

Sudden luck strikes the one person who won’t share the news. 

It’s a mega win on a weekly lotto ticket; a ton of cash. 

But even though Christina’s howls of triumph scare the cat, she can’t tell her stepdad Harrison. 
Not even when a frustrated, off-the-cuff retort to a co- worker sets her free from a newspaper job 
she no longer needs anyway. 

She fills notebook pages with bucket lists, but can’t bring herself to just pick any. Wanting but not 
letting herself have, that’s Christina all over. Motherless, practically raising Harrison instead of the 
other way around. For Christina, winning is what you hide so fate can’t make it sour. 

But fate has other plans. 

She lucks into a newer, quirkier job (to hide from Harrison), and the new office opens a whole new 
world right on her doorstep. 

Bit by bit, Christina’s horizon widens. A black and white photograph helps her to discover friends of 
the finest kinds. A tribe with eyes like hers. 

While she struggles with Harrison’s addiction, and fights against all that she now has, fate wheels 
Christina on a 900-miles road trip to confront the young woman she could be, but can’t yet face in the 
mirror. 

 
 

E.J. RUNYON lives in the US North East. Since 2002 she’s found herself moving on to smaller 
and smaller towns, while working to become the author and writing coach she planned on being. 
Her debut novel for Inspired Quill, A House of Light & Stone, was nominated for the 2015 Dramatic 
Fiction award at The Golden Crown Literary Society (GCLS). Other titles from Inspired Quill 
include Tell Me How To Write A Story (2013) and Claiming One (2012). And from other presses: Your Little 
Red Book, Good People and 5 Ways of Thinking to Turn Your Writing World Around. 
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CATH BARTON 

IN THE SWEEP OF 
THE BAY 
CLIENT: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (144 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2020  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 

Marriage, love, and longing, set against the majestic backdrop of Morecambe Bay, the Lakeland Fells, and 
the faded splendour of the Midland Hotel. 

 
Ted Marshall meets Rene in the dancehalls of Morecambe and they marry during the frail optimism of the 
1950s. They adopt the roles expected of man and wife at the time: he the breadwinner at the family 
ceramics firm, and she the loyal housewife, but as the years go by, they both find themselves wishing for 
more… 

 
After Ted survives a heart attack, both see it as a new beginning… but can a faded love like theirs ever be 
rekindled? 

 
 

CATH BARTON lives in Abergavenny. She won the New Welsh Writing AmeriCymru Prize for the 
Novella in 2017 for The Plankton Collector, which was published in September 2018 by New Welsh 
Review under their Rarebyte imprint. She also writes short stories and flash fiction and, with her critical 
writing, is a regular contributor to Wales Arts Review. 
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DOMINIC BROWNLOW 

THE NASEBY HORSES 
CLIENT: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (304 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): DECEMBER 2019  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 

‘I only know Charlotte is not dead. I feel it within me, her heartbeat the echo of my own. She is with me 
still. She is near. I have to save her, for that is all in life I have ever been required to do.’ 

 
Seventeen-year-old Simon’s sister Charlotte is missing. The lonely Fenland village the 
family recently moved to from London is odd, silent, and mysterious. Simon is epileptic and 
his seizures are increasing in severity, but when he is told of the local curse of the Naseby 
Horses, he is convinced it has something to do with Charlotte’s disappearance. Despite 
resistance from the villagers, the police, and his own family, Simon is determined to uncover 
the truth, and save his sister. 

 
Under the oppressive Fenland skies and in the heat of a relentless June, Simon’s bond with 
Charlotte is fierce, all-consuming, and unbreakable; but can he find her? And does she even 
want to be found? 

 
Drawing on philosophy, science, and the natural world, The Naseby Horses is a moving 
exploration of the bond between a brother and his sister; of love; and of the meaning of life 
itself. 

 
DOMINIC BROWNLOW lives near Peterborough with his two children. He lived in 
London and worked in the music industry as a manager before setting up his own independent 
label. He now enjoys life in the Fens and has an office that looks out over water. The Naseby 
Horses is his first novel. It was long listed for the Bath Novel Award 2017. 
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IAN MACPHERSON 

SLOOT 
 
CLIENT: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (240 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): OCTOBER 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. ENGLISH 
NA 

 
 

. 
A post-postmodern crime novel set on the clean streets of Dublin's leafiest suburb, Sloot has at its heart an 
accidental detective who'd rather write his own Celtic-screwball-noir than solve the crime, and a narrator 
who loses the plot. Literally. Sound complicated? Not so. Thanks to a revolutionary structure, The 
Inquisitive Bullet, it's simplicity itself. Detours include proof that psychoanalysis is the oldest 
profession, validation of the dictum `For what is comedy but tragedy with loose trousers', and a brief 
aside on the possibility of an Irishman having multiple birth mothers. While the plot bullet speeds, 
inquisitively, towards its target - the final full stop. 

 
IAN MACPHERSON is a Dublin born writer and performer, winner of the Time Out comedy 
award. He is the author of several plays, novels and also writes children’s books. He lives in 
Glasgow. 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

'The comic energy of voice and character is given genuine weight by the sense of mortality that 
pervades; add a meta magnificence and you get a wonderfully funny novel that shines with life and art.' The 
Irish Times 
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ADAM MACQUEEN 

BENEATH THE STREETS 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (204 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): APRIL 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
A ‘what if’ political thriller based on a true story, in the 
mean streets of Soho 

 
 

When Jeremy Thorpe hired thugs to kill his ex-lover, they botched the job. What if they had 
succeeded? 

 
It is February 1976, and the naked corpse of an underage rent boy is found on Hampstead Heath. 
Sincethepolice don’t seem to care, twenty-year-old Tommy Wildeblood – himself a former‘Dilly boy’ 
prostitute – finds himself investigating. 

 
Dodging murderous Soho hoodlums and the agents of a more sinister power, Tommy uncovers 
another, even more shocking crime: the Liberal leader and likely next Home Secretary, Jeremy Thorpe, has 
had his former male lover executed on Exmoor and got away with it. The trail of guilt seems to lead 
higher still, and a ruthless Establishment will stop at nothing to cover its tracks. 

 
In a gripping thriller whose cast of real-life characters includes Prime Minister Harold Wilson, his senior 
adviser Lady Falkender, gay Labour peer Tom Driberg and the investigative journalist Paul Foot, Adam Macqueen 
plays ‘what if’ with Seventies political history – with a sting in the tail that reminds us that the truth can be just as 
chilling as fiction. 

 
ADAM MACQUEEN’s books include The Prime Minister’s Ironing Board and The Lies of the Land: A Brief History 
of Political Dishonesty. The King of Sunlight, his biography of William Hesketh Lever, was one of the Economist’s 
books of the year. He has contributed to Private Eye since 1997 and wrote the bestselling history of 
the magazine published for its 50th anniversary. 
From 1999-2002 he was deputy editor of the Big Issue. 

 
PRAISE FOR BENEATH THE STREETS 

 
“A fucking fantastic read!” – Tom Robinson 
“Thrilling and brilliantly imaginative” – Adam Curtis 
“A breathtaking, heartbreaking thriller” – Jake Arnott 
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PAUL BASSETT DAVIES 

PLEASE DO NOT ASK 
FOR MERCY 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (420 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
 
 
 

A dystopian detective story – hilarious and terrifying in equal measure 
 

Detective Kilroy is assigned to investigate a horrible murder. He's a fine cop, from the brim of his hat to 
the soles of his brogues, but his inquiries, far from solving the mystery, lead him into a deeper one 
- and to Cynthia, an enigmatic woman with a secret that could overturn Kilroy's entire world. But 
where is this world? It seems both familiar and uncanny, with electric cars, but no digital devices, and the 
audience for a public execution arriving by tram. Meanwhile, the seas are retreating, and the Church exerts 
an iron grip on society - and history. Power belongs to those who control the narrative. Kilroy is forced 
to take sides between the Kafkaesque state that pays his wages, and the truth-seekers striving to destroy it, 
all the while becoming increasingly besotted with a woman who may only love him for his mind - in an 
alarmingly literal way. Please Do Not Ask for Mercy as a Refusal Often Offends is a dystopian satire that manages to be 
funny and frightening in equal measure. 

 
PAUL BASSETT DAVIES contributed to many of the most successful radio and TV shows of the 
Eighties and Nineties, writing for Spitting Image, Rory Bremner and Jasper Carrott. He wrote the 
screenplay for the 2005 feature animation film The Magic Roundabout and has written and produced 
music videos with Kate Bush and Ken Russell. He is a former creative director of the London Comedy 
Writers Festival. His first novel, Utter Folly, topped Amazon's humorous fiction chart when it was 
published in 2012. His second novel, Dead Writers in Rehab, was published by Unbound in 2017. 
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SHEL CALOPA 

LETTERS FROM 
THE LIGHT 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (500 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): DECEMBER 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Imagine a world where light is a privilege... 
 

In a future Australia, where light is only for the powerful and the poor struggle in darkness, Sam grew up 
praying for a way out. Living as the only sighted boy in a town of blind workers was tough. Discovering 
it didn't have to be that way was tougher. 

 
Sam is just one of five desperate people, each from vastly different societies in a deeply divided land, who 
must survive prejudice, calamity, and each other, to unlock the secrets of their world, and ultimately 
help a fabled Ai defeat an ancient foe. 

 
WHAT WOULD YOU DO TO ESCAPE THE DARK? 

 
 

Whilst setting her writing squarely within the Science- Fantasy genre, SHEL CALOPA's stories only use 
science as a colourful backdrop against which her characters struggle with the contemporary issues of class, 
gender, discrimination and power. 
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KAI CHENG THOM 

I HOPE WE CHOOSE LOVE 
A TRANS GIRL’S NOTES FROM THE END 
OF THE WORLD 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (144 PP) 
PUB DATE (Canada): OCTOBER 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

“This enlightened essay collection is both an invocation of and invitation to 
love—with intention—as a way to repair, rebuild and reimagine new 
worlds. I hope readers will choose to take up Kai Cheng Thom’s fiery 
call to arms.” —Vivek Shraya, author of I’m Afraid of Men and even this page is white 

 
I Hope We Choose Love is a hopeful collection of personal essays and prose poems that grow out of activist 
and community heartbreak. Acclaimed poet, essayist, advice columnist, and community healer, Kai Cheng 
Thom envisions a world where trans women of colour can dream about themselves as the vivid bursts of 
life they are instead of being marked for violence and death. Blending the confessional, political, and 
literary, Thom dives deep into the issues that divide our contemporary communities to make a case for 
radical compassion and empathy. With her characteristic eloquence and honesty, Thom critiques 
essentialist identity politics, the concept of “safety,” virtue signaling (or “activist theatre”), celebrity 
culture, and mob mentalities. Essays and poems address cancel culture, #MeToo and consent, the ways we 
enable each other to harm, how to heal through boundary setting, and how we talk about suicide (and our 
responsibility to each other to create a world we can bear to live in). Thom’s work points us towards 
what it might look like to apply a form of justice that doesn’t ignore our humanity. 

 
I Hope We Choose Love is required reading for anyone who wants to change the world but feels they aren’t 
good enough, who wants speak truth to power but is afraid of making mistakes, who has made mistakes 
and wants to forgive themselves. 

 
KAI CHENG THOM is a writer, performer, community healer, lasagna lover, and wicked witch. A 
prolific poet, fiction writer, and essayist, her published book-length works include the award-winning Fierce 
Femmes and Notorious Liars: A Dangerous Trans Girl’s Confabulous Memoir (Metonymy Press), a place called No Homeland 
(Arsenal Pulp Press), and From the Stars in the Sky to the Fish in the Sea (Arsenal Pulp Press). She is the winner of 
the 2017 Dayne Ogilvie Prize for Emerging LGBT Writers and two-time Lambda Literary nominee. She 
has featured as a performer at such venues as Verses International Poetry Festival, the Canadian 
Festival of Spoken Word, Word on the Street Toronto, the Blue Metropolis Festival. She has also 
completed the Spoken Word Residency at the Banff Centre for the Arts and the ARISE Residency at 
Eventual Ashes The- atre and Buddies in Bad Times Theatre. She’s been profiled in the New York Times, and 
her debut novel, Fierce Femmes and Notorious Liars, was selected by Emma Watson for her Shared Shelf 
international feminst book club. Her essays and reviews have been published in The Globe and Mail, Slate, 
GUTS magazine, Xtra, Autostraddle and more. 
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RAY FELIX & TOM SCIACCA 

BRONX HEROES 
IN TRUMPLAND 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS.(72 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): APRIL 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
The Bronx Heroes take on their biggest foe of all, President DonaldTrump,  

in this hilarious and boldly subversive comic book. 
 
Astron Star Soldier is an astronaut/alien warrior who first appeared in Tom Sciacca's Astral Comics #1 in 
1977. Black Power is an African American superhero, war veteran, and former boxer who first appeared 
in Ray Felix's comic A World Without Superheroes in 1993. As the Bronx Heroes dedicated to fighting criminals 
and eradicating injustice, they join forces to confront their greatest foe ever - an evil supervillain named 
Donald Trump. 
Trump is a toupee-wearing scoundrel plotting to use mind control to vanquish America after first 
conquering the five boroughs of New York. With his help of the evil prince Putin and his MAGA hat- 
wearing goon named Gorka, Trump is determined to build walls, create divisiveness, and destroy the 
media. Astron Star Soldier and Black Power resolve to defeat Trump and restore order but are 
hypnotized into helplessness by Trump's scheming FLOTUS. Can the Bronx Heroes succeed where 
Mueller, Hilary Clinton, and the US congress failed, and save the nation from itself? 
Outlandish and recklessly funny, Bronx Heroes in Trumpland is a comic book that will make you believe in 
America again. 

RAY FELIX is a Bronx native born in 1973. His comics include Bronx Heroes 1.0: Runaway Slave, Bronx Heroes 2.0: 
The Greatest Hero Black Power, Heavy Traffic, Enter: The Roach and A World Without Superheroes. Felix is also the founder 
of the community-based organization Bronx Heroes Comic Con and co- founder of Women in Comics 
Con, both of which promote literacy and education through the practice of reading and creating comics. 
He has been the recipient of numerous awards and grants including from New York State Council on 
the Arts in 2011 -2016, the National Endowment for the Arts, and Bloomberg Philanthropies; he was 
also awarded a Citation of Merit from the Borough of The Bronx for his community based work and 
teaching at-risk LGBTQ youth. 

 
TOM SCIACCA is a Bronx-born artist/writer/journalist/filmmaker. In high school, he met future 
Marvel superstar George Perez, and the two bonded over their mutual love of comics. The duo started 
working on various fanzines in the 1970s, finally breaking into Marvel Comics in 1974, where Tom 
worked as assistant to Stan Lee. He was later assistant to Vince Colletta, art director at DC Comics, 
where he worked on projects such as the 1978 film Superman and the comic book Superman vs Muhammad 
Ali. Sciacca was also one of the first indie comic publishers, of Astral Comics in the 1970s and early 1980s; 
he recently revived Astral Comics with Ray Felix as art director. 
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JULIA PIETRI 

AT OUR FINGERTIPS 
THE LITTLE GUIDE TO FEMALE 
MASTURBATION 

CLIENT: BETTER CALL JULIA 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (144 PP)  
PUB DATE (FRANCE): JUNE 2019  
PUBLISHER: BETTER CALL JULIA  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. FRANCE 

OVER 12000 COPIES ALREADY SOLD IN FRANCE! 
 

144 PAGES IN PRAISE OF FEMALE EXTASY 
 

“My book on female masturbation is an outpouring of love, an ode to sisterhood, so that every woman can 
reclaim her sexuality unabashedly. I want to spread knowledge of the true anatomy of the clitoris, so that 
men no longer speak for us. I want to do away with the myth of vaginal orgasm, deconstruct the 
eroticization of female masturbation in porn, speak loudly of a solitary pleasure that we don't admit, 
demolish preconceived notions of frigidity, cast off the falsehoods from our school textbooks, crush 
Freud and his conception of the female orgasm, tear down phallocentric beliefs, denounce the existence 
of female genital mutilation in Europe until 1930, point out the considerable lag in female sexual health 
care, and help future generations of women – and men. 

 
I would have loved to have a book like this when I was a teenager. It's 144 pages in praise of female 
ecstasy. I think that liberating the subject of female masturbation is a way of moving the world forward 
because a woman who masturbates and pleasures herself without feeling guilty is a free 
woman. I speak for all women, for all of the young girls to follow in our footsteps. I speak for all the men 
who love us.” 

 
JULIA PIETRI is a militant feminist of the fourth 
wave. She defines herself as a humanist feminist: she 
likes to think that feminism is for everyone and that 
sex is just one more tool, certainly very contemporary, 
for deconstructing sexist codes. She is the author of 
the bestseller At Our Fingertips (Le petit guide de la 
masturbation feminine). Self-taught, she is the founder: of the 
street art collective Merci Simone: mercisimone.eu, of the 
@GangduClito movement: 
www.instagram.com/gangduclito, and of the hashtag 
#ItsNotaBretzel: www.itsnotabretzel.com 
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ALICIA TOBIN 

SO YOU’RE A LITTLE 
SAD, SO WHAT? 
NICE THINGS TO SAY TO YOURSELF 
ON BAD DAYS 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (152 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): SPRING 2020 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Alicia Tobin is David Sedaris meets Maria Bamford meets David Attenborough. So You’re a 
Little Sad, So What? is tender, sweet, and funny and will leave you feeling like you shared a 
comforting meal (including dessert) with a kind and hilarious friend. 

 
With her just-right combination of sensitivity, vulnerability, and hilarity, comedian and podcaster Alicia Tobin 
has won fans among the biggest names in contemporary comedy, from Paul F. Tompkins to Rob 
Delaney. In her prose debut, the host of Retail Nightmares and Super! Sick! Podcast! takes readers through the 
funniest parts of sadness and the saddest parts of funniness. While tackles topics ranging from how to 
sweet talk city animals, tap into the cool (and accidently sexual) power of Velcro shoes, make space for 
kind and uplifting comedy in a misogynistic world, navigate bad break ups and health conditions with 
jokes, and enjoy snacks near your crush without giving yourself a crumb moustache. Tobin softens a 
barbed wit with a gentle touch in the tradition of the best personal essayists. This frank, tender, and 
hilarious collection gives one of the brightest (and darkest) lights of Canadian live comedy room to 
flourish on the page, and the results are unforgettable. Grab a tissue—for either tears or allergies—and 
treat yourself. 

 
Praise for SO YOU’RE A LITTLE SAD, SO WHAT? 

 
“So You’re a Little Sad, So What? is a piece of working-class elegance. Breadand roses, for someone who 
bloats from yeast and gets hay fever from flowers. Alicia is someone who knows precisely the most 
glamorous and sophisticated way to decorate the apartment she’s being evicted from. She’s the cultural 
equivalent of a chinchilla stole in a thrift store—though, to paraphrase English Canada’s greatest 
troubadours, not a real mink stole; that’s cruel.” —Charles Demers, comedian and founder of 
Robin’s Egg Books 

 
ALICIA TOBIN is a comedian and writer living in Vancouver, BC. She began her career as a stand- up 
comedian at the tender age of thirty and soon learned that her passion for being in bed at 9:30 p.m. directly 
conflicted with her desire to be a comedian and sleeping well won out. Alicia is the co-host of two popular 
podcasts, Retail Nightmares and Super! Sick! Podcast! and the creator of Alicia Tobin’s Come Draw with Me, a live, 
entirely improvised comedy show that has been featured in a number of comedy festivals. 
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EILEEN TRAVERS AND TON KOSTER 
STUPID THINGS YOU 
DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT 
HISTORY 
101 PARADOXICAL, HILARIOUS, CUTE OR 
PLAIN WEIRD EVENTS FROM AROUND 
THE WORLD 

 
CLIENT: AGENCE CD  
PUBLISHER: CLIO CLUSTERS LLC  
PUB DATE (US): JANUARY 2020 
MATERIAL: FULL ENGLISH MANUSCRIPT (approx. 208 pp, 40 000 words)  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
A collection of anecdotes about the weirdness and wonders that make up human history. Each item 
comprises three paragraphs, with accompanying illustrations, all fastidiously researched and based on 
written  primary  sources  and  the  work  produced  by  historians  to  create  a   portal,   an   event 
horizon, into the black hole that is history. 
Many of these uncovered, fact-checked events would satisfy even the most discriminating historian and 
perhaps even Clio, the muse of history, herself. One anecdote leads stream-of-conscious-like to another, 
around the world to all continents except Antarctica. For instance, the richest man ever was a king in 
Central Africa, whose generosity destabilized the Middle Eastern economy for a decade. The planet’s most 
successful pirate was a former call-girl from China. South Africa’s 1948 apartheid laws were modelled after 
United States segregation laws, with help from a generous grant from the Carnegie Corporation. A hospital 
room in Ottawa officially became Dutch territory during World War Two. Before dumping 20 million 
gallons of agent Orange on Vietnam, the United States army tested it in New Brunswick along with 
agent Blue, White, Purple and the rest of its weaponized “rainbow herbicides”. 

 
Every decade or so a book like this appears on non- fiction bestseller lists, and in this era of 
“fake news”, the time is now! Reader’s Digest Magazine U.S. is considering serialization. 

 
An English social media campaign will go live in the autumn, including an interactive 
website, detailed sources, quizzes and contests linked to current events. 

 
Scrupulously researched, the book includes challenges to historians, the Vatican, BBC and 
United States President Donald J. Trump, to name a few, with facts from ancient times to 
the 20th Century. 
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The authors are already working on more, with books outlined on: topics (women in history, 
literature, music, polemology, etc.), continents (Africa, Europe, Latin America and the 
Caribbean, North America, Asia), countries (United States, Russia, China, etc.) and cities 
(London, New York, Paris, Rome, etc.). 

 
 

Eileen Travers and Ton Koster are not established historians, but they are stellar researchers and 
writers, coming from backgrounds in investigative reporting, book publishing and acollective 30 years of 
experience working at the United Nations Press Section as master summarizers, encapsulating in daily 
press releases the goings on of its 193 Member States. Together, through their company ClioClusters 
llC, they know how to find obscure facts, research and spin information. 

 
TON KOSTER was managing editor at the Dutch literary publisher Arbeiderspers, associate editor at 
Readers’ Digest Condensed Books International, and Press officer at the United Nations, covering 
mostly the Security Council. He has also translated some 20 books from English into Dutch, including 
titles by Clive Cussler, Eric van Lustbader and Xaviera Hollander. He knows what a bestseller is. 

 
EILEEN TRAVERS was a journalist in Canada, Panama and the United States before settling in 
New York to work as a Press officer at the United Nations, covering the Security Council, the General 
Assembly and security-related committees and conferences. Care to know what Cleopatra preferred for 
dinner? She can find out. 
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RAY ROBINSON  

THE MATING HABITS 
OF STAGS 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (216 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 
 
ON THE SHORTLIST OF THE PORTICO PRIZE 

 
Midwinter. As former farmhand Jake, a widower in his seventies, 
wanders the beautiful, austere moors of North Yorkshire trying to evade capture, we learn of the events of 
his past: the wife he loved and lost, their child he knows cannot be his, and the deep-seated need for 
revenge that manifests itself in a moment of violence. 
On the coast, Jake’s friend, Sheila, receives the devastating news. The aftermath of Jake’s actions, and what 
it brings to the surface, will change her life forever. But how will she react when he turns up at her door? 

The Mating Habits of Stags is a journey through a life of guilt and things unsaid – and as beauty and 
tenderness blend with violence, Robinson transports us to a different world, subtly exploring love and loss 
in a language that both bruises and heals. 

An early version of the story was released in 2016 as the short film Edith, starring Peter Mullan and 
Michelle Fairley, which was Bafta-longlisted for Best British Short Film. 

 

Born in North Yorkshire, RAY ROBINSON first won  attention  in  2006  with  his  debut  novel, 
Electricity. It was shortlisted for boththe James Tait Black Memorial Prize and the Authors’ Club Best First 
Novel Award. The screen adaptation premiered at the BFI London Film Festival and won Best 
Screenplay at the National Film Awards. 
His other novels are The Man Without, Forgetting Zoë and Jawbone Lake. Forgetting Zoë was a winner of the inaugural 
Jerwood Fiction Uncovered Prize. 

He wrote the multi-award-winning short film Edith, starring Peter Mullan and Michelle Fairley, on which 
his fifth novel, The Mating Habits of Stags, is based. 

PRAISE FOR THE MATING HABITS OF STAGS 
‘A taut, spare story of survival that turns on its heel to become something altogether braver, rarer and 
more precious’ Melissa Harrison 

‘Ray Robinson is a writer with keen observation. His prose is hard, abrupt and sinewy’ Allan Massie, The 
Scotsman 
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HARRIET PAIGE  

MAN WITH A 
SEAGULL ON HIS 
HEAD 
CLIENT: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (216 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MARCH 2017 
RIGHTSSOLD: BIBLIOASIS(US) 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. ENGLISH 
NA 

There is nothing interesting about Ray Eccles. He knows it himself. On the morning of his fortieth 
birthday, he goes for a walk because he’s just learned of a dormant Second World War explosive 
offshore, and he’s the kind of man who thinks a bomb might be good company. As he gazes at the sea, 
a woman in the distance suddenly turns to face him―and a dying seagull falls from the sky, knocking 
him unconscious. 

When Ray wakes up, he’s inexplicably compelled to paint the woman’s image, obsessively and 
repeatedly: initially on any paper he can find in his house, and thereafter on the walls, using any 
materials that come to hand, including food and bodily fluids. Discovered by a power couple of 
Outsider Art, he becomes one of the most celebrated artists of the century, and soon even small-town 
newspapers are covering his work―which is how Jennifer, the woman on the beach, discovers she’s the 
subject of the paintings that have set the world on fire, leading her to wonder if a man she’s never met is 
the only person who has ever really seen her. 

 
Man with a Seagull on His Head is a novel about the impossibility of ever really knowing anyone, and the 
electricchargethatcomes from real if unexpectedconnection.Beautiful, lyrical, andstrangelymoving, it 
heralds a wonderful and original new voice. 

 
HARRIET PAIGE was born in 1979 and grew up in Devon, in the south west of England. She 
studied English and American Literature at the University of Warwick and returned in 2004 to do an MA 
in Writing. After completing the program she continued to develop her writing alongside working as an 
interiors journalist and bringing up her three children. Man With a Seagull on His Head is her debut novel. 

 

PRAISE FOR MAN WITH A SEAGULL ON HIS HEAD 
 

“Funny, sharp, engaging and beautifully written...a precious and strange thing. A bona fide gem.” 
―The Guardian 

 
“Every sentence in this book is perfect.” ―Mary Cotton, Newtonville Books (Newton, MA) 
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JOSHUA WHITEHEAD 

JONNY APPLESEED 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS 
(224 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): MAY 2018 
RIGHTS SOLD: FRENCH (WORLD) (MÉMOIRE 
D’ENCRIER), GERMANY (ALBINO VERLAG) 
RIGHTS HELD: THE NETHERLANDS 

Governor General's Literary Award for Fiction Finalist * 
Amazon Canada First Novel Award * Lambda Literary 
Award * Carol Shields Winnipeg 
Book Award * Georges Bugnet Award for Fiction, * Longlisted for the Scotiabank 
Giller Prize * A Globe and Mail Best Book of the Year 

 
Jonny Appleseed is a miraculous achievement of a debut novel. -Canadian Art 

A tour-de-force debut novel about a Two-Spirit Indigiqueer young man and proud NDN 
glitter princess who must reckon with his past when he returns home to his reserve. 

 
"You're gonna need a rock and a whole lotta medicine" is a mantra that Jonny Appleseed, a young 
Two-Spirit/Indigiqueer, repeats to himself in this vivid and utterly compelling debut novel by poet 
Joshua Whitehead. 

 
Off the reserve and trying to find ways to live and love in the big city, Jonny becomes a cybersex 
worker who fetishizes himself in order to make a living. Self-ordained as an NDN glitter princess, 
Jonny has one week before he must return to the "rez"--and his former life--to attend the funeral of his 
stepfather. The seven days that follow are like a fevered dream: stories of love, trauma, sex, kinship, 
ambition, and the heartbreaking recollection of his beloved kokum (grandmother). Jonny's life is a series 
of breakages, appendages, and linkages--and as he goes through the motions of preparing to return 
home, he learns how to put together the pieces of his life. 

Jonny Appleseed is a unique, shattering vision of First Nations life, full of grit, glitter, and dreams. 
 

JOSHUA WHITEHEAD is an Oji-Cree/nehiyaw, Two-Spirit/Indigiqueer member of Peguis First 
Nation (Treaty 1). He is the author of the novel Jonny Appleseed (Arsenal Pulp Press, 2018), longlisted for the 
Scotiabank Giller Prize, and the poetry collection full-metal indigiqueer(Talonbooks, 2017) and the winner of 
the Governor General's History Award for the Indigenous Arts and Stories Challenge in 2016. Currently 
he is working on a PhD in Indigenous Literatures and Cultures in the University of Calgary's English 
department (Treaty 7). 
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PRAISE FOR JONNY APPLESEED 

Every so often, a book comes along that feels like a milestone, with revolution nestled beneath every 
sentence, every word. Oji-Cree/nehiyaw two-spirit/Indigiqueer writer Joshua Whitehead's Jonny 
Appleseed is one of those books . .. With its fluid structure and timelines, Jonny Appleseed creates a dream- like 
reading experience -- and with a narrator as wise, funny and loveable as Jonny, it's the sort of dream 
you don't want to wake up from. -The Globe and Mail 

 
If we're lucky, we'll find one or two books in a lifetime that change the language of story, that manage to 
illuminate new curves in the flat vessels of old letters and words. This is one of those books. Jonny Appleseed 
gifts us with clarity in the shape of sharp, and medicine in the guise of soft -- and a sexy, powerful, 
broken, beautiful hero who has enough capacity in the dent of a clavicle to hold all the tears of his family. 
This book gives us back the land of curb and field, trailer and ledge, and the community 
-- in all its rusted and complicated glory. Most importantly, this book gifts us with the opportunity to hear 
the innovative and the ancient in the prose of a new literary goddess, Joshua Whitehead. -Cherie 
Dimaline, author of The Marrow Thieves 

 
Jonny Appleseed weaponizes story to bring the rez (and urban rez) to life, shrouding its characters in 
luminous layers so they're neither good nor bad but immersed in worlds and words. Unflinching and 
intimate, Joshua Whitehead takes his readers on a journey to the heart of an NDN glitter princess with 
generous, swooning prose. Unforgettable. -Eden Robinson, author of Son of a Trickster 

 
This is literary perfection. It's also the most beautiful quill and bead work that I've felt since discovering 
Chrystos and Gregory Scofield. I'm in awe, Jonny. I'm grateful, Joshua. I'm astounded at everything 
you've gathered here for us to honour and blush about and witness. You are my new hero. Don't you 
ever stop writing and sharing. Mahsi cho for your beauty. -Richard Van Camp, author of The Lesser Blessed 

 
Joshua Whitehead redefines what queer Indigenous writing can be in his powerful debut novel. Jonny 
Appleseed transcends genres of writing to blend the sacred and the sexual into a vital expression of 
Indigenous desire and love. Reading it is a coming home to bodies, stories, and experiences of queer 
Indigenous life that has never been so richly and honestly shown before. This book is an honour song to 
every queer NDN body who has ever lived and it will transform the universe with its beauty and magic. 
-Gwen Benaway, author of Passage 

 
With only seven days until he returns home for his stepfather's funeral, Appleseed spends a pyretic week 
attempting to reconcile the competing factions of his life: sex, friends, work, sex, family, identity, sex. 
Throughout, memories of his kokum (grandmother) intrude upon the chaos, and these unexpected 
moments of remembrance prove most striking. A radically original new voice. -Booklist 

 
Jonny Appleseed breaks rocks and crafts them into good medicine for folks like Jonny, who might be looking 
to see themselves reflected somewhere, and for whom this visibility might even mean survival. As 
Whitehead weaves Jonny's resonant experiences and complex identity into a compelling journey, we 
might also considstories such as his are so rare when Jonny is so willing to bring us along for the ride. -
Winnipeg Free Press 
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DIANA CAMBRIDGE 
DON’T THINK A 
SINGLE THOUGHT 
CLIENT: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: LOUISEWALTERSBOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (304 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2019  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
1960s New York, and Emma Bowden seems to have it all – a glamorous Manhattan 
apartment, a loving husband, and a successful writing career. But while Emma and her 
husband Jonathan are on vacation at the Hamptons, a child drowns in the sea, and suspicion 
falls on Emma. As her picture-perfect life spirals out of control, and old wounds resurface, a 
persistent and monotonous voice in Emma’s head threatens to destroy all that she has worked 
for... 

 
Taut, elegant and mesmerising, Don’t Think a Single Thought lays bare a marriage, and a woman, and 
examines the decisions – and mistakes – that shape all of our lives. 

 
 

DIANA CAMBRIDGE is an award-winning journalist. She has written for many national 
newspapers and magazines, gives regular writing workshops, and is a Writer-in-Residence at 
Sherborne, Dorset. She is Agony Aunt to Writing Magazine. She lives in Bath. Don’t Think a Single 
Thought is her first novel. 

 
PRAISE FOR DON’T THINK A SINGLE THOUGHT 

 
"Immersive, gripping... A well-crafted, slow burn story of a talented woman haunted by the conflicts of 
emotion and ambition – and by her own imagination" Jay Merrick, author of Horse Latitudes 

 
"A chilling page turner set in the playgrounds of the New York rich and famous, where a wealthy 
doctor's wife is driven to the brink of madness by a horrific childhood memory" Sharon Churcher, 
author of New York Confidential 

 
"This slim, elegant novel is a delight" Gail Aldwin, author of The String Games 

 
"Extraordinary, fresh, unique, disturbing. Wow... just wow!" Rebecca Mascull, author of 
The Visitors and The Wild Air 
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HELEN KITSON 

THE LAST WORDS 
OF MADELEINE 
ANDERSON 
CLIENT: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LOUISEWALTERS BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (320 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): MARCH 2019  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
“Writing is like a love affair, or should be. You get to know your story, it intrigues you, if you’re lucky it enthrals you, and ultimately it ends, 

leaving you wretched and abandoned.” 
 

Once upon a time Gabrielle Price wrote and published an extraordinary novel. 
 

But twenty years on her literary star has dimmed, her "work of genius" is all but forgotten, and no 
further novels have materialized. She now lives an unremarkable life: middle-aged, living alone in the 
sleepy village she grew up in, and working as a housekeeper for the local vicar. Her lonely existence 
is dominated by memories of her best friend Madeleine, who died young, in tragic and mysterious 
circumstances. 

 
Gabrielle’s quiet world is turned upside down when she meets and befriends Simon – young, 
attractive, a would-be writer, and enthusiastic fan of the astonishing novel that Gabrielle published all 
those years ago. Charmed and flattered, she recklessly invites him into her home and her heart. But 
Simon is mysterious and manipulative, and it’s not long before he forces Gabrielle to confront the 
demons in her past. Gabrielle’s obsession begins to destroy her carefully cultivated life, and she comes 
to feel increasingly threatened by Simon’s presence. Who is he? Why did he seek her out? And what 
does he really want? 

 
“The mysteries of storytelling reveal their many layers - this sophisticated and unsettling debut had me hooked from beginning to end” Isabel 

Costello, Literary Sofa 
 

HELEN KITSON is an acclaimed poet and lives in Worcester with her husband, two teenaged 
children and two rescue cats. Her first poetry collection was nominated for the Forward Best First 
Collection Prize. She has published three other poetry collections and her short fiction has appeared in 
magazines including Ambit, Feminist Review and Stand. The Last Words of Madeleine Anderson is her first 
novel. 
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DEIRDRE SHANAHAN 

CARAVAN OF THE 
LOST AND LEFT 
BEHIND 
CLIENT: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (230 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. ENGLISH 
NA 

 
. 

Eva takes her teenage son Torin away from petty crime and gang violence in London to the safest 
place she knows: her father's caravan in Ireland. Eva hopes to stay and find the daughter she left behind but 
Torin, rootless, can't settle there. 

 
Caravan of The Lost and Left Behind is about dislocation and becoming unanchored, the disturbance when you're 
wrenched out of your environment, and the need for a home and belonging. 

 
DEIRDRE SHANAHAN graduated from Birkbeck with an MA in Creative Writing in 2011. She 
has published several stories in the USA , UK and Ireland. 
The Caravan of the Lost and Left Behind is her debut novel. 

 

PRAISE 
 

Advance praise from Tim Pears - award-winning novelist 
‘Caravan of the Lost and Left Behind,’ is a story of heroes whose fate is remorseless as those in folk 
ballads or gypsy songs. Eva, Torin and Caitlin (like Grandad and Delia before them) are caught in webs 
they can hardly escape except in their dreams and fantasies, and the romance of the open road. You draw 
the reader in to their destinies. I felt increasingly moved by Torin and Caitlin, and as I understood 
their relationship I wondered how you could help them - and the reader. 
The ending is brilliant, hopeful in an entirely honest, unsentimental way. You took this reader on a 
fraught, difficult journey, surfing on the finely wrought details of the writing, and delivered us into a 
believable future. 
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ARIEL KAHN 

RAISING SPARKS 
CLIENT: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (300 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): JULY 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. ENGLISH NA 

 
“A tender-hearted novel.” 

The Guardian, Not the Booker Prize 
 

Malka grows up in the Old City of Jerusalem in the confines of the Ultra-orthodox Jewish community. 
Meandering through the narrow streets she finds herself at the door of one of the city's most renowned 
and reclusive mystics and discovers her father's top rabbinical student, Russianimmigrant Moshe 
studying forbidden Kabbalistic texts. She has a disturbing vision of a tree of prayers growing up inside the 
house, and the prayers all seem to be talking to her. Malka has unwittingly uncovered a great mystical 
gift: those who can hear and understand the original Divine language, can use it themselves, to shape 
and manipulate reality. Once in a millennium, a kabbalist is born with this ability. It turns out that Malka 
is one of them. 
From Safed where she is drawn into a cult called Mystical Encounters run by charismatic cult leader 
Avner Marcus, to Tel Aviv, where she is discovered by legendary Arab chef Rukh Baraka, who is 
seeking to rekindle his career by training Arab and Israeli street children to create extraordinary food for 
his new restaurant, Malka will get to know many different facets of her country. And all the while Moshe 
is looking for her, Moshe who has sworn that he will not lose another girl he loves… 

 
ARIEL KAHN was born in 1973. Prior to his academic career he was traing to be a Rabbi in 
Jerusalem. He has a PhD in creative writing from Roehampton University, where he is now a Senior 
Lecturer. He has degrees in English Literature from Clare College in Cambridge, and an MA in 
Indian and African literature from SOAS. Ariel was also a driving force in the Arab Israeli Book 
Club, which he set up together with Palestinian novelist Samir El Youssef. The club was dedicated to 
building bridges, and creating a space for empathy and shared stories. Ariel won the Bloomsbury 
New Voices competition and the London Writing Competition and come runner-up in the national 
Pulp Idol Fiction competition in 2017. Raising Sparks is his first novel. 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

“…a paean to Israel and to the esoteric teachings of Kabbalah… a delightful foray into the colliding 
worlds of various Jewish traditions in Israel where the protagonist is forced to reckon with new 
surroundings and cultures from the old quarter in Jerusalem to the modern settings of Tel Aviv.” 
Northern Soul 
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CLARA BARLEY 

THE MOSS HOUSE 
CLIENT: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (216 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): JULY 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. 
ENGLISH NA 

 
Based on the true story of Anne Lister 
Now a BBC/HBO drama 

 

Two hundred years ago, neighbouring Yorkshire landowners Miss Lister and Miss Walker find their lives 
become entwined in a passionate, forbidden relationship and retreat to the Moss House, their private 
sanctuary away from an unaccepting world. Their tranquillity does not last long as they are drawn into 
the turmoil of a changing society and a divided family, testing their love for each other, eventually 
driving them from their home. The world was not yet ready for the likes of Miss Lister. Landowner, 
scholar, traveller, mountaineer and non-conformist but in The Moss House we discover her lifelong 
battle to be her true self as she finds Ann Walker and together they try to live life on their own terms. 

 
CLARA BARLEY manages Calderdale’s five museums. She is a consultant on the BBC drama 
Gentleman Jack about the life of Anne Lister. 

 
PRAISE FOR THE MOSS HOUSE 

 
Written with wonderful characterisation and feeling this novel presents both sides of the historic 
romance between Anne Lister and Ann Walker. The detail and richness of the period setting shows 
a great familiarity with Anne Lister, Shibden Hall, and significant research into life in Halifax at 
that time. This is a splendid novel which many readers will love, both as a work of historical fiction 
and as a work of LGBT romance. 
This book will be of especial interest to those who have been introduced to Anne Lister by the 
Gentleman Jack television series. 
Waterstones Harrogate 
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KEVIN CHONG 

THE PLAGUE 
 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (256 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): JULY 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
A modern retelling of the Camus classic that posits its story of 
infectious disease and quarantine in our contemporary age of 
social justice and rising inequity. 

 
At first it's the dead rats; they start dying in cataclysmic numbers, 
followed by other city creatures. Then people begin experiencing flu-like symptoms as well as swellings in 
their lymph nodes. The masses react in disbelief when the official diagnosis comes in and later, when a 
quarantine is imposed on the increasingly terrified city. 
Inspired by Albert Camus' classic 1947 novel, Kevin Chong's The Plaguefollows Dr Bernard Rieux's 
attempts to fight the treatment-resistant disease and find meaning in suffering. His efforts are aided by 
Megan Tso, an American writer who is trapped in the city while on a book tour, and Raymond Siddhu, a 
city hall reporter at a daily newspaper on its last legs from the latest round of job cuts. 
Told with dark humour and an eye trained on the frailties of human behaviour, Chong's novel explores 
themes in keeping with Camus' original vision--heroism in the face of futility, the psychological strain of 
quarantine--but fraught with the political and cultural anxieties of our present day. 

 
KEVIN CHONG is the author of seven books, including the novels The Plague, Beauty Plus Pity, and 
Baroque-a-Nova and the memoir My Year of the Racehorse. His work has been published in Canada, the US, 
France, Australia, and Macedonia, and has been shortlisted for the Hubert Evans Fiction Prize and a 
National Magazine Award. He lives in Vancouver, where he teaches in the University of British 
Columbia's Creative Writing Program and at The Writers' Studio at Simon Fraser University. 

 
PRAISE FOR THE PLAGUE 

 
A successful experiment in storytelling and an homage to one of the 20th century's major novels… 
Chong's novel works as a stand-alone piece but read back to back with the original, as was done for this 
review, the two versions conduct an impressive dialogue. Taken together, the two novels reflect on 
fundamental questions of mortality and death, human connection and, solidarity and estrangement. 
-Vancouver Sun 

 
The Plague is Kevin Chong's artfully wry parable of contemporary social relations. Gripping, funny, and 
engagingly metafictional, it offers a timely reboot of the modern classic. -David Chariandy, author of 
Brother and Soucouyant 
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CASEY PLETT 

LITTLE FISH 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (320 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): MAY 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
Winner of the Lambda Award for Transgender fiction 
Winner of the Amazon Canada First Novel Award 
Finalist for the Carol Shields Winnipeg Book Award 
A Globe and Mail Best Book of the Year 
Named among the Best Books of the Year by 
The Advocate 

 
Little Fish is the stunning debut novel by the author of the Lambda Literary Award-winning 
story collection A Safe Girl to Love. 

 
It's the dead of winter in Winnipeg and Wendy Reimer, a thirty-year-old trans woman, feels like her life 
is frozen in place. When her Oma passes away Wendy receives an unexpected phone call from a distant 
family friend with a startling secret: Wendy's Opa (grandfather) -- a devout Mennonite farmer 
-- might have been transgender himself. At first she dismisses this revelation, but as Wendy's life grows 
increasingly volatile, she finds herself aching for the lost pieces of her Opa's truth. Can Wendy unravel the 
mystery of her grandfather's world and reckon with the culture that both shaped and rejected her? She's 
determined to try. 

 
Alternately warm-hearted and dark-spirited, desperate and mirthful, Little Fish explores the winter of 
discontent in the life of one transgender woman as her past and future become irrevocably entwined. 

 
CASEY PLETT is the author of the novel Little Fish (Arsenal Pulp Press) and the short story collection 
A Safe Girl to Love (Topside Press), and co-editor of the anthology Meanwhile, Elsewhere: Science Fiction and Fantasy 
from Transgender Writers (Topside Press). She wrote a column on transitioning for McSweeney's Internet 
Tendency and her essays and reviews have appeared in The New York Times, Maclean's, The Walrus, Plenitude, the 
Winnipeg Free Press, and other publications. She is the winner of a Lambda Literary Award for Best 
Transgender Fiction and received an Honour of Distinction from The Writers' Trust of Canada's 
Dayne Ogilvie Prize for LGBTQ Emerging Writers. She lives in Windsor, Ontario. 

 
 

“Plett has captured the multitude of emotions and decisions that can overwhelm our lives, from 
loneliness and self-destruction to the redemptive power of family and self-love.”  -The  Advocate 
("Best Books of the Year") 
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HELEN E. MUNDLER 

L’ANGLAISE 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (292 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): APRIL 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 
 

When Ella offers to look after a stranger’s cat, she is not expecting her life to change… 
 

At 35, Ella is no longer excited by her academic career in France, and has not found love. Following the 
unexpected death of her father, she is thrown into crisis, but then she meets the enigmatic Max. Over 
the course of a summer, their romance deepens – until she makes a discovery which throws everything 
off course. As Ella’s life becomes bound up with the stories of two other Englishwomen in France, she 
finds the freedom to tread an unconventional path, and to love in her own way. 

 
This is a book about the need to revisit and make sense of the past in order to move into the future. 

 
HELEN E. MUNDLER studied at Durham University before obtaining her doctorate in 
Strasbourg, and her Habilitation in Nanterre. She is currently associate professor at a university in 
Paris. 
She has published one other novel, Homesickness (Dewi Lewis, 2003), as well as two critical works, 
Intertextualité dans l’oeuvre d’A.S.Byatt (Paris, Harmattan, 2003), and The Otherworlds of Liz Jensen: a Critical Reading (New 
York, Camden House, 2016). 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

‘L’Anglaise is an intelligent, finely-wrought exploration of what home means to those who leave and those 
who stay. In graceful prose it speaks of love engendered, lost, mourned and renewed; of shadows cast and 
cast off; of how time illuminates, and forgiveness sets us free.’ Liz Jensen, author of The Ninth Life 
of Louis Drax, The Uninvited, Ark Baby, etc 

 
“An intense, unsettling and unflinchingly honest novel” James Wilson, author of The Bastard Boy, 
The Woman in the Picture, etc. 
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TIMOTHY OGENE 

THE DAY ENDS 
LIKE ANY DAY 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (268 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
Winner of the African Literature Association’s 
Book of the Year Award 

 
In the slum they call The Blocks, growing up is a strange affair… 

 
Sam, a young Nigerian whose father only speaks to the children once he has taken on enough alcohol, and 
whose mother won’t accept that Sam is different from his siblings, is formed by the people he meets, 
the gay young man he cannot rescue from his tormentors, the girl whose rapist escapes when the women 
of the block march to mete out justice on him; and Pa Suku, a strange figure who opens Sam’s eyes to 
books and music, poetry and jazz. Then Sam goes to college and confronts his own sexuality, his own 
lack of belonging. 

 
The Day Ends Like Any Day is the lyrical, challenging account of the multiple lives of a young 
Nigerian who refuses to accept that he has been shaped by the traumas of his past. 

 
TIMOTHY OGENE was born in Oyigbo, outside Port Harcourt in southern Nigeria. He has since 
lived in Liberia, Germany, the US, and the UK. His poems, stories and reviews have appeared in 
Numero Cinq, Tincture Journal, One Throne Magazine, Poetry Quarterly, Tahoma Literary Review, The 
Missing Slate, Stirring, Kin Poetry Journal, Mad Swirl, Blue Rock Review, aaduna, Harvard Review. 
His first collection of poetry, Descent & Other Poems, appeared in 2016 from Deerbrook Editions. 
He holds a first degree in English and History from St. Edward’s University, a Master’s in World 
Literatures in English from the University of Oxford, and he is currenly working on a Master’s in Creative 
Writing at the University of East Anglia. 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

“A vibrant coming-of-age tale which looks back to urban Nigerian classics such as Cyprian Ekwensi’s 
Lokotown but also forward to an unfolding picture of African identity that is both global and 
cosmopolitan.” Giles Foden, author of The Last King of Scotland 
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HASAN NAMIR 

GOD IN PINK 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (176 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): JANUARY 2016 
RIGHTS SOLD: TURKEY (SUB BOOKS) 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
A GLOBE 100 BEST BOOK OF THE YEAR 
LAMBDA LITERARY AWARD WINNER 

 
 

The debut book by Hasan Namir is a revelatory novel about being queer and Muslim, set in war-torn Iraq 
in 2003. Ramy is a closeted university student whose parents have died, and who lives under the close 
scrutiny of his strict brother and sister-in-law. They exert pressure on him to find a wife, leaving him 
anguished and struggling to find a balance between his sexuality, religion, and culture. Desperate for 
counsel, he seeks the advice of Ammar, a sheikh at a local mosque, whose tolerance is challenged by the 
contradictions between Ramy's dilemma and the teachings of the Qur'an, leading him to question his 
own belief system. 

 
Alternating between quiet moments of beauty and raw depictions of violence, God in Pink poignantly 
captures the anguish and the fortitude of gay Muslims in Iraq. 

 
 

HASAN NAMIR was born in Iraq in 1987 and came to Canada at a young age. He graduated from 
Simon Fraser University with a BA in English. His debut novel God in Pink won the Lambda Literary 
Award for gay fiction in 2016. He lives in Vancouver. 

 
 

PRAISE FOR GOD IN PINK 

This book should be on everyone's shelf -- religious and non-religious alike. It is a raw, passionate, gritty 
tale of not only these two men who chose different paths, and are still making choices, but also of the 
many people around them who make their own life decisions to love, hate, accept, kill, tolerate or repel 
them. -Philadelphia Gay News 

 
If reading from the context of queer lit, what's most revolutionary about God in Pink is its insistence on 
faith . .. God in Pink gives voice to the often voiceless, offer the outside world a window into their lives, 
and provide a glimmer of hope for change. -The Globe and Mai 
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BRIAN KEANEY 

THE ALPHABET OF 
HEART’S DESIRE 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (204 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): NOVEMBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 

A Visitor calls with a gift and a message from the past… 
 

In 1802 Thomas de Quincey, a young man from a comfortable middle-class background who would go 
on to become one of the most celebrated writers of his day, collapsed on Oxford Street and was 
discovered by a teenage prostitute who brought him back to her room and nursed him to health. It 
was the beginning of a relationship that would introduce Thomas to a world just below the surface of 
London’s polite society, where pleasure was a tradeable commodity and opium could seem the only relief 
from poverty. Yet it is also a world where love might blossom, and goodness survive. The lives of a street 
girl, an aspiring writer, and a freed slave cross and re-cross the slums of London in this novel about 
the birth of passion, the burden of addiction, and the consolations of literature. 

 
 

BRIAN KEANEY is an award-winning author, best known for his young adult and children’s 
fantasy novels Jacob's Ladder, The Hollow People and The Magical Detectives. For a number of years he was Royal 
Literary Fund Fellow at Goldsmiths College and at the London College Of Fashion and he taught 
creative writing on the Pembroke College Cambridge summer programme. He has a house in the west of 
Ireland where he spends as much time as possible. His writing has been translated into twenty 
languages, and several of his books have now been bought by US Film Companies. 

 
PRAISE 

 
“It is the wit that really draws you in. Despite the grim background and the sometimes horrific detail, the 
writing is vivid and buoyant, the research and the detail impressive. I was gripped.” 
Katharine McMahon, author of The Rose of Sebastopol, The Woman In The Picture, etc. 

 
“The Alphabet of Heart’s Desire imagines three utterly different lives, and weaves them through the brutal, vibrant 
world of early 19th century London to make an atmospheric, shocking and satisfying story.” Emma 
Darwin, author of The Mathematics of Love and Alchemy 
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ZOE DUNCAN 

THE SHIFTING POOLS 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (272 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): JULY 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
 
 

Fleeing war and the death of her family, Eve has carefully constructed a new life for herself in London. Yet 
she is troubled by vivid, disturbing dreams, symptoms of her traumatic past, which intrude increasingly 
on her daily life. As she is drawn further into her dream world, she finds herself caught up in a fresh battle 
for survival. A dark, lyrical fantasyabout healingand reconnecting withthefull richness of the self. 

 
ZOE DUNCAN has a PhD in Middle Eastern Geopolitics, a background in teaching, policy advice, art 
and writing. Having spent her childhood throughout the Middle East and Africa, she now lives between 
Cornwall and Buckinghamshire with her children and three cats. 

 
 
 

PRAISE FOR THE SHIFTING POOLS 
 
 

‘A beautiful, moving story that skilfully stitches together the fragmented pieces of a brutalised and 
shattered soul so that it just might fly again’ Emma Jane Kirby 

 
“With alternating chapters set in London, Enanti and poignant excerpts relating to dreams, this novel has 
a lyrical quality that movingly deals with loss and memory." Buzz magazine 

“The writing has a clear-sightedness that reflects her recovery from, rather than an immersion in, 
childhood trauma… The book has a particular accord with present times: Eve is a refugee and her 
sense of dislocation is vividly conveyed. [But] the darkness she describes is more than the refugee 
experience. It reflects the fundamental isolation we all feel and, too often, deny. It is this that gives the book 
a deep emotional resonance for readers.” Danuta Kean, Mslexia 
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MICHAEL NATH 

BRITISH STORY 
 

CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (288 PP) 
PUB DATE UK: FEBRUARY 2010 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
‘A wonderful exercise in novelistic virtuosity, 
strange and beautiful.’ – Times Literary 
Supplement 
‘Characters are like a scent bottle. To meet them is to lift the stopper; to get to know them, never to put it back; then the scent, it spreads around 
the world.’ 
What’s haunting Kennedy? He believes that literary characters exist just like you or me, but he’s getting 
nowhere trying to prove it. His Falstaff project is an embarrassment; Barbara’s wanting a baby; there’s that 
trouble from last autumn; he can’t even tell a story. 

His fortunes change when he’s befriended by Arthur Mountain, a larger- than-life Welshman with a 
peculiar take on history and a grand distaste for the modern world. Together with his trainspotting 
wife, snooty secretary and trusty machete, Arthur opens Kennedy’s soul. 

Philosophical, frightening and hilarious, British Story is an adventure in imagination and a rallying cry for 
wonder. With this witty and critical examination of contemporary life, Michael Nath has called up the lost 
spirit of resistance. The stoplines are operational! 

MICHAEL NATH was brought up in South Wales and Lincolnshire. He is a Senior Lecturer in 
English at the University of Westminster. His firstnovel, La Rochelle, wasshortlisted for the James Tait Black 
Memorial Prize for Fiction. His third novel TheTreatment will be published in 2020. 

 

Praise for BRITISH STORY 

‘British Story doles out the kisses and the coshes in equal measure. Fittingly for a book obsessed by the 
importance of character in literature, Michael Nath’s second novel can best be summed up as a 
swaggering and beer-bellied roar of anger, tenderness, reflection and resistance. I loved it. Nath takes the 
reader on an almost encyclopaedic tour of the often violent and always edgy relationships between the 
English, Welsh and Scottish nations. He is equally adept at providing satellite views of events such as the 
country’s railway network or the tactics of football hooliganism as he is in zooming down to specific 
and little-known details. A loud and extraordinarily compelling novel, tussling with the big issues of life 
and death.’ – The Morning Star, Book of theYear 
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MICHAEL NATH 

LA ROCHELLE 
 

CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL  MS (288 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: FEBRUARY 2010 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Shortlisted for the James Tait Black 
Memorial Prize for Fiction 

Jules et Jim with a postmodern twist, La Rochelle 
is the debut novel by a master writer that tells the story 
of a man making his last stand against celibacy. 

 
This darkly comic and highly original novel is set over two weeks in 2004, where we find protagonist Dr 
Mark Chopra, a chaste and passive neurologist. One evening Mark is summoned to help his intriguing 
friend Ian, whose girlfriend Laura has, simply, vanished. When we learn of the images of Laura that play 
in the film-roll of Mark’s mind, we realise that this disappearance has bigger consequences than initially 
meets the eye. Always more ready to read than to act, Mark draws on the lessons of the great philosophers 
and generals as both men settle in to the comfort of a drink as they try to figure out what it all might 
mean. 

 
What are the triggers that can free such a man from his passive state and transform him into a gallant 
knight and go after his beloved Laura? Uneasily inhabiting a world which has the air of being 
orchestrated around him, Mark must accept assistance from extraordinary people in unexpected places, 
and sift enchantment from whatever might pass for reality if he is to learn the lessons of Don Quixote and 
La Rochelle. 

 
MICHAEL NATH is the author of three novels, La Rochelle, British Story and The Treatment. Visit his website 
for more details: www.michaelnath.wordpress.com 

 
Praise for La Rochelle 

‘The writing, which is clever, witty and ambitious throughout, becomes shot through with a 
wonderfully oneiric unpredictability. Original, funny and absolutely spot-on.’ – The Independent 

 
‘I love this book... It’s got a real type of wit... It’s like Proust in Peckham or Hamlet in Holborn. Go and 
read this tremendous book.’ – Dr Lee Spinks 
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KATE ARMSTRONG 

THE STORYTELLER 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (204 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): JUNE 2016 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 

We are shaped by our stories. 
 

‘Shall we start again?’ 
A young woman regains consciousness. An elegant old lady degenerates into flailing madness. A beggar 
counts small change on Westminster Bridge. Hot summer afternoons transform into autumn and 
winter days and back to summer again. 
At first, Iris and Rachel are linked only by their illness, but as they heal they grow closer, and soon they are 
enmeshed in a relationship neither can escape. When Iris insists on writing Rachel’s biography the younger 
woman is unable to resist; but is her life being reported or created by her self-appointed storyteller? 
With a claustrophobic intensity of vision, The Storyteller is a challenging, beautifully written novel of 
disconnect, insanity and reawakening. 

 
KATE ARMSTRONG was born in 1979 and grew up in the North of England. She studied English 
Literature at Oxford University, first at New College and then at Merton, where she wrote her DPhil on 
John Donne. She also held a lectureship at St Hugh’s. Kate then followed a career in international 
business,writingherfirstnovel, TheStoryteller, on trainsandflightsand in hotelrooms.She is currently 
working more comfortably on her second. 

 

PRAISE 
 

'A strange, compelling work... A considerable achievement.' Craig Raine 
 

"The Storyteller is one of those novels that you have to experience to truly understand its complexity and 
beauty. [..]a beautifully unique novel that delves into an authentic and disturbing experience of mental 
illness. "- culturevultures.com 
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CLARE STEVENS 

BLUE TIDE RISING 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (418 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): MARCH 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 
 

“Somewhere in me a scream is rising, but I contain it. Just.” 
 
 

Diazepam-fogged Amy isn’t the best person to investigate an unexplained death, but she’s the only one 
Jay can get through to. 

On the run from her troubled past and controlling older (ex) lover, she winds up on a Welsh eco farm 
where she starts to rebuild her life, grounded by the earth and healed by the salt air. 

But it isn’t just her inner self that she manages to uncover. There are living ghosts at Môr Tawel, and 
they’re as loud as the waters crashing over the shingle on the beach. 

Amy’s new life has just started, and she’s already running out of time. 
 
 

CLARE STEVENS grew up in the wilds of Somerset but has lived most of her adult life in 
Nottingham. A former journalist, she has numerous short stories published. Blue Tide Rising is her 
first novel. 
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JUDY BIRKBECK 

BEHIND THE MASK IS 
NOTHING 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (342 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2017  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 
 

How could anyone get drawn into a cult without realising? 
 

Stef does. An overworked teacher, she questions her husband's fidelity, but is drawn into a community on 
a remote Exmoor estate run by the couples’ counsellor. Meanwhile, her grandmother, who is writing 
her memoir about the Hitler Youth girls in Berlin with a mixture of guilt and nostalgia, looks on helplessly 
as Stef descends ever further. 

 
A disturbing novel about the abuse of power - and the acceptance of this abuse. 

 
 

JUDY BIRKBECK studied German and French at Reading University, and gained an MA in Creative 
Writing from Exeter University. She works as a technical, legal and commercial translator from 
German, French, Russian and Spanish. Behind The Mask Is Nothing was partly inspired by personal 
experience of a non-residential cult-like group. 
She is currently working on her third novel, about the abuse of power within the family. She has had short 
stories published in Litro, The Lampeter Review, andelsewhere. 
Judy was born and bred in London, and lives in Yorkshire. 
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PETER ROBINSON  

SEPTEMBER IN THE 
RAIN 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (280 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2016 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 

Two young people travelling through Italy are caught in the rain and hitch a lift with chilling 
consequences. After this nothing will ever be the same again. 
Richard and Mary have been together throughout University, and the trip to Italy had been planned long 
ago. But before they set out Richard had a brief affair with Alice, and his confusion and Mary’s suspicions 
have started to change everything; they make a series of small choices which ultimately lead to disaster. 
In delicately powerful prose Peter Robinson carefully, painfully, and tenderly depicts the relationships 
before and after the brief and traumatic event at the heart of the novel. 
September in the Rain is a book about the responsibilities of love; about accidents and decisions; about 
unforeseen and dreadful consequences. 

 
PETER ROBINSON was born in 1953 in the north west of England and holds degrees from York 
and Cambridge. After spending eighteen years as a visiting lecturer in Japan, he returned to Britain to take 
up a professorship in English and American literature at the University of Reading. The author of 
aphorisms, short stories, memoirs and literary criticism, as well as numerous collections of poetry and 
translations, he has been awarded the Cheltenham Prize, the John Florio Prize and two Poetry Book 
Society Recommendations. 

 
 

PRAISE FOR SEPTEMBER IN THE RAIN 
 

“A beautiful novel: profoundly upsetting, as its subject matter requires, but one which also offers a kind 
of redemption, thanks to the tone of rueful, quizzical honesty in which Peter Robinson narrates. The 
patient beauties of his poetry are carried over seamlessly into this, his first work of fiction.’— 
Jonathan Coe, author of What A Carve Up!, The Rotters Club, and Number 11 
‘September in the Rain is a novel of extraordinary beauty and courage. It takes on a difficult and complex subject 
and explores it with sensitivity, wit and humanity. Peter Robinson is a writer of great panache and wisdom. 
I defy anyone not to be moved by his story’—Paula Byrne, author of Perdita: A Life of Mary 
Robinson 
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ANNE GOOD W I N 

SUGAR AND SNAILS 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (342 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): JULY 2015 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 

Shortlisted for the Polari Prize 
 
 

The past lingers on, etched beneath our skin ... At fifteen, Diana Dodworth took the opportunity to 
radically alter the trajectory of her life, and escape the constraints of her small-town existence. Thirty years 
on, she can't help scratching at her teenage decision like a scabbed wound. To safeguard her secret, 
she's kept other people at a distance... until Simon Jenkins sweeps in on a cloud of promise and possibility. 
But his work is taking him to Cairo, and he expects Di to fly out for a visit. She daren't return to the 
city that changed her life; nor can she tell Simon the reason why. Sugar and Snails takes the reader on a 
poignant journey from Diana's misfit childhood, through tortured adolescence to a triumphant mid-
life coming-of-age that challenges preconceptions about bridging the gap between who we are and who 
we feel we ought to be. 

 
ANNE GOODWIN loves fiction for the freedom to contradict herself and has been scribbling stories 
ever since she could hold a pencil. During her career as an NHS clinical psychologist her focus was on 
helping other people tell their neglected stories to themselves. Her first book, Sugar and Snails, was 
shortlisted for the Polari Prize in 2015 
Alongside her identity as a writer, Anne will admit to being a sociable introvert; recovering 
psychologist; voracious reader; slug slayer; struggling soprano; and tramper of moors. 

 
 
 

Praise for SUGAR AND SNAILS 
 

"An absorbing, clever and heartening debut.” 
- Alison Moore, author of The Lighthouse 
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DOUGLAS BOARD 

TIME OF LIES 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (272 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): JUNE 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
 

In 2020 the United Kingdom elects its own Donald Trump... 
 

Bob Grant, the charismatic leader of the Britain’s Great party has swept to power on a populist tide. 
With his itchy finger hovering over the nuclear trigger, Bob presides over a brave new Britain where 
armed drones fill the skies, ex-bankers and foreigners are vilified, and the football chant ‘No one likes us, 
we don’t care’ has become an unofficial national anthem. Meanwhile, Bob’s brother Zack gets a tap on 
the shoulder from a shady Whitehall mandarin. A daring plot is afoot to defy the will of the people and 
unseat the increasingly unstable PM... 

 
A darkly comic political thriller, Time of Lies is also a terrifyingly believable portrait of an alternative Britain. 
It couldn’t happen here... could it? 

 
DOUGLAS BOARD is co-head of Coachmatch Career Management and an honorary senior visiting 
fellow at Cass Business School, City University London. He is the author of two books on leadership and 
one previous novel, MBA. 

 
PRAISE FOR TIME OF LIES 

 
“A milestone in dystopian fiction. The first post-Truth, post-Brexit novel. We are destined to hear more 
of Douglas Board.” --Chris Mullin, author, A Very British Coup 

 
“At the vanguard of Brexit fiction” –Guardian. 

 
‘My book of the moment: Douglas Board is a truly talented satirist and has our Brexit era nailed’ 
Matthew d'Ancona 

‘This post-Brexit satire has you laughing out loud whilst ruthlessly dissecting our troubled times. A 
funny, exciting and provocative summer read for anyone wanting to reflect on recent political 
upheavals’ Wendy Alexander, former leader of the Scottish Labour Party 
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SIMON EDGE 

A RIGHT ROYAL FACE- 
OFF 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (288 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): JULY 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
‘A glorious comedy of painting and pretension’ 
Ryan O’Neill 

 
It is 1777, and England’s second-greatest portrait artist, Thomas Gainsborough, has a thriving practice a 
stone’s throw from London’s royal palaces. Meanwhile, the press talks up his rivalry with Sir Joshua 
Reynolds, the pedantic theoretician who is the top dog of British portraiture. 

Gainsborough loathes pandering to grand sitters, but he changes his tune when he is commissioned to 
paint King George III and his large family. In their final, most bitter competition, who will be chosen 
as court painter, Tom or Sir Joshua? 

Two and a half centuries later, a badly damaged painting turns up on a downmarket TV antiques show 
beingfilmed in Suffolk.Couldthemonstrosityreallybe, as its eccentricowner claims, a Gainsborough? If 
so, who is the sitter? And why does he have donkey’s ears? 

Mixing ancient and modern as he did in his acclaimed debut The Hopkins Conundrum, Simon Edge takes aim at 
fakery and pretension in this highly original celebration of one of our greatest artists. 

 
 

SIMON EDGE was born in Chester and read philosophy at Cambridge University. He was editor of the 
pioneering London paper Capital Gay before becoming a gossip columnist on the Evening Standard and 
then a feature writer on the Daily Express, where he was also a theatre critic for many years. He has an 
MA in Creative Writing from City University, London. His novel The Hopkins Conundrum, published in 
2017, was longlisted for the Waverton Good Read Award. His second novel, The Hurtle of Hell, was 
published in 2018. He lives in Suffolk. 

 
 

PRAISE FOR A RIGHT ROYAL FACE-OFF 
 

‘One part mystery, one part history, one part satire, and wholly entertaining. A hilarious portrait of the 
artist as a frustrated man, Simon Edge’s novel is a glorious comedy of painting and pretension’ Ryan 
O’Neill 
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SIMON EDGE 

THE HOPKINS 
CONUNDRUM 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (288 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): JUNE 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
Longlisted for the Waverton Good Read Award 

 
Tim Cleverley inherits a failing pub in Wales. The only thing of interest is its location, which is down the 
road from the remote Jesuit seminary where Victorian poet Gerard Manley Hopkins wrote his 
masterpiece, The Wreck of the Deutschland, about the death of a group of nuns fleeing Germany on board a 
doomed ship. To Tim, the opaque religious poetry is incomprehensible – almost as if it’s written in code. 

This gives him an idea. Desperate for passing trade, he contacts an American author – famous as a 
purveyor of Holy Grail hokum – suggesting he write a book about the poet, the area and a recently 
discovered, and entirely fabricated, ‘mystery’. Fortunately for Tim, the famous author is going through a 
period of writer's block and latches on to his idea at once. But will Tim's new relationship with a genuine 
Hopkins fan scupper the plan? 

The Hopkins Conundrum blends the real stories of Hopkins and the shipwrecked nuns while casting a wry 
eye on The Da Vinci Code industry in a highly original mix of fiction, literary biography and satirical 
commentary. 

SIMON EDGE was born in Chester and read philosophy at Cambridge University. He was editor of the 
pioneering London paper Capital Gay before becoming a gossip columnist on the Evening Standard and 
then a feature writer on the Daily Express, where he was also a theatre critic for many years. He has an 
MA in Creative Writing from City University, London. His novel The Hopkins Conundrum, published in 
2017, was longlisted for the Waverton Good Read Award. His second novel, The Hurtle of Hell, was 
published in 2018. He lives in Suffolk. 

 
 

PRAISE FOR THE HOPKINS CONUNDRUM 
 

“The novel seesaws between comedy and calamity, present and past. It pokes fun at pretension but 
also gives an insight into why a Catholic poet such as Hopkins – so weird, so spiritual and so intense 
– deserves his claim to greatness. The result is a novel enjoyable on every level.” Daily Express, **** 
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JANET WATSON  

NOTHING EVER 
HAPPENS IN 
WENTBRIDGE 

 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (328 PP)  
PUB   DATE   UK: NOVEMBER  2012 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 

Dallas is on the telly, Abba are number one, Starsky and Hutch are on her bedroom wall, and Janet is 
falling in love for the first time. In the warm glow of the local pub, over cider, Tetleys and with a close- knit 
gang of friends, life for Janet and Mark couldn't be better. Then, one morning, her mother's worst fears 
for Janet are realised and a decision is made that will change everything. Nothing Ever Happens in Wentbridge is 
a true story from the emotional front line of a first love. This beautiful and vivid account of Mark and Janet, 
their lives, love and loss, shows how the mind has an uncanny ability to ignore what it doesn't want to 
acknowledge. Until it has to. 

 
JANET WATSON was born in Hull and studied in Sheffield before working as a journalist in 
Yorkshire and Edinburgh. After writing this book, she quit journalism and retrained as a family 
counsellor. More details at: www.wentbridge.wordpress.com 

 
Praise for Nothing Ever Happens in Wentbridge 

‘This is a luminous book about real life: about love, loss, motherhood, daughterhood, about sex, 
longing and fear, regret and the terrible pain of hindsight. It’s a must-read for parents, forcing us to look 
beyond present disagreement with our children to the health of our future with them. And it’s a fabulous 
story, whose last third I had to read in one sitting into the small hours. This book must surely have taken 
courage to write. I loved it.’ – Mumsnet 

 
‘To quote the old song – I thought I’d found her letters and read each one out loud. This is a very 
touching story about first love and last rites. It’s also about how, in order to be in tune with our present and 
then move on, we invariably have to visit something painful from the past.’ – Ian Clayton 

 
‘The author drew on her teenage diaries for this poignant yet hilarious memoir about finding and losing your 
first love. The vividly depicted memories will make readers wince with recollection, but aside from its 
funny moments, it’s ultimately very moving.’ – The Sunday Mirror 
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MARIE GRAY 

BE PRETTY AND SHUT 
UP 
CLIENT: AGENCE CD 
MATERIAL: FULL FRENCH MANUSCRIPT  
PUB DATE CANADA: MAY 2019  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 

Already more than 10000 copies sold in Québec! 
 
 

Audacious and acerbic, this novel grapples with desire and seduction, but also fear and shame 
with snappy dialogues and sometimes steamy, sometimes poignant and powerful scenes. In 
the same vein as the author’s Baiser trilogy, which sold over 30 000 copies, Be pretty and shut 
up is a formidable call to reflexion and mobilisation, one year after the #metoo tsunami. 

 
Mylène has everything she needs to be happy. Stéphane is her « second chance at happiness »; perfect with 
the kids, thoughtful, hot and attractive husband. Sure, he’s a bit of a « ladies’ man », but not more so than 
most, and to Mylène mind his many qualities outweigh his minor shortcomings. 

 
Boys will be boys, after all, right? 

 
With  not-so-subtle  comments,  Josée  and  Cynthia  try  to  open  Mylène’s  eyes  but  for  her,  it is 
far more comfortable to ignore the red flags caused by her hubby’s sometimes shady attitude. As much as 
she keeps her head in the sand, however, she finds it increasingly difficult to find Stéphane’s comments as 
funny, sexy and harmless as she used to. When her whole world blows up, too many 
thingsbecomesuddenlyblindinglyobvious.What is acceptable,andwhatisn’tanymore, for instance... 

 
An entertaining read which asks « the real questions », Be pretty and shut up is for all those who dream of the 
day when men and women will unite to make respect stronger and more widely spread than threat and 
fear ever were. 

 
MARIE GRAY knows how to dive into the heart and soul of her readers. Her Stories to Make You Blush 
have sold over one million copies in 24 languages, her teen novels (8 volumes tackling issues such as 
sexual assault, substance abuse, bullying, homophobia, suicide, etc.) have changed many lives for the better 
and her Baiser trilogy allowed her to blend erotica and strong social issues into gripping novels. In this 
latest, Marie Gray uses her incisive, sexy and daring style as the voice of all the women who now refuse to 
remain passive and silent. A furiously topical and wildly relevant novel! 
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MARLENE LEE 

NO CERTAIN HOME 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (340 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): APRIL 2016 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 

A novel about an American radical and an independent, passionate woman. 
 

It is respectfully requested that Agnes Smedley, of Yaddo, Saratoga Springs, New York, be placed on the 
regular Censorship Watch List, and submissions of all communications and telephone conversations 
to, from, or regarding her be forwarded to the Bureau. 
J. Edgar Hoover, 1945 

 
From a tenant farm in Missouri, to the mines of Colorado, to the mountains of China—and into the 
files of the FBI. This is the true story of Agnes Smedley, an extraordinary woman who transcended 
personal hardship to become an international journalist. From the caves of Northwest China, where she 
was the only Westerner who lived with the leaders of the Chinese Red Army after their Long March, 
she described the Chinese Communist movement to the West. Despite personal loneliness and 
romantic and sexual disappointment, she earned the love and respect of those who knew her and 
understood that China would become an important player on the world stage. 
A novel about an American radical and an independent, passionate woman. 

 
MARLENE LEE has worked as a court reporter, teacher, college instructor, and writer. Her poems, 
stories, and essays have appeared in numerous publications. She currently lives in Columbia, Missouri and 
New York City. 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

"Passionate, idealistic, and uncompromising, Agnes Smedley was a gloriously unconventional woman. In 
No Certain Home, Marlene Lee splendidly brings to life this most unlikely of Midwestern heroines. A 
fascinating story, and a wonderful book." —Alex George, author, A Good American 
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E.J. RUNYON 

A HOUSE OF LIGHT & 
STONE 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (302 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2014 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, 
GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 
 

It's 1967 East Los Angeles. Duffy Chavez is ten years old and from a large, mixed-race, single-parent 
family. Growing up is never easy, but for young Duffy Chavez, whose childhood is anything but 
innocent, the journey is particularly painful. Swimming against the tides of her troubled family as well as her 
own cultural identity, she struggles with the cards she has been dealt. Buoyed up by the belief of a select 
few, she strives to achieve the kind of self-knowledge that comes so naturally to the 'real girls' all around 
her. As gaps in the narrative begin to fill, and the truth surrounding Duffy's birth is unearthed, her 
determination to succeed is rendered all the more astounding. Told in uncompromising clarity through the 
eyes of a child, A House of Light and Stone is at once full of heartbreak and hope, offering respites of 
warmth in the coldest of places. 

 
 

E.J. RUNYON lives in the US North East. Since 2002 she’s found herself moving on to smaller and 
smaller towns, while working to become the author and writing coach she planned on being. 
Her debut novel for Inspired Quill, A House of Light & Stone, was nominated for the 2015 Dramatic 
Fiction award at The Golden Crown Literary Society (GCLS). Other titles from Inspired Quill include 
Tell Me How To Write A Story (2013) and Claiming One (2012). And from other presses: Your Little Red Book, 
Good People and 5 Ways of Thinking to Turn Your Writing World Around. 
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EMANUELA BARASCH - RUBINSTEIN 

FIVE SELVES 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (204 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): FEBRUARY 2015 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 
 

Five splendid novellas explore Israeli identity and self-awareness. 
 

Five stories that explore identity and selfhood through one dominating aspect: from the death of a 
father to an irrational fear of dogs; from a rigid concept of what is right to the evolution of identity 
across the generations; and a final presentation of the essence of living and dying. With haunting, 
Kafkaesque prose, Emanuela Barasch-Rubinstein creates a series of profound, internal narratives. 
Originally written in Hebrew, these stories have been translated into English by the author. 

 
EMANUELA BARASCH-RUBINSTEIN is a writer and a scholar in the Humanities. Her parents 
fled their homes in Eastern Europe and immigrated at to Israel, and Emanuela was born in Jerusalem. Her 
father was the noted art historian Moshe Barasch. Emauela studied in the faculty of the Humanities at 
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem. Her PhD is in Comparative Religionand Literature. She was part of 
the Comparative Religions graduate program at Tel Aviv University; now she is part of the Nevzlin 
Center for Jewish Peoplehood Studies at the Interdisciplinary Center (IDC) in Herzlya. She is currently 
living in Tel Aviv. 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

‘The stories are important in the way they portray the intricate formation of an Israeli identity, and shed 
new light in the complexity of Israeli life; yet they go beyond this, revealing a profound understanding 
of wider human – and humanistic – themes and a fresh, significant artistic voice.’ 
Aharon Appelfeld 

 
“Lean, beautiful writing . . .This anthology is a highly visual, spiritual gem.” —Publisher’s Weekly 
starred review 

 
“A memorable and singular voice.” The Mail on Sunday 
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EVAN GUILFORD-BLAKE 

AMERICAN BLUES 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (236 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): OCTOBER 2014 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 
 

The Blues are rooted in the American mind and soul. Each era has its own, and each is both the same 
and different, just like the people who know them, and play them, and live them. 
Here are five powerful stories exploring that mind and soul as they’ve evolved over the last seventy 
years. 

 
Sonny’s Blues - A dying musician makes through his last days, through fragments  of  the past and 
present, always with the music playing. 

Tio’s Blues – Two social misfits and the violence resulting from their trust and need for love.  

Nighthawks – Four nighthawks confront each other in a racially charged story set in the late-night diner. 

Animation – The comic, poignant story of a man in search of the meaning of his life – and of life itself. 
And a job. 

 
The Easy Lovin’ Blues – A young woman connects two triangular relationships, one between her mother and 
her mother’s manipulative, young would-be lover; the other between an aging trumpet player and his 
lover, a dominating and disturbed blues singer. 

 
EVAN GUILFORD-BLAKE writes fiction, plays, poetry and creative non-fiction for adults and 
children. His stories have appeared in numerous journals and anthologies; they have won 17 
competitions and received two Pushcart Prize nominations. Noir(ish), his first novel, is available from 
Penguin. About 40 of his plays have been produced; thirty are published, and he’s won more than 40 
playwriting contests. He and his wife live in the southeastern US. 

 
PRAISE FOR AMERICAN BLUES 

 
“American Blues is a compellingly readable evocation of a hard, unforgiving world fitfully illuminated not 
only by art, but also by small acts of solidarity and kindness.” 
Chris Parker, London Jazz 
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ANNE GOODWIN 

BECOMING SOMEONE 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (340 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): NOVEMBER 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 
 
 
 

An administrator is forced into early retirement; a busy doctor needs a break. A girl discovers her 
sexuality; an older man explores a new direction for his. An estate agent seeks adventure beyond 
marriage; a photojournalist retreats from an overwhelming world. A woman reduces her carbon 
footprint; a woman embarks on a transatlantic affair. A widow refuses to let her past trauma become 
public property; another marks her husband’s passing instyle. 

Thought-provoking, playful and poignant, these 42 short stories address identity from different angles, 
examining the characters’ sense of self at various points in their lives. What does it mean to be a partner, 
parent, child, sibling, friend? How important is work, culture, race, religion, nationality, class? Does our 
body, sexuality, gender or age determine who weare? 

Is identity a given or can we choose the someone we become? 
 
 

ANNE GOODWIN loves fiction for the freedom to contradict herself and has been scribbling stories 
ever since she could hold a pencil. During her career as an NHS clinical psychologist her focus was on 
helping other people tell their neglected stories to themselves. Her first book, Sugar and Snails, was 
shortlisted for the Polari Prize in 2015 
Alongside her identity as a writer, Anne will admit to being a sociable introvert; recovering 
psychologist; voracious reader; slug slayer; struggling soprano; and tramper of moors. 
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CRIME 
THRILLER 
SUSPENSE 
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BENJAMIN MYERS 

PIG IRON 
CLIENT: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: BLUEMOOSE BOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (300 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2012 
RIGHTS SOLD: BLOOMSBURY (PAPERBACK)  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD EXCL. ENGLISH NA 

 
 

WINNER OF THE GORDON BURN PRIZE 
RUNNER-UP THE GUARDIAN’S NOT THE BOOKER 
PRIZE A 3:AM MAGAZINE NOVEL OF THE YEAR. 

. 
 

John-John wants to escape his past. But the legacy of brutality left by his bare-knuckle boxer father, self-
styled King of the Gypsies, Mac Wisdom, looms large over his life. John-John’s new job as an ice cream 
van man, should offer freedom, but instead pulls him into the dark underbelly of life in a northern 
town where his family name is mud. 

 
As John-John attempts to trade prejudice, parole officers and local gangs for “the green cathedral” – the 
rural landscape that provides solace for him – the story of Mac’s rise and spectacularly bloody fall unravels. 

 
PIG IRON is the story of a traveller who hasn’t travelled; a young man fighting for his very survival. 

 
 

BENJAMIN MYERS is an author and journalist. His novels include The Offing (2019), The Gallows Pole 
(2017), Beastings (2014), Pig Iron (2012) and Richard (2010). He lives in the Upper Calder Valley, Yorkshire, 
UK. 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

“Pig Iron is an important book because it tells a story that has shaped all contemporary Western humans, 
but is routinely, inexplicably overlooked – the great move from agricultural life to industrial life.” – Judge 
Deborah Orr, the Gordon Burn Prize 2013 
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“One of my best reads this year…it’s a deeply rural story, a book full of passion for the English 
countryside and centred on the conflict between the travelling and the settled community. – Melvin 
Burgess 

 
Myers’s poetic vernacular brims with that quality most sadly lost in the Thatcher years – humanity. 
Cathi Unsworth in The Guardian 

 
This is yet another singular portrait of an outsider from Myers. And delivered through authentic 
characterisation, a monstrously compelling plot, and frequent humour – a rare combination of such 
successfully crafted elements – Pig Iron deserves to find itself on many a reading list, if not the National 
Curriculum. 
Declan Tan for 3:AM Magazine 

 
Benjamin Myers’s influences are clear — David Peace’s northern brutalism is evident and there are 
suggestions of Salinger and Golding but Pig Iron’s savage vision is his alone. Pig Iron is an utterly 
compelling book because the twin desolations of blighted sink estate culture and the emotional 
alienation of the main character are evoked unrelentingly and the grim conclusion is almost inevitable. 
Steve Ely for Morning Star 

 
“What a staggeringly powerful book. It held me page by page, totally took me over. If I had to opt for a 
single word to encompass the experience of reading the book, I’d settle for ‘ferocious’. How come this 
book didn’t win all the literary prizes that year?” – Dominic Cooper, author of The Dead Of Winter 
and Sunrise. 

 
“Original and urgent, exciting and uncompromising” – Loud & Quiet, Books of the Year 

 
“Never has an author caught the sense of dread, denial and defeat in the downward spiral so thoroughly and 
accurately as this since Hubert Selby Jr.’s masterwork Requiem For A Dream. Myers’ blend of low-life 
settings and high art conceptions, coupled with a sharp knowledge of North-East regional dialectical 
inflections and the region’s mapping, are a wonderful throwback to Joyce.” – Louder Than War 
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ADA WILSON 

RED ARMY FACTION 
BLUES 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (256 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: NOVEMBER 2011 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 

A coalition government. A widely mistrusted ruling elite. Riots in the streets and heavy-handed police 
tactics. Welcome to West Berlin, 1967. 

 
Undercover agent Peter Urbach is tasked with infiltrating a group of radical students whose anti- 
consumerist message is not without propaganda value on both sides of the Wall. Soon, high-minded 
political activism will move to the terrorism of Baader, Meinhof and the Red Army Faction. 

 
1989, the Wall is coming down and Urbach is breaking cover to track down Peter Green, the genius 
behind British blues rock band Fleetwood Mac. There’s unfinished business to resolve after their 
chance encounter twenty years earlier at a party in Germany. What exactly did Peter Green walk into that 
day? They say he has never been the same since… 

 
Book Website: www.redarmyfactionblues.wordpress.com 

 
ADA WILSON is a writer, journalist and musician. He signed to a major record label at the age of 16 
with his band Strangeways. His novels Red Army Faction Blues, Very Acme and The Righteous Brother are published 
by Route. 

Praise for Red Army Faction Blues 
 

‘British author Wilson- brings the tumult of 1967 West Berlin vividly to life in this intriguing period 
thriller. Resonances with the Occupy Wall Street  movement  make  this  novel’s  themes  timely.’ – 
Publishers Weekly 

 

‘Peter Green provides the thematic thread drawing the novel’s diverse elements into focus, mapping out 
the constant points of this fascinating reimagining. As though the Green God has the answers – the 
code to what happened… to why the urban guerrilla youthquake all went wrong. Brilliant stuff!’ – Rock n 
Reel 
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ANNE GOOD W I N 

UNDERNEATH 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (276 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 
 

He never intended to be a jailer … 

After years of travelling, responsible to no-one but himself, Steve has resolved to settle down. He gets a 
job, buys a house and persuades Liesel to move in with him. 

Life’s perfect, until Liesel delivers her ultimatum: if he won’t agree to start a family, she’ll have to leave. He 
can’t bear to lose her, but how can he face the prospect of fatherhood when he has no idea what being 
a father means? If he could somehow make her stay, he wouldn’t have to choose … and it would be a 
shame not to make use of the cellar. 

Will this be the solution to his problems, or the catalyst for his own unravelling? 
 
 

ANNE GOODWIN loves fiction for the freedom to contradict herself and has been scribbling stories 
ever since she could hold a pencil. During her career as an NHS clinical psychologist her focus was on 
helping other people tell their neglected stories to themselves. Her first book, Sugar and Snails, was 
shortlisted for the Polari Prize in 2015. 
Alongside her identity as a writer, Anne will admit to being a sociable introvert; recovering 
psychologist; voracious reader; slug slayer; struggling soprano; and tramper of moors. 

 

Praise for UNDERNEATH 
 
 

"Clever and chilling; Underneath is a story that will stay with you long after you've finished reading." 
- Sanijda Kay, author of Bone by Bone 
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CHARLES DEMERS 

PROPERTY VALUES 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (176 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): NOVEMBER 
2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 

The worlds of urban gentrification, overpriced real estate, 
and gang violence collide in this wry and sardonic crime 
novel by author and comedian Charles Demers 
(Vancouver Special, The Horrors). 
As a shaky truce between suburban gangsters starts to unravel, 
schlubby civilian Scott Clark has other things on his mind: if he can't afford to buy out his former 
father-in-law, Scott's about to lose the only house he's ever called home. In Vancouver's red-hot real 
estate market, he doesn't have a chance--until he and his best friends take the last-ditch measure of 
staging a drive-by shooting on the property to push down the asking price. But when Scott's pretend 
gangland stunt attracts the attention of real criminals, his make-believe crew soon finds itself in the 
middle of a deadly rivalry. 

 
With wicked humour and a brilliant cast of desperate characters, Property Values explodes the crime novel 
genre while exploring the absurd lengths to which a man will go to in order to hold onto his home in 
today's market. 

 
CHARLES DEMERS is a comedian, writer, and playwright, and the author of the novels Property Values 
(Arsenal Pulp Press) and The Prescription Errors (Insomniac Press), and the non-fiction books The 
Horrors(Douglas & McIntyre), Vancouver Special (Arsenal Pulp Press, now out of print), and (with George 
Bowering) The Dad Dialogues (Arsenal Pulp Press). He's a regular on CBC's The Debaters and is the voice of 
Walter the Slug on the Emmy-winning Netflix cartoon Beat Bugs. He is also the editor of Robin's Egg 
Books, a humour imprint of Arsenal Pulp Press. A longtime political activist, he lives in East Vancouver 
with his wife and daughter. 

 
 

Praise for Property Values 

A searing commentary on the commodification of homes and the displacement of lower and middle 
classes should be neither funny nor entertaining, yet here we are with Charles Demers' hilarious new 
novel. Like the best literary satire, the jokes are so densely and smartly packed into each page that you 
forget this is about serious stuff. And trust me: you will, as the non-cool kids say, guffaw out loud. - Paul 
Bae, executive producer of "The Big Loop" and "The Black Tapes" 
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ABI SILVER 

THE CINDERELLA PLAN 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (400 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): JULY 2019 

 
When the only thing worse than being found guilty... is 
being found not guilty 

 
When James Salisbury, the owner of a British car manufacturer, ploughs his self-drive car into a young 
family, the consequences are deadly. Will the car’s ‘black box’ reveal what really happened or will the 
industry, poised to launch these products, close ranks to cover things up? 

 
James also faces an important personal dilemma. If it is proved that he was driving the car he may go to 
prison. But if he is found innocent, and the autonomous car is to blame, the business he has spent most 
of his life building, and his dream of safer transport for all, may collapse. 

 
Lawyers Judith Burton and Constance Lamb team up once again, this time to defend a man who may not 
want to go free, in a case that asks difficult questions about the speed at which technology is taking over 
our lives. 

 
 

ABI SILVER was born in Leeds and is a lawyer by profession. She lives in Hertfordshire with her 
husband and three sons. Her first courtroom thriller featuring the legal duo Judith Burton and 
Constance Lamb, The Pinocchio Brief, was published by Lightning Books in 2017 and was shortlisted for the 
Waverton Good Read Award. Her follow-up The Aladdin Trial, featuring the same legal team, was 
published in 2018. 

 
PRAISE FOR THE CINDERELLA PLAN 

 
‘A tense thriller wrought from a cutting-edge subject’ Times Crime Club 

‘Abi Silver has carved a niche exploring the moral and practical issues thrown up by technology, and how 
the law responds. She is adept at turning complex legal debate into compelling legal thrillers 
...If The Cinderella Plan finds its way on to your holiday reading list, expect to deliver a favourable verdict’ 
Jewish Chronicle 

 
 

ALSO AVAILABLE: THE PINOCCHIO BRIEF AND THE ALADDIN TRIAL
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CAROLINE KINGTON  

A LONG SHADOW 
CLIENT: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LIGHTNING BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (400 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): MAY 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
 
 

When farmer Dan Maddicott is found shot dead in one of his fields, he leaves behind a young family and 
a farm that is deep in debt. Although the coroner's report records accidental death, the fact that Dan 
had taken out life insurance just a few weeks before leads to rumours in the village that he has taken his 
own life in order to save his family from ruin. Dan's wife, Kate, refuses to believe the gossip and is 
determined to prove that his death was an accident. But as she goes through her husband's papers she 
discovers a set of old diaries that contain a previously untold story and unearths secrets that may reveal the 
truth to how Dan really died... 

 
A Long Shadow tracks the story of Dan and Kate's relationship from their first meeting right up to his tragic 
death, as well as following Kate through the aftermath of the tragedy. It also reveals the secret history of 
another resident of the farm, decades before, whose tragic tale will come to have dramatic repercussions 
in the present day. 

 
CAROLINE KINGTON spent most of her working life in theatre and television, as a director, 
producer and founder of the fringe theatre company Antidote Theatre. She was the first, and perhaps still 
the only, woman to play Othello in a production in the US Midwest. 

 
She is the author of the Summerstoke trilogy of rural comedies. She insists that no character in the series is 
based on anybody from the small village near Bath where she has lived for many years. Nobody believes 
her. 

 
PRAISE FOR A LONG SHADOW 

 
“Brilliantly weaves the past with the present…I couldn’t put it down’ – Joanna Lumley 

 
‘This is such an absorbing story of beautifully drawn characters, set against harsh historical realities, a story 
of bereavement with a central mystery and a thrilling finale….” Bel Mooney 
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M.Y. ALAM 

KILO 
CLIENT:  ROUTEPUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (320 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: MAY 2002 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 

Winner of the Arts Council of England New Writer 
Award 

 
 

Khalil Khan was a good boy. He had a certain past and an equally certain future awaited until gangsters 
decided to turn his world upside down. They shattered his safe family life with baseball bats but that’s only 
just the beginning. They turned good, innocent and honest Khalil into someone else: Kilo, a much more 
unforgiving and determined piece of work. Kilo cuts his way through the underworld of Bradford street 
crime, but the closer he gets to the top of that game, the stronger the pull of his original values become. 
When he finally begins to rub shoulders with the men who inadvertently showed him the allure of 
crime, the more convinced he becomes that it is sometimes necessary to do bad in order to achieve 
good. 

 
‘Just as you’re about to consign the gangster thriller to the bin of obsolescence, bored stiff by a tide of 
clichèd storylines, along comes a belter which deserves the highest praise.’ – The Big Issue 

 
 

M.Y. ALAM is the author of three novels, Annie Potts is Dead, Kilo and Red Laal. He has had several 
short stories published and is the editor of Made in Bradford and The Invisible Village. He is a researcher 
and lecturer at the University of Bradford. 
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M.Y. ALAM 

RED LAAL 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (352 PP) 
PUB DATE UK: SEPTEMBER 2012 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
‘‘Another gangster with all the presence of a ghost. Just stories you hear over 
the years. Heavyweight. King shit. Bad arse. Red Laal... If there did exist 
a Pakistani Don Corleone, then this was him.’ 

 
Kilo has fallen down the rungs of the criminal ladder and is once again reduced to dealing small time. 
Just when he realises he has to make a clean break and get out, along comes Red Laal with other ideas. 

 
Unnerved by the revelation of a long-held family secret and seduced by Red Laal’s charms, Kilo is 
quickly lured back into the criminal fold. But a trail of blood and betrayal leads him back to his ancestral 
village where he learns that not everything is what it seems. Soon Red Laal will discover what Kilo is 
prepared to do in the name of justice and revenge. 

 
M Y Alam’s novel is a compelling tale of survival, honour and family values; it is at once a page- turning 
thriller and homage to his home city of Bradford. In Kilo and Red Laal,Alam has created characters 
beyond compare in contemporary British fiction. 

 
‘One of the most important books to ever come out of Bradford.’ – Telegraph and Argus 

 
M.Y. ALAM is the author of three novels, Annie Potts is Dead, Kilo and Red Laal. He has had several 
short stories published and is the editor of Made in Bradford and The Invisible Village. He is a researcher 
and lecturer at the University of Bradford. 

 
Praise for RED LAAL 

A story that absolutely races along and grips like a vice… utterly shot through with authenticity.’ 
Yorkshire Post 

 
Red Laal is a real rough guide to Bradford, an unflinching look at the city’s criminal hinterland, but then 
MY Alam isn’t in the business of tourism… Red Laal is a smart, tough and authentic revenge thriller 
best served cold, and marks out M Y Alam as a major name in gritty, contemporary gangster- culture 
crime writing. It might be a little early in Alam’s career to say he’s the Bradfordian version of Elmore 
Leonard, but given a few more novels of this quality, at this pace and in this vein, then who knows?’ 
Bradford Telegraph 
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SUPERNATURAL 
FANTASY 
SCIENCE 
FICTION 
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AMBER DAWN  

SODOM ROAD EXIT 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (408 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): MARCH 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
Lambda Literary Award finalist Globe and 
Mail Best Book of the Year Ethel Wilson 
Fiction Prize finalist James Tiptree Jr. Honor 
List 

 
 

The second novel by Lambda Literary Award winner Amber Dawn: at once a compelling 
family melodrama and a lesbian supernatural thriller. 

 
It's the summer of 1990, and Crystal Beach in Ontario has lost its beloved, long-running amusement 
park, leaving the lakeside village a virtual ghost town. It is back to this fallen community Starla Mia Martin 
must return to live with her overbearing mother after dropping out of university and racking up 
significant debt. But an economic downturn, mother-daughter drama, and Generation X 
disillusionment soon prove to be the least of Starla's troubles: a mysterious and salacious force begins 
to dog Starla; inexplicable sounds in the night and unimaginable sights spotted on the periphery. Soon 
enough, Starla must confront the unresolved traumas that haunt Crystal Beach. 

 
Sodom Road Exit might read like a conventional paranormal thriller, except that Starla is far from a 
conventional protagonist. Where others might feel fear, Starla feels lust and queer desire. When others 
might run, Starla draws the horror nearer. And in turn, she draws a host of capricious characters 
toward her--all of them challenged to seek answers beyond their own temporal realities. 

 
Sodom Road Exit, the second novel by Amber Dawn, is a book that's alive with both desire and dread. 

 
AMBER DAWN is the author of the novels Sodom Road Exit (2018) and Sub Rosa (winner of a 
LambdaLiterary Award; 2010), the Vancouver Book Award-winningmemoir How PoetrySaved My Life 
(2013), and the Dorothy Livesay Poetry Prize-nominated poetry collection Where the words end and my body begins 
(2015). She is also editor of Fist of the Spider Woman: Tales of Fear and Queer Desire and co- editor of With a Rough Tongue: 
Femmes Write Porn. She teaches creative writing at Douglas College and the University of British Columbia in 
Vancouver, and also leads several low-barrier community writing classes. 
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TOM TOMASZEWSKI 

THE ELEVENTH LETTER 
CLIENT: DODO INK  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (288 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: OCTOBER 2016  
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS, ITALY, SPAIN 

 
 
 
 

A GHOST STORY 
A LOVE STORY 

A MURDER MYSTERY 
 

Chris Katiwa, a Harley Street psychotherapist, finds himself trapped in the office by heavy snow. When a 
beautiful, enigmatic woman asks to take shelter with him, he finds himself drawn to her charisma. 
Discovering tapes from a murder trial from the 1980s, Chris and his mysterious guest listen to voices from 
the past as the night draws in and darkness falls. 

 
Chris begins to wonder if the woman he once tried to defend is as innocent as he had thought. Was she 
involved in the Pisa killings, or were they the work of a savage serial killer that became known as the 
Wolfman? 

 
The Eleventh Letter is a ghostly, Lynchian tale that explores love and lies, murder and madness. 

 
TOM TOMASZEWSKI works as a psychotherapist specialising in addiction at a private clinic, 
Charter, in central London. His father, a printing engineer, came from a family of dissenting Polish 
patriots. His mother, a nurse who worked with the Romany population of St Mary Cray in Bromley, 
introduced him to books and music alongside medicine and psychology, all of which continue to 
interest him. 

 

Praise for The Eleventh Letter 
 

“A ghost story about story as much as ghosts… Tomaszewski brilliantly shows how memories are the 
real spectres of this world, and each of us are haunted.” 

 
Jonathan Trigell, author of Boy A, Cham and Genus 
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CASS J. MCMAIN 

WATCH 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (368 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2014 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 
 

 
 
 

Before he knew about the bruises, he knew about the cheating. And before he knew about the cheating, he knew about the blood. He’d seen Edgar 
with blood on his hands before, after all. But there had been more and more of it – and Edgar had seemed less and less concerned about 
hiding it... 

 
Some people inherit the strangest things. 

 
Corky inherits her Uncle Moony’s diary, she finds he had a strange and frightening obsession about his 
brother... a brother with his own disturbing practices. Moony watched Edgar as though his life 
depended on it. Edgar watched his brother right back. But Edgar disappeared, and now nobody has 
seen him for years. 

 
Corky can’t decide which one was crazier. Now that Moony is gone, who will be forced to take up the next    
watch,    and    who    will    be    watched?    What     has     she     really     inherited?    Not about 
vampires; though that isn’t quite certain. Certainly old Moony thought his brother was vampired. His 
niece is intrigued, and maybe tempted... 

 
A scintillating, beautiful novel about difference, suspicion, and acceptance of one’s own 
nature. 

 
 

CASS J. McMAIN was born in Albuquerque and raised in the far North Valley, among the 
cottonwoods. She started writing at the age of six, knocking out stories on her typewriter. Watch is her 
second novel. 
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LAURA LAAKSO 

ROOTS OF CORRUPTION 
CLIENT: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: LOUISE WALTERS BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (384 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): MARCH 2020  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 
 

. 
What could Lady Bergamon have to fear in agarden of her own 

making? 

On the night of Samhain, the veil between worlds is at its thinnest, and ancient magic runs wild in Old 
London. 

 
When Lady Bergamon is attacked in her Ivy Street garden, Wishearth turns to Yannia for help. Who 
could have the power to harm Lady Bergamon in her own domain? While Yannia searches for the 
answer, nature herself appears to be killing Mages in Old London. Yannia and Karrion join forces with New 
Scotland Yard to solve the baffling Mage deaths. But wherever they turn, all the clues point back towards 
Ivy Street. 

 
Yannia's  abilities are put to test as she races to save Lady Bergamon’s life, and prevent further murders. But 
with the lines between friends and enemies blurring, she must decide who to trust and how much she's 
willing to sacrifice for Old London and its inhabitants… 

 
The third in Laura's Wilde Investigations series 

 
 

LAURA LAAKSO is a Finn who has lived for most of her adult life in England. She is an accountant, dog 
trainer and author. Roots of Corruption is the third installment in her paranormal crime series Wilde 
Investigations. 

 
 

ALSO AVAILABLE:  FALLIBLE JUSTICE AND ECHO MURDER
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LYDIA KWA 

THE WALKING BOY 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (324 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): OCTOBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
SHORTLISTED FOR THE ETHEL WILSON 
FICTION PRIZE 

 
The Walking Boy is a quest novel set in early eighth-century Tang Dynasty 
China, in the final days of the rule of the first Female Emperor Wu Zhao. 
The ailing hermit monk Harelip sends his disciple Baoshi on a pilgrimage from Mount Hua to 
Chang'an, the Western capital; Baoshi is the "walking boy" charged with locating Harelip's missing 
former lover Ardhanari. Baoshi lives with a secret only his Master knows, and he is filled with fears of being 
discovered. On his journey, Baoshi crosses paths with both commoners and imperial officials, as well as 
others who take delight in their queer identities; in doing so, he is released powerfully from his past shame. 

 
The Walking Boy, set in the years following Kwa's recent novel Oracle Bone, is a book of quiet subversion, 
upending classical Chinese tropes with contemporary ideas around gender and feminism. Filled with 
psychological complexities, magic and poetic allusions to classical Chinese literature, The Walking Boy 
explores the intrigue of inner alchemy while exorcising the ghosts of history. 

 
 

LYDIA KWA is the author of the novels Oracle Bone,This Place Called Absence (shortlisted for the Books in Canada 
First Novel Award), The Walking Boy (shortlisted for the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize), and Pulse, as well 
as two books of poetry, The Colours of Heroines and sinuous. A new updated edition of The Walking Boy was 
published in 2019. She lives and works in Vancouver as a writer and psychologist. 

 
 

Praise for Walking Boy 

At the court, at the caves, in the cities and the mountains, secrets and mysteries abound. This novel has 
it all, palace intrigues, betrayals, spirits, enlightenment, magic, and visual and sensual delights. A diverse 
cast of fascinating characters and, page after page, poetic pronouncements to guide one, to live and to die 
by. I was spellbound to the end, and when it came, I didn't want to leave the world of Kwa's The 
Walking Boy. -Shani Mootoo, author of Moving Forward Sideways, Like a Crab 
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LYDIA KWA 

ORACLE BONE 
 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP 
PRESS MATERIAL: FULL MS 
(256 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): OCTOBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
A magic-realist novel set in seventh-century China featuring 
ghosts, martial arts, and the transformative oracle bone. 

 
Life in seventh-century China teems with magic, fox spirits, and demons; 
there is a fervent belief that the extraordinary resides within the lives of both commoners and royalty. 
During the years when the empress Wu Zhao gains ascendancy in the Tang court, her evil-minded 
lover Xie becomes obsessed with finding and possessing the oracle bone, a magical object that will 
bestow immortal powers on him. Standing in his way is Qilan, an eccentric Daoist nun who rescues an 
orphaned girl named Ling from being sold into slavery; Qilan takes her under her wing, promising to train 
her so she may avenge her parents' murders. In another part of the city, a young monk named Harelip 
questions his faith and his attraction to other men as he helps the elder monk Xuanzang to complete 
his translation of the Heart Sutra, the sacred Buddhistscripture. Meanwhile, as the mysteries and powers 
of the missing oracle bone are revealed, it remains to be seen whether Qilan will be able to stop Xie from 
gaining possession of the magical bone, and at what cost. 

 
This extraordinary magic-realist novel by Singapore-born author Lydia Kwa employs and subverts 
traditional tropes of Chinese mythology to tell a tale of greed, faith, and female empowerment with a 
wickedly modern sensibility. 

 
LYDIA KWA is the author of the novels Oracle Bone,This Place Called Absence (shortlisted for the Books in Canada 
First Novel Award), The Walking Boy (shortlisted for the Ethel Wilson Fiction Prize), and Pulse, as well 
as two books of poetry, The Colours of Heroines and sinuous. A new updated edition of The Walking Boy was 
published in 2019. She lives and works in Vancouver as a writer and psychologist. 

 
Praise for Oracle Bone 

A crackerjack read . .. at once richly imaginative and deeply human, a compelling narrative drawing the 
reader with both the fantastic and the familiar. -NationalPost 
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CLAUDIA CASPER 

THE MERCY JOURNALS 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (256 PP) PUB 
DATE (CANADA): MAY 2016 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
Winner of the Philip K. Dick Award for 
Distinguished Science Fiction 

 
 

This unsettling novel is set thirty years in the future, in the wake of 
a third world war. Runaway effects of climate change have 
triggered the collapse of nation/states and wiped out over a third of the global population. One of the 
survivors, a former soldier nicknamed Mercy, suffers from PTSD and is haunted by guilt and lingering 
memories of his family. His pain is eased when he meets a dancer named Ruby, a performer who 
breathes new life into his carefully constructed existence. But when his long-lost brother Leo arrives with 
news that Mercy's children have been spotted, the two brothers travel into the wilderness to look for them, 
only to find that the line between truth and lies is trespassed, challenging Mercy's own moral code about 
the things that matter amid the wreckage of war and tragedy. 

 
Set against a sparse yet fantastical landscape, The Mercy Journals explores the parameters of personal morality 
and forgiveness at this watershed moment in humanity's history and evolution. 

 
CLAUDIA CASPER’S previous novels are The Reconstruction (Penguin in Canada; St. Martin's Press in the 
US) and The Continuation of Love By Other Means (Penguin Canada), shortlisted for the Ethel Wilson Fiction 
Prize. She is writing a screenplay adaptation of The Reconstruction for a 3D feature film co-production. She 
has taught writing at Kwantlen Polytechnic University and been a long-time mentor for Vancouver 
Manuscript Intensive. Claudia lives in Vancouver, BC. 

 
Praise for The Mercy Journals 

The Mercy Journals takes its place alongside Thomas King's The Back of the Turtle and Emily St. John 
Mandel'sStation Eleven in thegrowingtradition of Canadianliteraturewhichwonderswhat will bring on our 
apocalypse, and what we will do when it comes . .. Casper's novel is a powerful environmentalist 
manifesto and call to action. -Canadian Literature 

 
Posing profound questions about compassion, values, and our capacity for life-saving change, Claudia 
Casper performs a remarkably incisive and sensitive variation on the dystopian theme in this suspenseful 
and provocative tale of sacrifice and survival. -Booklist 
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KRISTYN DUNNION 

TARRY THIS NIGHT 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (264 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): OCTOBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
A powerful dystopian novel set during a new American civil 
war, about a polygamist cult leader and his followers. 

 
In this eerily relevant, cautionary novel, a civil war is brewing in 
America. Below ground, a cult led by the deluded and narcissistic 
Father Ernst is ensconced in an underground bunker, waiting out 
the conflict. When the "Family" runs out of food, Ruth, coming of age and terrified of serving as 
Ernst's next wife, must choose between obeying her faith and fighting for survival. Cousin Paul, sent 
topside to scavenge for food, may return with proof that it is safe for the Family to ascend again. But is 
it enough to invest all hope in Paul's unlikely return? 

 
In this unsettling modern take on the Lilith tale, spirited women resist their violent, racist culture and, in 
so doing, become outlaws. Family members navigate a secretive and deadly arena where faith eschews 
autonomy and righteousness precludes mercy. With an unwavering eye, Tarry This Night dares to imagine the 
unthinkable that is present-day America, offering a place for resistance and hope for a new and better 
world. 

 
KRISTYN DUNNION is a comedian, writer, and playwright, and the author of the novels Property 
Values (Arsenal Pulp Press) and The Prescription Errors (Insomniac Press), and the non-fiction books The 
Horrors(Douglas & McIntyre), Vancouver Special (Arsenal Pulp Press, now out of print), and (with George 
Bowering) The Dad Dialogues (Arsenal Pulp Press). He's a regular on CBC's The Debaters and is the voice of 
Walter the Slug on the Emmy-winning Netflix cartoon Beat Bugs. He is also the editor of Robin's Egg 
Books, a humour imprint of Arsenal Pulp Press. A longtime political activist, he lives in East Vancouver 
with his wife and daughter. 

 
Praise for Tarry This Night 

Tarry This Night imagines a world destroyed on both national and intimate scales. Dunnion shows us 
characters faced with the choice between surrendering their faith and repudiating their entire lives on the 
one hand, and physical destruction on the other. Yet in depicting the last days of the crumbling Family, 
the novel also reveals the potential for resistance, rebellion, and change. By showing the fragility of 
oppressive regimes and dystopian universes, Tarry This Night makes room for hope, even within the 
confines of its tense, psychological drama. -Lambda Literary 
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LARISSA LAI 

THE TIGER FLU 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (334 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): OCTOBER 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 
Lambda Literary Award winner 
City of Calgary W.O. Mitchell Book Award 2019 James 
Tiptree Jr. Honor List 
Named one of the Best Books of the Year by 
Autostraddle and The Advocate 

In this visionary novel by Larissa Lai -- her first in sixteen years -- a 
community of parthenogenic women, sent into exile by patriarchal and corporate Salt Water City, go to 
war against disease, technology, and an economic system that threatens them with extinction. 
Kirilow is a doctor apprentice whose lover, Peristrophe, is a "starfish," a woman who can regenerate her 
own limbs and organs, which she uses to help her clone sisters whose organs are failing. When a denizen 
from Salt Water City suffering from a mysterious flu comes into their midst, Peristrophe becomes 
infected and dies, prompting Kirilow to travel to the city, where the flu is now a pandemic, to find a new 
starfish who will help save her sisters. There, Kirilow meets Kora, a girl-woman desperate to save her family 
from the epidemic. Kora has everything Kirilow is looking for, except the will to abandon her own 
family. But before Kirilow can convince her, both are kidnapped by a mysterious group of men to serve 
as test subjects for a new technology that can cure the mind of the body. 
Bold, beautiful, and wildly imaginative, The Tiger Flu is at once a saga of two women heroes, a cyberpunk 
thriller, and a convention-breaking cautionary tale -- a striking metaphor for our complicated times. 

 
LARISSA LAI was born in La Jolla, California, grew up in St. John's, Newfoundland, and currently lives 
in Calgary. She holds a PhD in English from the University of Calgary and an MA in Creative Writing 
from the University of East Anglia. She wasawarded an Astraea Foundation Emerging Writers Award in 
1995. Her novel When Fox is a Thousand was first published by Press Gang Publishers in 1995; a new edition, 
featuring an afterword by the author, was published by Arsenal Pulp Press in 2004. In 2009, she published 
Automaton Biographies(Arsenal Pulp), her first solo poetry book that was shortlisted for the Dorothy Livesay 
Poetry Prize at the BC Book Prizes. She is also the author of Salt Fish Girl (Thomas Allen Publishers, 
2002), as well as a book-length collaborative long poem with Rita Wong called sybil unrest, published by Line 
Books in 2009. 

 
A tantalizing novel, replete with the kind of detail  that  recalls  the  world  of  Margaret  Atwood's 
MaddAddam trilogy yet belongs to another territory entirely, thrillingly its own. With Atwood you're 
in a world that's odd but recognizable, whereas with Lai, you're in a world that's completely strange -- 
until it shocks you with a flash of the familiar. -Quill and Quire 

 
A compelling read about ostracization, disease, technology, tolerance, and survival in a society facing 
extinction from a horrific pandemic. -The Advocate ("Best Books of the Year") 
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DAVID WILKINSON 

UNDER THE SHELL 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (392 
PP) PUB DATE (UK): JUNE 
2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 

Engalise is a city under siege. 
 

Without a government or the usual series of formal laws, relative peace is kept under the premise of the 
Ten Free Rights of the Individual. 

 
Freedom Protection Agent Jaq Pilakin specialises in investigating violations against the First Right: life. As a 
freelancer, she’s forced to pick up the less lucrative cases cast aside by the big agencies, and stumbles 
into a scene where an artillery strike by the besieging forces has left a plumber dead under the rubble. 

 
As Pilakin digs deeper into the case, she finds a trail of murders - and a would-be murderer finds her. 
When she finally identifies the perpetrator, it turns out she holds Engalise’s entire fate in her own 
bloodstained hands. 

 
 

DAVID WILKINSON lives in Ashby de la Zouch, land of Jaffa Cakes, Ivanhoe, the National Forest and 
Adrian Mole's Cappuccino Years. He is a physicist and, after years of being a research scientist for the 
Government, now works for the Institute of Physics. Married, his wife eventually got fed up with him 
talking about all the books he was going to write and told him to get on with it or shut up. Writing science 
fiction in a universe he has been perfecting for decades, his influences range from Asimov, Niven-
Pournelle and childhood science fiction through to the new style Battle Star Galactica. Having learned his 
trade with Writing East Midlands, he is now a member of the established Leicester Writers Club. In 2015, 
his debut novel We Bleed the Same was shortlisted for the East Midlands Book Award - a general award, 
which shows the cross-genre appeal of his writing. 
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MARK CANTRELL 

CITIZEN ZERO 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (482 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): AUGUST 
2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDSAIN 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sometimes even a pawn can hold the balance of power. 
 

In a bitterly divided nation where security trumps civil liberty, unemployed David is on the verge of 
sinking into the ‘Zeroes’ – a destitute underclass numbering millions. But then JobNet's advanced 
virtual reality world offers him a gateway to a worthwhile future, and a chance to rejoin society. 

 
But David is an unwitting pawn in a deadly conspiracy to topple the Government: he's the ideal carrier for 
an intelligent virus designed to shatter the system and set the Zeroes free. 

 
When the virus activates, chaos ensues and the Zeroes rise. David is left trapped inside a corrupted 
reality. If it doesn't shatter his sanity, the secret he finds there will change everything... 

 
 

MARK CANTRELL is a UK-based writer and journalist. A Yorkshireman by birth, he hails from 
Bradford but currently lives in Stoke-on-Trent. He is the author of two published novels – SILAS 
MORLOCK (2013) and CITIZEN ZERO (2017), both published by Inspired Quill – as well as a host of 
short stories. Over the years, his work has appeared in a number of small press 'zines, websites, and multi-
author collections. 
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MATTHEW MUNSON 

ELYSIUM’S SHADOW 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (340 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 
2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 
 

“It’s been a hell of a first day.” 
 
 

Jon May has been the Governor of Elysium for a few hours, and he’s already facing a belligerent Chief of 
Security, an ex-Operations Manager imprisoned for killing the previous Governor, and an amorphous 
energy mass that has its own agenda. 

 
So now Jon has to decide who to trust; his Security Chief will barely talk to him, and his only allies are 
people who, according to the Republic, are dangerous criminals. 

 
With less than 48 hours to delve into the shadows surrounding Elysium’s recent but tumultuous past, May 
is about to uncover more about this job than he bargained for. 

 
 

MATTHEW MUNSON lives in Thanet on the north Kent coast, a stone's throw from the sea. When 
not writing, Matthew is a disability and sexuality advocate, focusing on “invisible” disabilities such as 
dyspraxia through T2D, the charity he co-founded. 
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E. J. RUNYON 

CLAIMING ONE 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (302 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 
2014 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 
 

The distinct characters in Claiming One are both incredibly loving and tragically flawed: far from finding what 
they seek, and an even longer way from peace. 

 
Often, we arrive to their story on the heels of a major change, whether actual or symbolic, and each story 
offers a glimpse into the characters' moment of choice. We witness perilous options, discoveries and 
decisions, all while considering the flawless humanity presented to us. 

 
This powerful collection brings together 17 short stories linked together by flight or denial. Author 
E.J. Runyon masterfully intertwines a lop-sided trail of hope, found in the hearts of the characters, to 
thread these tales together. 

 

E.J. RUNYON lives in the US North East. Since 2002 she’s found herself moving on to smaller and 
smaller towns, while working to become the author and writing coach she planned on being. 
Her debut novel for Inspired Quill, A House of Light & Stone, was nominated for the 2015 Dramatic 
Fiction award at The Golden Crown Literary Society (GCLS). Other titles from Inspired Quill include 
Tell Me How To Write A Story (2013) and Claiming One (2012). And from other presses: Your Little Red Book, 
Good People and 5 Ways of Thinking to Turn Your Writing World Around. 
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DAVID WILKINSON 

WE BLEED THE SAME 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (496 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): JULY 2014 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 

SHORTLISTED FOR THE EAST MIDLANDS BOOK AWARD 
 
 

Pay no heed to the angel overhead. 
 

When the leak of sensitive information is traced back to his computer console, Government official and 
minor celebrity Danny Parque’s bright future comes crashing down around him. 

 
Found guilty and sent out as a conscripted criminal to fight for an Empire he once loved but comes to 
despise, horrifying combat leads to capture by the terrorists he is supposed to fear. Danny joins their 
ranks; persuaded that they are pursuing the same freedom he craves. But the time soon comes when, 
entangled in a new web of lies, Danny wonders if the price of freedom is his own conscience. 

 
When asked to betray everything - and everyone - he once held dear, the decision must be made... 
Whose side is he on? 

 
 

DAVID WILKINSON lives in Ashby de la Zouch, land of Jaffa Cakes, Ivanhoe, the National Forest and 
Adrian Mole's Cappuccino Years. He is a physicist and, after years of being a research scientist for the 
Government, now works for the Institute of Physics. Married, his wife eventually got fed up with him 
talking about all the books he was going to write and told him to get on with it or shut up. Writing science 
fiction in a universe he has been perfecting for decades, his influences range from Asimov, Niven-
Pournelle and childhood science fiction through to the new style Battle Star Galactica. Having learned his 
trade with Writing East Midlands, he is now a member of the established Leicester Writers Club. In 2015, 
his debut novel We Bleed the Same was shortlisted for the East Midlands Book Award - a general award, 
which shows the cross-genre appeal of his writing. 
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MARK CANTRELL 

SILAS MORLOCK 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (478 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): NOVEMBER 2013 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 
 

“Humanity built its hopes and dreams and tried to believe that the whole sordid mess actually 
meant something.” 

 
Terapolis is an urban sprawl of global proportions. The vast city state has smothered whole nations, 
liberated humanity from the tides of history; the place is ripe with secrets... 

 
For Silas Morlock, enigmatic Master of MorTek, little time remains to fulfil his purpose and save 
Mankind from itself; death gathers, an ancient struggle between good and evil nears its peak. 

 
On the other side, the Incunabula; bibliophiles who refuse to stop peddling the items most poisonous 
to the hold The Gestalt has on human minds. 

 
And then there’s Adam, the misfit dreamer pulled into a conflict beyond his understanding. His own 
desire will take him on a terrifying journey into the heart of darkness. 

 
Poor Adam, he will learn the secrets of Terapolis; if they don’t shatter his mind, he’ll become the unlikely 
saviour for good… or ill. 

 
It’s a struggle played out in the shadows, where the lines are blurred, and nothing is quite as it seems. For 
the lost souls embroiled, the stakes are the very highest. 

 
But secrets are for keeping, in the dark places… 

 
MARK CANTRELL is a UK-based writer and journalist. A Yorkshireman by birth, he hails from 
Bradford but currently lives in Stoke-on-Trent. He is the author of two published novels – SILAS 
MORLOCK (2013) and CITIZEN ZERO (2017), both published by Inspired Quill – as well as a host of 
short stories. Over the years, his work has appeared in a number of small press 'zines, websites, and multi-
author collections. 
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MATTHEW MUNSON 

FALL FROM GRACE 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL  MS. (390 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): OCTOBER 2015 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
"It's time for Heaven to become a democracy." 

 
Since leaving his calling in the priesthood and saying goodbye to the church, Paul’s life has gone from bad 
to worse. But now, his inability to hold down a job is the least of his problems. 

 
He and his friends, skeptic extraordinaire Joseph and academic psychologist Lauren, are thrown 
headfirst into a celestial war that has raged on for two millennia. As a secret plot begins to unravel, the fate 
of thousands lies in their hands. 

 
To put things right, the three of them must venture into the Heavenly Ruling Chamber alongside those 
who started the rebellion two thousand years ago – and survive coming face to face with the Almighty 
himself. 

 
Fall from Grace speaks about faith, loss, friendship and the truths we all seek. 

 
 

MATTHEW MUNSON lives in Thanet on the north Kent coast, a stone's throw from the sea. When 
not writing, Matthew is a disability and sexuality advocate, focusing on “invisible” disabilities such as 
dyspraxia through T2D, the charity he co-founded. 

 
 

PRAISE 
 

Fall From Grace is fantastic and unbelievably exciting. I love the way Matthew turns the history of the 
angels on its head, and the characters are so real I was almost in tears near the end. Simply fantastic. – 
JR Walker, actor and author 
 
Great story, good characters. A really refreshing take on the Judeo-Christian mythology which has been 
done to death recently. But Fall from Grace has plenty of surprises up its sleeve. As a debut novel, this is a 
great piece of work. – Craig Hallam, author of Greaveburn 
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GENERAL 
NON-FICTION 
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TONY McALEER 

THE CURE FOR HATE 
A FORMER SUPREMACIST’S JOUREY FROM VIOLENT  
EXTREMISM TO RADICAL COMPASSION 

 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (320 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): OCTOBER 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
How does an affluent, middle-class, private-school-attending son of a doctor end up at the Aryan 
Nations compound in Idaho, falling in with and then recruiting for some of the most notorious neo- 
Nazi groups in Canada and the United States? 

The Cure for Hate paints a very human picture of a young man who craved attention, acceptance, and 
approval and the dark place he would go to get it. Tony McAleer found an outlet for his teenage rage in 
the street violence of the skinhead scene. He then grew deeply involved in the White Aryan Resistance 
(WAR), rising through the ranks to become a leader, and embraced technology and the budding internet 
to bring white nationalist propaganda into the digital age. After fifteen years in the movement, it was the 
outpouring of love he felt at the birth of his children that inspired him to start questioning his hateful 
beliefs. Thus began the spiritual journey of personal transformation that enabled him to disengage from 
the highest levels of the white power movement. 
This incisive book breaks commonly held stereotypes and delivers valuable insights into how regular 
people are drawn to violent extremism, how the ideology takes hold, and the best ways to help someone 
leave hate behind. In his candid and introspective memoir, Tony shares his perspective gleaned from 
over a thousand hours of therapy, group work, and facilitating change in others that reveals the deeper 
psychological causes behind racism. At a period in history when instances of racial violence are on the 
upswing, The Curefor Hate demonstrates that in a society frighteningly divided by hate and in need of healing, 
perhaps atonement, forgiveness, and most importantly, radical compassion is the cure. 

TONY McALEER is an international speaker, change maker, and father of two. As co-founder and 
board chair for the nonprofit organization Life After Hate, he has made it his mission to help people 
leave hate groups. The Cure for Hate is his first book. He lives in Vancouver. 

 
What makes this book so important in the efforts to combat hatred is the insightful personal reflections and 
the deep soul searching that Tony has done to understand the corrosive nature of this particular form 
of hatred. These powerful lessons and his tireless work to guide current white supremacists into a life after 
hate is what makes this book a beacon of light against humanity's darkest impulses. -Rabbi Dan 
Moskovitz, Temple Sholom, Vancouver. 
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IVAN COYOTE 

REBENT SINNER 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (240 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): NOVEMBER 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
Ivan Coyote is one of North America’s pre-eminent storytellers and 
performers, and the author, co-author, or co-editor of eleven previous books, all but one of which 
have been published by Arsenal Pulp Press. Their most recent book, Tomboy Survival Guide, was 
shortlisted for the Hilary Weston Writers’ Trust Prize for Nonfiction, named an American Library 
Association Stonewall Honor Book, and longlisted for Canada Reads. 

 
In their latest, Ivan takes on the intimate and the personal as well as the political in these beguiling and 
revealing stories of what it means to be trans and non-binary today, at a time in their life when they must 
carry the burden of heartbreaking history with them, while combatting those who would deny 
theirveryexistence.Thesestoriesspanthirtyyears of tacklingTERFs,legislators,andbathroompolice, 
sure, but there is de- light and pleasure and triumph to be found here too, as Ivan pays homage to 
personal heroes while gently guiding younger trans folk to seek joy and find their family. 

 
Rebent Sinner is the work of an accomplished artist whose plain truths about their experience 
will astound readers with their utter, breathtaking humanity. 

 
Praise for TOMBOY SURVIVAL GUIDE 

 
Speaking for those who have had 'difference squeezed or pounded or prayed' out of them and of being 
'trapped in a world that makes very little space for bodies like mine,' Coyote is by turn eloquent, 
provocative, and persuasive. -Vancouver Sun 

 
Coyote is poetic in their phrasing and plain spoken with their truths. -EDGE Media Network An 

emotionally powerful memoir by a great storyteller about normal life. -The Globe and Mail A 

wryly confessional memoir ... by turns raw, bittersweet, and funny. -Publishers Weekly 

IVAN COYOTE is the award-winning author, co-author or co-editor of eleven books, 
including Tomboy Survival Guide, shortlisted for the Hilary Weston Writers' Trust Nonfiction Prize and an 
American Library Association Stonewall Honor Book. They are also the creator of four short films as well 
as three CDs that combine storytelling with music. Ivan is a seasoned stage performer and an audience 
favourite at storytelling, literary, film, and folk music festivals. Ivan lives in Vancouver. 
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IVA N COYOTE & R AE SPOON  

GENDER FAILURE 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (256 PP) PUB 
DATE (CANADA): JULY 2014 
RIGHTS SOLD: GERMANY (W_ORTEN & MEER) 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, THE NETHERLANDS 

This book profoundly changed my life; I will step into the 
word and lexicon of 'gender' differently, I will never be in 
my body in the same way, I am a different reader forever, 
and I am grateful. Lidia Yuknavitch 

Being a girl was something that never really happened for me. -Rae Spoon 
 

Ivan E. Coyoteand Rae Spoon are accomplished, award-winning writers, musicians, and performers; they 
are also both admitted "gender failures. " In their first collaborative book, Ivan and Rae explore and 
expose their failed attempts at fitting into the gender binary, and how ultimately our expectations and 
assumptions around traditional gender roles fail us all. 

 
Based on their acclaimed 2012 live show that toured across Canada and the US and in Europe, Gender 
Failure is a poignant collection of autobiographical essays, lyrics, and images documenting Ivan and Rae's 
personal journeys from gender failure to gender self-acceptance. Equal parts hilarious and 
heartbreaking, it's a book that will touch LGBTQ readers and others, revealing, with candor and 
insight, that gender comes in more than two sizes. 

 
IVAN COYOTE is the award-winning author, co-author or co-editor of ten books, including Tomboy 
Survival Guide, shortlisted for the Hilary Weston Writers' Trust Nonfiction Prize and an American 
Library Association Stonewall Honor Book. They are also the creator of four short films as well as three 
CDs that combine storytelling with music. Ivan is a seasoned stage performer and an audience favourite 
at storytelling, literary, film, and folk music festivals. Ivan lives in Vancouver. 

 
RAY SPOON is a transgender musician/writer/workshop facilitator originally from Calgary. Rae has 
been nominated for a Polaris Prize, toured internationally, and released six solo albums. Rae is the 
author of the Lambda Literary Award finalist First Spring Grass Fire (2012), and co-author (with Ivan 
E. Coyote) of  Gender  Failure  (2014).  Rae  was  also  featured  in  the  Arsenal  Pulp  anthology 
Persistence and composed the instrumental score for the National Film Board film Dead Man. Rae is the 
subject of a National Film Board documentary entitled My Prairie Home (2013), which screened at film 
festivals internationally, including the Sundance 2014 Film Festival. They have also composed scores for 
films that have screened at the Toronto International Film Festival, Sundance Film Festival, and 
Vancouver International Film Festival. Rae lives in Victoria, BC with their partner, Kendra Marks. 
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IVAN COYOT E 

TOMBOY SURVIVAL 
GUIDE 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (256 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): DECEMBER 2016 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

Shortlisted for the Hilary Weston Writers' Trust of Canada 
Prize for Nonfiction; Longlisted for the BC National Award 
for Canadian Non-Fiction; Stonewall Book Award Honor 
Book winner; Longlisted for Canada Reads 

 
Ivan Coyote is a celebrated storyteller and the author of ten previous books, including Gender Failure 
(with Rae Spoon) and One in Every Crowd, a collection for LGBT youth. Tomboy Survival Guide is a funny and 
moving memoir told in stories, about how they learned to embrace their tomboy past while carving 
out a space for those of us who don't fit neatly into boxes or identities or labels. 

 
Ivan writes about their years as a young butch, dealing with new infatuations and old baggage, and life as a 
gender-box-defying adult, in which they offer advice to young people while seeking guidance from others. 
(And for tomboys in training, there are even directions on building your very own unicorn trap.) 

 
Tomboy Survival Guide warmly recounts Ivan's past as a diffident yet free-spirited tomboy, and maps their 
journey through treacherous gender landscapes and a maze of labels that don't quite stick, to a place of 
self-acceptance and an authentic and personal strength. 

 
Praise for TOMBOY SURVIVAL GUIDE 

 
Speaking for those who have had 'difference squeezed or pounded or prayed' out of them and of being 
'trapped in a world that makes very little space for bodies like mine,' Coyote is by turn eloquent, 
provocative, and persuasive. -Vancouver Sun 

 
Coyote is poetic in their phrasing and plain spoken with their truths. -EDGE Media Network An 

emotionally powerful memoir by a great storyteller about normal life. -The Globe and Mail A 

wryly confessional memoir ... by turns raw, bittersweet, and funny. -Publishers Weekly 
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SARAH SCHULMAN 

CONFLICT IS NOT ABUSE 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (304 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): DECEMBER 2016  
RIGHTS SOLD: FRANCE (EDITIONS B42) 
RIGHTS HELD: GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
Winner of the Judy Grahn Award for Lesbian Non-Fiction 
Shortlisted for the Lambda Literary Award 

 
 

From intimate relationships to global politics, Sarah Schulman observes a continuum: that inflated 
accusations of harm are used to avoid accountability. Illuminating the difference between Conflictand 
Abuse, Schulman directly addresses our contemporary culture of scapegoating. This deep, brave, and bold 
work reveals how punishment replaces personal and collective self-criticism, and shows why difference 
is so often used to justify cruelty and shunning. Rooting the problem of escalation in negative group 
relationships, Schulman illuminates the ways in which cliques, communities, families, and religious, racial, 
and national groups bond through the refusal to change their self-concept. She illustrates how 
Supremacy behaviour and Traumatized behaviour resemble each other, through a shared inability to 
tolerate difference. 
This important and controversial book brings insight into contemporary and historical issues of 
personal, racial and geo-political difference, as tools of escalation towards injustice, exclusion and 
punishment, whether the objects of dehumanization are other individuals in our families or 
communities, African Americans at the hands of police, people with HIV, and Palestinians. Conflict Is Not 
Abuseis a searing rejection of the cultural phenomenon of blame, cruelty, and scapegoating, revealing 
how those in positions of power exacerbate and manipulate fear of the "other" to avoid facing 
themselves. 

 
SARAH SCHULMAN is the author of eighteen books: the novels Maggie Terry, The Cosmopolitans, The Mere 
Future, The Child, Rat Bohemia, Shimmer, Empathy, After Delores, People In Trouble, Girls Visions and Everything, and The 
Sophie Horowitz Story, the nonfiction works Conflict Is Not Abuse: Overstating Harm, Community Responsibility, and the 
Duty of Repair, The Gentrification of the Mind: Witness To a Lost Imagination, Israel/Palestine and the Queer International, 
Ties That Bind: Familial Homophobia and Its Consequences, Stagestruck: Theater, AIDS and the Marketing of Gay America and 
My American History: Lesbian and Gay Life During the Reagan/Bush Years, and the plays Mercy and Carson McCullers. She 
is co-author with Cheryl Dunye of the movies The Owls and Mommy is Coming, and co-producer with Jim 
Hubbard of the feature United in Anger: A History of ACT UP. She is co-director of the ACT UP Oral 
History Project. 
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Her awards include the 2009 Kessler Award for "Sustained Contribution to LGBT Studies" from the 
Center for Lesbian and Gay Studies, the 2017 Lifetime Achievement Award from the Publishing 
Triangle, a Guggenheim Fellowship, a Fulbright Fellowship, and two American Library Association 
Book Awards, and she was a Finalist for the Prix de Rome. She lives in New York, where she is 
Distinguished Professor of English at City University of New York (College of Staten Island) and a 
Fellow at the New York Institute for the Humanities at NYU. 

 
Praise for CONFLICT IS NOT ABUSE 

 
With awesome brilliance and insight, Sarah Schulman offers readers new strategies to intervene on all 
relations of domination both personal and political. The core of this book provides ways to think and 
move beyond blaming and/or assuming victimhood -- so that each of us may come to understand the 
role we assume in creating and sustaining conflicts in all our relations. Sharing myriad ways, critical 
vigilance can help us all understand that conflict need not be viewed as abuse, that essential distinctions may 
be made between the hurt we experience in conflict and the violence of abuse, Schulman offers a vision of 
mutual recognition and accountability that liberates. -bell hooks 

 
It's impossible to be invested in the world and not be invested in this groundbreaking and challenging 
book. From a position of artist and social critic, Sarah Schulman gives us a detailed and considered 
reading of some of our most overly determined and venomous conflicts. Conflict Is Not Abuse is a book to 
interrogate, ponder, and discuss. -Claudia Rankine 

 
A compelling call out of call-out culture and everything that it messily dredges up, brings forward, and 
shunts away. -Canadian Art 

 
Conflict Is Not Abuse presents a gestalt shift in thinking about conflict, power relations, harm and social 
responsibility. -The Globe and Mail 

 
Conflict is Not Abuse should prove to be essential reading for people interested in psychology, group 
dynamics, and social justice activism. -Global Comment 

 
Schulman's book could not have come at a better time . .. Conflict is a balm against comforting 
explanations for violence and abuse, ones we know aren't true, just easy. -Village Voice 

 
Conflict's publication could not be timelier . .. A sharply observant and relevant text that is already getting 
its wish for action granted. -Lambda Literary 

 
Schulman's new work is a provocative rethinking of intimate and civil discourse for a rapidly shrinking 
world . .. a rallying cry for civil engagement and engaged civility. -Gay City News 
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CARYS CRAGG 

DEAD RECKONING 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (336 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): NOVEMBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
Finalist, Governor General's Literary Award for 
Non-Fiction 
A Globe 100 Best Book of the Year 
Finalist, Hubert Evans Non-Fiction Prize 
(BC Book Prizes) 

 
When Carys Cragg was eleven, her father, a respected doctor, was brutally murdered in his own home by 
an intruder. Twenty years later, and despite the reservations of her family and friends, she decides to 
contact his murderer in prison, and the two correspond for a period of two years. She learns of his 
horrific childhood, and the reasons he lied about the murder; in turn, he learns about the man he killed. She 
mines his letters for clues about the past before agreeing to meet him in person, when she learns startling 
new information about the crime. 

 
With gripping suspense and raw honesty, Dead Reckoning follows one woman's determination to 
confront the man who murdered her father, revealing her need for understanding and the murderer's 
reluctance to tell--an uneasy negotiation between two people from different worlds both undone by 
tragedy. This is a powerful and emotional memoir about how reconciling with the past doesn't 
necessarily provide comfort, but it can reveal the truth. 

 
 

CARYS CRAGG is an instructor in Child, Family & Community Studies at Douglas College. Her 
personal essays and reviews have appeared in such venues as The Globe & Mail and The Tyee. She is a graduate 
of the Writer's Studio at Simon Fraser University. Her debut book Dead Reckoning: How I Came to Meet the Man 
Who Murdered My Father was shortlisted for the Hubert Evans Non-Fiction Prize at the BC Book Prizes in 
2018. She lives in Vancouver. 

 
 

PRAISE FOR DEAD RECKONING 
 

A work of staggering grace -- a book that highlights the nature of restorative justice for perpetrators and 
victims alike. It is also testament to Cragg herself, whose fierce search for empathy allows her to traverse 
a seemingly impossible divide. -Quill andQuire 
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PIERRE-YVES McSWEEN 

DO YOU REALLY NEED IT? 
ONE QUESTION TO FREE YOU FINANCIALLY 

CLIENT: GUY SAINT-JEAN ÉDITEUR 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (336 PP) 
RIGHTS SOLD: FRANCE (LES ARÈNES), 
SPAIN (URANO), ENGLISH-SPEAKING 
CANADA (PRH), REDLINE 
VERLAG(GERMANY) 
PUB DATE CANADA: SEPTEMBER 2016 
RIGHTS HELD: THE NETHERLANDS 

 
Over 200 000 copies sold in Québec alone! 

 
Decisions, decisions... Whether you're considering the latest tech or a new car, a destination wedding or 
buying a house, this runaway #1 Quebec bestseller says it all comes down to just one question: do you 
really need it? This common-sense guide by a CPA and journalist combines a fresh approach with sound 
advice and a good dose of humour--proving that having the right attitude to money is one of the keys 
to happiness. 

 
Do you need it? Do you really need it? Pierre-Yves McSween applies this simple question to all the 
decisions that have a direct effect on our bank accounts. Do You Really Need It? holds up a mirror to our 
life choices and their consequences. McSween questions our spending habits and assumptions, stressing    
the    need    for    a    fresh    outlook    on    building    financial    flexibility.    Mixing sound advice 
with humour and a touch of philosophy, McSween looks at some forty different topics, questioning what 
you Really Need: credit cards, brand-name products, a new car (or a used one), marriage, kids, life 
insurance, RRSPs and TFSAs, vacations, a will. In each chapter McSween makes his case and ends with 
his summary of whether you do, in fact, REALLY need it.           Do You Really Need It? covers 
money matters with zero BS and no holds barred, offering clever strategies for you to 
questionconsumeristimpulsesandfill in your financialknowledgegaps.McSween seeks first to define the 
behaviour of a responsible citizen; and then to show readers how to achieve a little more freedom in their 
lives--something they really, truly need. 

 
PIERRE-YVES McSWEEN is a Chartered Professional Accountant, holds an MBA and a 
Certificate in Journalism from the University of Montreal. He was an external auditor at EY, a banking 
consultant, and a lecturer at HEC Montréal. He is also a columnist on the radio and hosts a TV show. Do 
you really need it? is his first book. Since it was released in Canada in September 2016, the book has become an 
enormous bestseller. 

 
“McSween doesn’t mince words as he tackles what he considers to be irrational expenses . . . he opens up 
a hard-hitting discussion on overconsumption, the void it fills within us and our actual purchasing power.” 
—CPA Canada 
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JEROEN VAN DER SPEK 

BELGIUM’S 
WEIRDEST PLACES 
111 BIZARRE LOCATIONS AND THEIR 
SPECIAL STORIES 

 
CLIENT: LIAS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (240 PP). 
FULLCOLOR ILLUSTRATIONS 
PUB DATE (NETHERLANDS, LIAS): MARCH 2019 

 
 
 

Travel journalist Jeroen van der Spek not only has a great love for Belgium, but also for “weird” places. In 
this book he takes you to remarkable, unusual and bizarre locations in Europe's smoothest country. He 
traveled from the North Sea to the Ardennes forest and back again and came home with 111 places of 
interest: from the giant naked statue towering over the E17 highway to the intestine-shaped Darmhotel, 
from Tranendreef camping where visitors sleep in teardrops dangling from trees to the fountain 
apparently suspended in the air. 

 
Belgium's Weirdest Places contains a fascinating selection of surprising landmarks, hidden gems and 
notoriously useless statues. Places that are not only worth a detour, but make for great stories to tell once 
you’re back home. Discover the secret nuclear shelter, spend the night in a sewer pipe or go diving in 
an old mining gallery! 

 
 

JEROEN VAN DER SPEK is a Dutch travel journalist and photographer. For years he was 
responsible for the NS publication Er-op-Uit! He also wrote several books about doing (weird) things 
in the Netherland
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COOKERY 
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MADAME LABRISKI 

FUEL YOUR DAY! 
 

CLIENT: AGENCE CD 
MATERIAL: FULL FRENCH AND ENGLISH 
MANUSCRIPTS 
RIGHTS SOLD: PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE 
(CANADA) 
PUB DATE (CANADA):  GUY SAINT JEAN 
ÉDITEUR, SEPTEMBER 2016 
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD excl. NA 

 
Over 100 000 copies sold in Québec! 

 
Fuel your day with healthy and delicious recipes for energy treats of all kinds--from cookies to muffins, and 
bites to bars--all with no added sugar or fat, and gluten- and dairy-free options! 

 
Mériane Labrie, a busy mother and marathon runner, was on the hunt for 100% healthy energizing 
snacks that would fuel her up before a workout and also satisfy her sweet tooth. Frustrated by her 
fruitless search for a truly healthy snack, she decided to take matters into her own hands and have a go 
at making yummy treats of her own. Finally, after much trial and error, her first energy cookie was born! 
The secret, she found, is swapping out sugar for a magical homemade date puree, combining it with either 
nonfat plain yogurt or unsweetened applesauce, and then adding natural flavors. Inspired, she kept going 
to develop healthy snacks for the whole family and then shared her recipes online at 
MadameLabriski.com, to the joy of her thousands of readers and fans. 

 
In Fuel Your Day! she shares her favorite recipes for healthy energy-filled, high-fibre treats with no added 
sugar or fat. Whether it's an energy muffin for your child's lunchbox, an energy bar for your post-
workout recovery, or a healthy and delicious cake for a potluck or holiday party, this book is filled with 100 
incredible recipes to fuel you and your family all year round. So grab your wooden spoons. It's time to 
make some healthy and delicious treats! 

 
 

MADAME LABRISKI (MÉRIANE LABRIE) is a mother, entrepreneur, marathon runner, and 
the blogger behind Madame Labriski, the go-to destination for recipes for healthy, energizing treats. The 
French version of her book Ces galettes dont tout le monde parle was a bestseller in Quebec which sold over 100 000 
copies. She has over 60000 fans on Facebook, and the numbers of her website are staggering: 1500 
daily visitors, with over 3 million pages viewed within the first year. 
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EMILY WHITE 

DUTCH FEAST  
  

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (264 PP) 120 RECIPIES, 
FULL COLOUR THROUGHOUT 
PUB DATE (CANADA): NOVEMBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY, THE 
NETHERLANDS 
 
 
SHORTLISTED FOR TASTE CANADA AWARD 

A MODERN TAKE ON DUTCH CUISINE THAT HIGHLIGHTS THE WAYS THAT 
SIMPLE MEALS BRING JOY AND COMFORT. 
 
In the same way that British, Scandinavian, and German food have undergone a renaissance in recent 
years, Dutch cuisine is going to be the next big thing, according to writer and blogger Emily Wight. Her 
new cookbook reimagines traditional Dutch cooking, which has always been known for its thriftiness 
and practicality, with an emphasis on the ways that simple meals bring joy and comfort to the people 
who share them. 
 
Influenced by its colonial history, with bold flavours from places like Indonesia and the West Indies, 
and by its proximity to its European neighbours, Dutch cooking is surprisingly diverse, and is noted for 
its celebration of the ritual of the meal as much as the meal itself. From gezellig to borrels, and gado 
gado to uitsmijter, Dutch Feast delivers unconventional (but familiar) and economical (but indulgent) 
recipes, and gives you a new excuse to invite everyone over for cold gin and a generous rijsttafel, an 
elaborate meal featuring a little dish of something for everyone.  

Touching on Dutch history and the back stories of traditional ingredients (from licorice to herring to 
beer), Emily adds charm and sophistication to a cuisine that is wholesome, accessible, and stubbornly 
delicious. 

PRAISE FOR DUTCH FEAST 

Dutch Feast is one of the best and most complete cookbooks on Dutch cuisine available to date. -
DUTCH the magazine 

Emily Wight will open your eyes to an often-overlooked cuisine. She offers keen takes on Dutch dishes 
that combine global influences and traditional tastes, taking the food seriously while not taking herself 
too seriously. Delicious and dunk-able, Beppe's Butter Cake has spoiled me for life. And where has the 
Dutch incarnation of poutine -- Hairdresser Fries -- been all this time? In the Netherlands, apparently. 
If you don't let this book take you there, you're missing out. -Daniel Shumski, author of How to 
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Instant Pot and Will It Waffle? 

Dutch Feast is a gorgeous and immensely practical hardcover book full of fantastic photographs and 
fabulous recipes. Wight's writing is frank, fun and informative, interspersed with interesting details 
about Dutch history, culture and food. -Kingston Whig-Standard 

Dutch Feast is a recipe collection and also a passport -- into a cuisine and culture that has not gotten 
its due. Emily Wright is a charming guide to almond-flavored Butter Cakes, Sweet Gerties, crispy 
Bitterballs (an excellent accompaniment to a glass of Dutch beer), and steaming bowls of Stamppot or 
Mustard Soup. Drawing on Dutch classics, as well as the influences of Indonesia, Surinam, and more, 
this book will take you on a delicious journey around the world and leave you very well fed. -Tara 
Austen Weaver, author of Orchard House and The Butcher & The Vegetarian 

EMILY WIGHT came to love Dutch cuisine when she married into a Dutch family. She is a writer, 
blogger, and recipe developer whose work has appeared in numerous magazines, anthologies, and 
websites. Her first cookbook was Well Fed, Flat Broke: Recipes for Modest Budgets and Messy 
Kitchens published by Arsenal Pulp Press in 2015. She lives in Vancouver. 
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HABEEB SALLOUM, LEILA SALLOUM ELIAS, 
AND MUNA SALLOUM 

THE SCENT OF 
POMEGRANATES AND 
ROSE WATER 
REVIVING THE BEAUTIFUL FOOD 
TRADITIONS OF SYRIA 
 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (360 PP) 150 RECIPIES, FULL COLOUR 
THROUGHOUT 
PUB DATE (CANADA): NOVEMBER 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY, THE NETHERLANDS 
 
 
The traditions of Syrian cooking, which go back hundreds of years, are notable for their sensory 
components, in which aroma and texture are as important as taste and nutrition. Over the centuries, 
the unique dishes of Greater Syria (bilaad al-shaam) were preserved by those who cooked them. For 
cooks in imperial households, family homes, or on simple peasant farms, recipes were handed down 
from generation to generation. Despite centuries of occupation, economic hardships, and political strife, 
the people of Greater Syria continued to cook their bulgur, lentil, chickpea, kishk, and yogurt dishes as 
if life around them never changed.  

Syrian-born Habeeb Salloum and his daughters, Leila and Muna, have researched and explored the far 
reaches of Syrian cuisine for many years (and in Habeeb's case, decades). With more than 150 recipes, 
their resulting cookbook paints a colorful picture of the dining tables of eighteenth- and nineteenth-
century Syria, when the region was influenced by the Ottoman Empire. The book includes delectable, 
heart-healthy recipes -- some familiar, some never before published in English -- many of which have 
been updated and simplified for modern sensibilities. The book also provides a poignant window into 
Syrian culture and everyday life then and now -- framed by ageless and truly beautiful food traditions.  

Partial proceeds from the sale of this book will benefit Le centre culturel syrien (Syrian Cultural Centre), 
a non-profit organization based in Montreal currently dedicating its efforts to help alleviate the plight 
of the displaced and those who have been impacted by the situation in Syria.  

HABEEB SALLOUM was born in the Qaroum area of Syria and emigrated to Canada when he was 
a child. For the last thirty years he has been a full-time writer specializing in food, history, and travel. 
He lives in Toronto. 
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LEILA SALLOUM ELIAS is an instructor in the Arabic program at Penn State University. 
 
MUNA SALLOUM works at the Institute for the History and Philosophy of Science and 
Technology at the University of Toronto. 
 

 
 

PRAISE FOR THE SCENT OF POMEGRANATES AND ROSE WATER 

 

A hugely knowledgeable, deeply researched and utterly delicious book, The Scent of Pomegranates and Rose 
Water is a joyous celebration of the foods of The Greater Syria region. Written with so much love, 
context, and integrity it is a delicious journey across time to be savored for its recipes as much as its 
stories. -Reem Kassis, author of The Palestinian Table 

Just like the juicy, gem-like luscious seeds of the ruby red pome fruit and the fragrant floral aroma of 
roses, The Scent of Pomegranates and Rose Water lures you into a deeply rich cultural and culinary 
chronological history of the traditional foods and interesting stories of Syria from ancient times to 
modern day in a thought-provoking movement. Habeeb and his daughters Leila and Muna are 
preserving their time-honored heritage and family's legacy for future generations to come as well as 
conserving their homeland's cultural and culinary identity in writing this work together as a family, a 
captivating cookbook that Syria can be proud of. -Julie Ann Sageer (Julie Taboulie), PBS host and 
award-winning author of Julie Taboulie's Lebanese Kitchen: Authentic Recipes for Fresh and 
Flavorful Mediterranean Home Cooking 

Beautiful people. Fascinating food. Compelling recipes. Syrian cuisine has found the perfect culinary 
ambassadors in Habeeb, Leila, and Muna. Essential reading for everyone fascinated by Syrian food 
culture (with a fun side dish of Saskatchewan).  -Jennifer Bain, author of Buffalo Girl Cooks 
Bison and Toronto Star Cookbook: More than 350 Diverse & Delicious Recipes Celebrating 
Ontario 

At a time when the glorious cuisine of Syria is becoming a recognized taste on the lips of North 
Americans, here comes a book to carry all of those flavors, foods--and the culture that ties it together-
-into the bright shining sunlight. A triumph. -David Sax, James Beard Award winner and author 
of Save the Deli: In Search of Perfect Pastrami, Crusty Rye, and the Heart of the Jewish 
Delicatessen 
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PAUL HANLEY 

LEAVE THE CAPITAL 
A HISTORY OF MANCHESTER MUSIC IN 
13 RECORDINGS 

 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (192 PP) 
PUB DATE UK: NOVEMBER 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
“One of the best books on rock’n’roll I’ve ever read.” 
Mike Sweeney, BBC Radio Manchester 
A Northern Soul Book of the Year 
Nominated for the 2018 Association for Recorded Sound Collections Awards for 
Excellence in Historical Recorded Sound Research 

 

When British bands took the world by storm in the mid-sixties, the world turned and looked at 
London. Despite the fact that the most successful of these bands hailed from the North West corner of 
England, for the USA, London was the source of these thrilling new sounds. And in many ways it was – 
The Beatles, The Hollies and Herman’s Hermits recorded all their hits with London-based producers, 
for London-based companies in London studios. And that’s how it remained, until four Mancunian 
musicians became alive to the possibility of recording away from the capital. 

Against the prevailing wisdom, they opted to plough their hard-earned cash back into the city they 
loved in the form of proper recording facilities. Eric Stewart of The Mindbenders and songwriter 
extraordinaire Graham Gouldman created Strawberry Studios; Keith Hopwood and Derek Leckenby of 
Herman’s Hermits crafted Pluto. Between them they gave Manchester a voice, and facilitated a musical 
revolution that would be defined by its rejection of the capital. 

This book tells the story of Manchester music through the prism of the two studio’s key recordings. Of 
course that story inevitably takes in The Smiths, Joy Division, The Fall and The Stone Roses. But it’s 
equally the story of ‘Bus Stop’ and ‘East West’ and ‘I’m Not in Love’. It’s the story of the Manchester 
attitude of L.S. Lowry, by way of Brian and Michael, and how that attitude rubbed off on The Clash and 
Neil Sedaka. Above all, it’s the story of music that couldn’t have been made anywhere else but 
Manchester. 

 
PAUL HANLEY was the drummer in Manchester legends The Fall from 1980-85 and now plays 
with Brix & The Extricated. He’s currently completing his English degree with the Open University and 
occasionally writes for Louder Than War. He’s married with three children and once got 21 on Ken Bruce’s 
‘Popmaster’. 
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STEVE HANLEY & 
OLIVIA PIEKARSKI 

THE BIG MIDWEEK 
LIFE INSIDE THE FALL 

 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (400 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: SEPTEMBER 2014 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 

Guardian Book of the Year | Rough Trade Book of the 
Year | Reader’s Digest Music Book of the Year | 
Dagsavisen Book of the Year | NME Book of the Year nomination | Penderyn Book of 
the Year Shortlist 

 
 

The first insider’s account of life inside The Fall, Steve Hanley’s story unfolds like a novel; from 1979 when 
he joined his schoolmates Marc Riley and Craig Scanlon in The Fall, he puts us right in the heart of the 
action: on stage, on the tour bus, in the recording studio, and up close and personal with an eccentric 
cast of band mates. These vividly drawn scenes give unprecedented insight into the intense, highly-
charged creative atmosphere within The Fall and their relentless work ethic which has won them a 
dedicated cult following, high-art respectability and a unique place in popular music history. 

 
STEVE HANLEY is a legendary bass player best known for his time with iconic Manchester band The 
Fall. 

 
OLIVIA PIEKARSKI is a writer with a passion for contemporary fiction and music. She has worked 
abroad and in the UK as a teacher, an actor and inradio. 

 
 

Praise for The Big Midweek 
 

‘All the reasons why you should never join a band but also why it’s impossible not to. Bless them for going 
through it, so the rest of us mere mortals can enjoy the greatness that is The Fall.’ – Jim Glennie 

 
Whether you are a fan of the band or not, this is a fantastic rock’n’roll memoir. A wonderful reminder of 
what it once meant to be in a genuinely dangerous and groundbreaking group.’ – The Idler 
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CLINTON HEYLIN 

ANARCHY IN THE YEAR 
ZERO 
THE SEX PISTOLS, THE CLASH AND 
THE CLASS OF ‘76 

 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (336 PP)  
PUB  DATE  UK: MARCH 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
Shortlisted for the Penderyn Music Book Award 

 
‘For those who weren’t there, but swear they were, now you are.’ 
Richard Boon, Buzzcocks manager 

 
The full story of the birth of English punk in 1976, which first shook a nation and then the 
world. Told with remarkable colour by one of the world’s leading music historians. 

 
This is the story of the birth of Punk, with a capital P, in the only country where it was a mainstream 
movement: the UK; told entirely by eye-witnesses (Heylin included) whose words, then and now, have been 
held up to the light of history’s hindsight. 

 
This is also the story of the rebirth of Rock, by a bunch of bands who set out to deconstruct and 
destroy the form, on the island that largely invented it and reinvented it at least twice in the fifteen years 
before Punk. And it is the story of the ex-Catholic, semi-Irish, snot-nosed, working-class Cockney oik 
who dealt the final, fatal blow to England’s dreams of empire when he became a Rotten revolutionary. 
But most of all it is the story of a handful of British youths who were inspired to raise their voice in song, 
and allow it to echo around the world. 

 
It is a story that, till now, has only been told piecemeal: of one band blazing a trail gig by gig, convert by 
convert, to the pre-set agenda – not always adhered to – of a fetish shop owner until, within a single year, 
the whole island rocked to the sound of ANARCHEEE. How did this happen ... and why does it still 
matter? Read on. 

 
CLINTON HEYLIN is one of the leading rock historians in the world, with over two dozen books 
to hisname.Theseincludebiographies of Bob Dylan (Behind TheShades), Van Morrison (Can You Feel The 
Silence?), Bruce Springsteen (E Street Shuffle) and Sandy Denny (No More Sad Refrains), as well as his acclaimed 
pre-punk history, From The Velvets To The Voidoids. 
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CLINTON HEYLIN 

NO ONE ELSE COULD 
PLAY THAT TUNE 
THE MAKING AND UNMAKING OF 
DYLAN’S 1974 MASTERPIECE 

CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (128pp) 
PUB DATE UK: SEPTEMBER 2019 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 

‘The only Dylanologist worth reading.’ – New York Times 
 

I tracked down and interviewed just about every eye-witness still standing, including the only musician 
– Dylan excepted – to play at all the New York sessions; a new interview with Ellen Bernstein, Dylan’s CBS 
A&R girlfriend at the time; at least one engineer previously undocumented and two old Village friends 
who attended the initial sessions at Dylan’s behest. 

I also spent a fortnight at the Tulsa Dylan archive, researching and annotating the two working 
notebooks into which the artist wrote two dozen original songs, only a dozen of which would make it all 
the way to the September A&R sessions. 

In 40,000 words, I tell the full tale of the making of Dylan’s greatest masterpiece as well as providing a 
detailed examination of the thought processes that went into the unmaking of it; as Dylan dismantled the 
New York album, re-recorded 60% of it and sped the rest of it up, removing audible blood from each 
and every track he changed. 

Never fully revealed before, it is a story only now ready to be told, accompanied as it is by the full 
soundtrack, courtesy of Sony Music. 

As the first instalment in what one hopes will be a second Wanted Man Study Series, this hardback 
monograph, profusely illustrated and annotated, will hopefully set the bar high for many more to 
come… 

Clinton Heylin 
 

CLINTON HEYLIN is one of the leading rock historians in the world, with over two dozen books 
to hisname.Theseincludebiographies of Bob Dylan (Behind TheShades), Van Morrison (Can You Feel The 
Silence?), Bruce Springsteen (E Street Shuffle) and Sandy Denny (No More Sad Refrains), as well as his acclaimed 
pre-punk history, From The Velvets To The Voidoids. 
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CLINTON HEYLIN 

WHAT WE DID INSTEAD 
OF HOLIDAYS 
A HISTORY OF FAIRPORT CONVENTION AND 
ITS EXTENDED FOLK-ROCK FAMILY  
 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (384 PP + 22 PP 
PHOTOS)  
PUB DATE UK: MARCH 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
In June 1968, a group of Muswell Hillbillies made their official album 
debut as Fairport Convention. In the next fifteen years, three of those founding Fairportees – Richard 
Thompson, Ashley ‘Tyger’ Hutchings and Simon Nicol – along with the next generation of Fairport 
recruits – Iain Matthews, Sandy Denny, and the three Daves: Swarbrick, Pegg and Mattacks – would form 
a veritable dynasty of English folk-rock, each pursuing their own path, but always returning to work with 
each other, to collectively produce albums with a near-eternal appeal. 

Which is why every year since 1979 in a field somewhere near Banbury, 20,000-plus fans have 
congregated to celebrate this music’s enduring appeal at the Cropredy Festival. 

So, fifty years on, now seems like the right time to tell the full story: to collect all the family lore that 
surrounds Fairport and its surrogates, and to disentangle the many highs and lows from those first 
fifteen years of Fotheringport Confusion. 

Drawing on interviews with all the musicians and key figures in English folk-rock – including producers 
extraordinaire Joe Boyd and Sandy Roberton – Clinton Heylin has produced the definitive history of a 
folk-rock family in its golden era. 

Contains previously unpublished photographs. 
 

CLINTON HEYLIN is one of the leading rock historians in the world, with over two dozen books 
to hisname.Theseincludebiographies of Bob Dylan (Behind TheShades), Van Morrison (Can You Feel The 
Silence?), Bruce Springsteen (E Street Shuffle) and Sandy Denny (No More Sad Refrains), as well as his acclaimed pre-
punk history, From The Velvets To The Voidoids. 

 
Praise for What We Did Instead of Holidays 

 
‘Bursting with first-hand interviews and meticulous research, making for what is undoubtedly the 
fullest account yet to appear of both the band and the hugely influential musicians who have passed 
through its ranks.’ – Rock N Reel 
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TOM HINGLEY 

CARPET BURNS 
LIFE WITHIN INSPIRAL CARPETS 

 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (256 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: JULY 2012 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
Carpet Burns is Tom Hingley’s account of his life as lead singer of 
Inspiral Carpets, one of the big three bands of the Manchester 
movement who, along with The Stone Rosesand Happy Mondays, 
changed music for a generation. Tom’s own words provide an 
account of what it felt like to be in the eye of a pop hurricane and 
what happens when the hits end and the arguments kick in. Tom’s 
journey starts in rural Oxfordshire before moving to Manchester and being thrust into the limelight as the 
new singer with a rapidly climbing pop group. With popular anthems like ‘This Is How It Feels’ and ‘She 
Comes In The Fall’, several appearances on Top of the Pops and headline gigs at festivals, Inspiral Carpets 
soon rose to be one of the most popular bands in thecountry. 

 
This is not your usual music memoir, Tom is from a radically different background to his 
contemporaries – his father translated the complete works of Chekhov for Oxford University Press – and 
thus brings a new perspective to this cultural era. All the key characters from the Manchester scene are 
featured, plus there is fresh insight into a youthful Noel Gallagher who learned his trade as a crew member 
with Inspiral Carpets before joining his brother to form Oasis. 

 
TOM HINGLEY was born in 1965 in Abingdon, Oxford, the seventh and youngest child of an 
Oxford Don. Moving to Manchester in the mid 1980s, he took a job as a glass collector at the Hacienda 
before rising to fame in the early 90s as lead-singer with Inspiral Carpets, with whom he toured the 
world and sold over a million records before leaving the band in 2011. 

 
Praise for Carpet Burns 

‘A cool as f**k memoir... a first-hand account of a fascinating era in British pop, conveyed with 
atmosphere and colour.’ – Record Collector 

 
‘A must for all Inspirals fans and devotees to popular culture of the time. (Want to know where Noel 
Gallagher first cut his teeth?) The book could also act as a how-to or how-not-to guide for surviving the 
music industry, a business not famed for providing soft landings or aftercare.’ – Eartwister 
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IAIN MATTHEWS WITH IAIN CLAYTON 

THRO’ MY EYES 
A MEMOIR 

 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (364 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: NOVEMBER 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

Nominated for the 2019 ARSC Awards for 
Excellence in Historical Recorded Sound 
Research 

A compelling memoir of a life on the road, in the 
studio and at home, through the eyes of one of our most enduring singer- 
songwriters. 

 
It’s the swinging sixties and a young man leaves behind a humdrum Northern life and heads for 
London. He lands smack dab in the middle of Carnaby Street. Within months he is in a band and a 
year later he’s invited to audition for Fairport Convention. He shares lead vocal duties first with Judy 
Dyble and then with Sandy Denny in perhaps the greatest line-up of that much loved band of folk- 
rock pioneers. 

In 1970, he forms Matthews Southern Comfort and has an international hit with an arrangement of 
Joni Mitchell’s counter-culture classic ‘Woodstock’. With the ultimate earworm still high in the charts, Iain 
walks out on the band and after just a few months of reflection, releases the classic album If You Saw Thro’ 
My Eyes. Then with AndyRoberts, he putstogetherthehighlyrevered Plainsong.Theymake just one LP, the 
critically acclaimed In Search of Amelia Earhart. Iain then takes the opportunity to move to California to pursue 
an interest in the emerging West Coast singer-songwriter movement. He criss- crosses the States for the 
next thirty years, first as a major label artist, initially with Elektra and then Columbia, and eventually as a 
latter day troubadour with a guitar and a pickup truck. 

Back in Europe since the turn of the millennium, Iain finally settles down with a wife and family but 
continues to pursue the muse. Still possessed of one of the greatest male singing voices Britain ever 
produced, Matthews is now in his sixth decade as a professional musician. He has written a compelling 
memoir of a life on the road, in the studio and at home. It’s a story of music, journeys, life and what it does 
to us, through the eyes of one of our most enduring singer-songwriters. 

 
IAIN MATTHEWS has been making music at the highest level for over five decades. Starting out in his 
native England, he spent 28 years living in the USA until 2000 when he moved to the Netherlands where 
he currently lives and works. More details at: www.iainmatthewsmemoir.wordpress.com 

 
‘If there was an award for the role of Godfather of Americana in the UK, serious consideration would 
have to go to Iain Matthews ... It’s all there in [his] excellent autobiography.’ – Americana UK 
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SIMON WOLSTENCROFT 

YOU CAN DRUM BUT 
YOU CAN’T HIDE 
CLIENT: ROUTE PUBLISHING 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (280 PP)  
PUB DATE UK: JANUARY 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 

Of all the iconic musicians and scenes that emanate from 
Manchester, Simon Wolstencroft is the one who joins up the 
dots. He learnt his chops playing with Johnny Marr and Andy Rourke, but turned down The Smiths 
because he didn’t like the cut of Morrissey’s jib. He parted ways with his schoolmates Ian Brown and John 
Squire before The Patrol became The Stone Roses. He spent eleven glorious years in The Fall and when 
that journey inevitably hit the buffers he hooked up with his old mate Ian Brown and went on to 
collaborate with a string of his musical city’sluminaries. 

You Can Drum But You Can’t Hide hands you an access all areas pass to the back alleys and living rooms of the 
musical mavericks synonymous with the city of Manchester. As rival camps retreat to their own grudges, 
Wolstencroft is the humble bee who crosses borders and pollinates. With humour and candour, 
‘Funky’ Si’s memoir recounts a life of drumming, parties, drugs, friendship and a love of making music. 

SIMON WOLSTENCROFT is a musician from Manchester, England, best known for playing 
drums with The Fall between 1986 and 1997. Wolstencroft was a member of The Patrol, an early 
incarnation of The Stone Roses with childhood friends Ian Brown and John Squire. He was also the 
drummer for Freak Party which featured Johnny Marr and Andy Rourke. After leaving The Fall, he went 
on to reunite with Stone Roses singer Ian Brown, performing and co-writing on his Golden Greats 
album. 

 

Praise for You Can Drum But You Can’t Hide 

‘Wolstencroft’s book gives us a whole new perspective about Manchester’s music scene. A cracking 
read.’ — Louder Than War 

‘Essential.’ — Vive le Rock! 

‘This punchy and addictive memoir proves as endearing and self-effacing as Wolstencroft himself.’ — 
The Quietus 

‘An ideal read for all fans of Manchester’s groups, artists and music-history.’ — Your Own 
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GRAPHIC FICTION 
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KEVIN JACKSON (TEXT) 
JO DALTON (ILLUSTRATIONS) 

GRETA AND THE 
LABRADOR 
CLIENT: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
PUBLISHER: HOLLAND HOUSE BOOKS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (104 PP) 
PUBDATE(UK): JULY 2019  
RIGHTS HELD: WORLD 

 
 

Greta Garbo, the immortal goddess of the silver screen, said that she wanted to be alone. What if she had 
been granted that wish? What if she had travelled further and further away from humanity, until she 
arrived at the North Pole? And what if she met a faithful dog along the way – a black Labrador called 
Pikus, who loved her with all his noble doggyheart? 

 
Greta and the Labrador is a narrative fantasy poem in rhyming couplets that imagines all these things and more: a 
tribute to a legendary beauty, an adventure story, and a kind of love story - one that will appeal to anyone 
who likes Garbo, and dogs, and curious stories with a happy ending. 

 
 

KEVIN JACKSON is an English writer, broadcaster and film- maker. His books include Constellation of 
Genius, Carnal and the best-selling Kindle Single, Mayflower: The Voyage from Hell. He won Cambridge University’s 
Seatonian Prize for poetry, and has published a translation of Crimean Sonnets, by the great Polish poet Adam 
Mickiewicz. 

 
JO DALTON is an experimental Artist and Motion Designer. Her design studio Room Fifty Nine is based 
in Bristol and she works in media ranging from Intaglio Printmaking, Painting and Illustration, through 
to Graphic Design, Motion Graphics and Animation. 

 
"A beautifully told-and-illustrated story of existential ennui and doggy devotion." 
Nicholas Lezard 

 
“Kevin Jackson offers us a delightful entertainment in couplets in eight fitts, together with splendid 
black and white illustrations by Jo Dalton. A gift for lovers of dogs and the silver screen." George 
Szirtes 
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TERESA WONG 
DEAR SCARLET 
THE STORY OF MY POSTPARTUM 
DEPRESSION 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (128 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): APRIL 2019  
RIGHTS SOLD: FRANCE (DUNOD) 
RIGHTS HELD: GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
In this intimate and moving graphic memoir, Teresa Wong writes and illustrates the story of her 
struggle with postpartum depression in the form of a letter to her daughter Scarlet. Equal parts 
heartbreaking and funny, Dear Scarlet perfectly captures the quiet desperation of those suffering from 
PPD and the profound feelings of inadequacy and loss. As Teresa grapples with her fears and anxieties 
and grasps at potential remedies, coping mechanisms, and her mother's Chinese elixirs, we come to 
understand one woman's battle against the cruel dynamics of postpartum depression.  

Dear Scarlet is a poignant and deeply personal journey through the complexities of new motherhood, 
offering hope to those affected by PPD, as well as reassurance that they are not alone. 

TERESA WONG is a Calgary writer who had three children in less than five years. At first, she 
feared motherhood would destroy her, but is pleasantly surprised to find herself continually remade. 
When the kids are asleep, she writes and draws pictures. When she is asleep, it's never for long. Dear 
Scarlet is her first book. 

 
 

Praise for DEAR SCARLET 

The images … exude a vulnerability that rhymes with Wong’s growing awareness of her depression after 
Scarlet is born … Her thin, quavering line art telegraphs the main ideas with speed and force. And 
Wong is a clever writer, injecting humor into her often grave account with a series of interspersed diagrams 
such as “My Postpartum Body,” “A Diagram of Mom Guilt,” “My Depressed Mind” and “Chinese 
Postpartum Food,” which all have the subtitle “not for the faint of heart.” 
The New York Times 

 
Teresa Wong's spare, lovely exploration of postpartum depression is compassionate and direct in all the 
right ways and, most importantly, locates the thread of joy that runs through a life -- even if, in our 
most despairing hours or days or weeks, it seems as though it's been lost to us forever. -Emily Flake, 
author of Mama Tried 
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This book is so important -- it's like a friend reaching through the darkness and telling your own story 
back to you. It's universal and heartbreaking and so, so reassuring. Moms are so strong. -Lucy Knisley, 
author of Kid Gloves 

 
I love this book! It's full of pain, despair, beauty and joy -- communicated masterfully in simple, 
elegant comics. Teresa Wong moves easily from pages full of frank details about physical and 
emotional suffering to heartbreakingly silent depictions of the isolation and blankness of depression. 
Through it all, she maintains a self-awareness and sense of humour that keep us reading. Dear Scarlet 
offers validation and comfort, not to mention some laughs of recognition, for anyone who has suffered 
pain and kept 'fumbling through the sadness.' -Sarah Leavitt, author of Tangles: A Story about Alzheimer's, My 
Mother and Me 

 
In a society where women's stories of childbirth and early motherhood are expected to be either fairy 
tales or else not told at all, Dear Scarlet is an act of bravery. I am so grateful that Teresa Wong has chosen 
to share this sensitive, charming and honest work with us. -Sarah Glidden, author of Rolling Blackouts 

 
Full to bursting with sadness, insight and hope. -Tom Hart, author of Rosalie Lightning 
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LISA MAAS 

FORWARD 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (208 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): APRIL 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
An American Library Association Stonewall Honor 
Book 

 
A moving and intimate LGBTQ graphic novel about two women, both of whom are trying to put the 
pieces of their lives back together. 

 
Still smarting years after a horrible breakup, Rayanne diligently buries herself in her work. Aside from work, 
she has her cat. And other than her cat, she has her crushes: crushes that she prides herself on being able 
to resist. Then unexpectedly, one of her crushes begins to affect her more than the others, and threatens 
to upset the delicate balance of her carefully controlled life. 

 
Ali is still feeling lost and numb almost a year after the death of her wife. Then one ordinary day 
something extraordinary happens: she is ambushed by her attraction to another woman that is both 
invigorating and fantastically inappropriate. Whether she's ready for it or not, it stirs up feelings Ali didn't 
think she was capable of having anymore. 

 
Funny, moving, and full of heart, Forward is a graphic novel that explores the parameters of second 
chances and the tricky emotions of grief, fear, vulnerability, and desire. 

 
LISA MAAS is an artist who began drawing comics as a teenager. Forward is her first graphic novel. 

Praise for FORWARD 
 

Forward is a sweet and poignant look at just how hard it is to start over after a traumatic relationship 
experience… empowering and heartbreaking. -Shelf Awareness 

 
Forward bristles with textual honesty and often highly charged, lovely artwork. -Vancouver Sun 

 
A gentle and heartwarming debut about finding love after loss . .. This authentic, poignant love story 
offers a welcome depth of emotion to what might have otherwise been a simple romantic comedy. - 
Publishers Weekly 
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GORD HILL 

THE ANTIFA 
COMIC BOOK 
100 YEARS OF FASCISM AND ANTIFA 
MOVEMENTS 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (128 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): OCTOBER 2018 
RIGHTSSOLD: BRAZIL(AUTONOMIALITERÁRIA), 
GERMAN (BAHOE BOOKS) 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, THE NETHERLANDS 
 

The shocking images of neo-Nazis marching in Charlottesville, Virginia, in the summer of 2017 linger, but 
so do those of the passionate anti-fascist protestors who risked their lives to do the right thing. In this 
stirring graphic non-fiction book by the author of The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book, Gord Hill looks at the 
history of fascism over the last 100 years, and the concurrent antifa movements that have worked 
fastidiously to topple it. 
Fascism is a relatively new political ideology, yet in its short history some of the greatest atrocities against 
humanity have been carried out in its name. Its poisonous roots have taken hold in every region of the 
world, from its beginnings in post-World War I Italy, through Nazi Germany, Franco's Spain, and the 
KKK in America. And today, emboldened by the American president, fascism is alive and well again. At the 
same time, antifa activists have proven, throughout history and again today, that the spirit of resistance is 
alive and well, and necessary. 
In The Antifa Comic Book, Gord Hill documents these powerful moments of conflict and confrontation with 
a perceptive eye and a powerful sense of resolve. 

 
GORD HILL is the author of The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book, The Anti-Capitalist Resistance Comic Book, and 
The Antifa Comic Book. He is a member of the Kwakwaka'wakw nation whose territory is located on 
northern Vancouver Island and adjacent mainland in the province of "British Columbia." He has been 
involved in Indigenous people's and anti-globalization movements since 1990. He lives in northern 
British Columbia. 

Praise for THE ANTIFA COMIC BOOK 
 

A riveting and fact-based history that feels more important than ever ... Hill utilizes the boldness of his 
graphic medium to venerate the struggle against bigotry, but despite this larger than life lionization, 
he grounds his story in truth and fact. -Booklist (STARRED REVIEW) 

 
This brightly colored, action-filled graphic narrative details the long, deep history of fascism and 
opposition to it ... The book sounds the warning that refusing to recognize the threat and failing to 
respond physically means failing to learn from history. Even those who oppose Antifa's tactics will 
find their perspective broadened by this graphic history. -Kirkus Reviews 
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GORD HILL 

THE ANTI-CAPITALIST 
RESISTANCE COMIC 
BOOK 
FROM THE WTO TO THE G20 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (96 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): MAY 2012 
RIGHTS SOLD: TURKEY (BILIM VE SOSYALIZM 
YAYINLARI); GERMANY (VERLAG EDITION 
AV) 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
In recent years the world has borne witness to numerous confrontations, many of them violent, 
between protesters and authorities at pivotal gatherings of the world's political and economic leaders. 
While police and the media are quick to paint participants as anarchistic thugs, accurate accounts of their 
subsequent treatment at the hands of authorities often go untold--as well as the myriad stories of 
corporate and government corruption, greed, exploitation, and abuse of power that inspired such 
protests in the first place. 

In this startling, politically astute graphic novel, Gord Hill (The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book) 
documents the history of capitalism as well as anti-capitalist and anti-globalization movements around the 
world, from the 1999 "Battle of Seattle" against the World Trade Organization to the Toronto G20 
summit in 2010. Thedramatic accounts trace the global origins of public protests against those in 
power, then depict recent events based on eyewitness testimony; they paint a vivid and historically 
accurate picture of activists who bring the crimes of governments and multinationals to the world's 
attention. 

As the "Occupy" movements around the world unfold, The Anti-Capitalist Resistance Comic Book is a deft, 
eye-opening look at the new class warfare, and those brave enough to wage the battle. 
GORD HILL is the author of The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book, The Anti-Capitalist Resistance Comic Book, 
and The Antifa Comic Book. He is a member of theKwakwaka'wakw nation whose territory is located on 
northern Vancouver Island and adjacent mainland in the province of "British Columbia." He has 
been involved in Indigenous peoples' and anti-globalization movements since 1990. He lives in 
northern British Columbia. 

 
Praise for THE ANTI-CAPITALIST RESISTANCE COMIC BOOK 

 
This intricately illustrated political graphic novel provides readers with a much-needed alternative 
perspective on the history and rise of capitalism and the rippling effects of globalization and escalating class 
warfare ... Hill has crafted an important commentary on capitalism, activism, and solidarity. - Broken 
Pencil 
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GORD HILL 

THE 500 YEARS 
OF RESISTANCE 
COMIC BOOK 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (88 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): MAY 2010 
RIGHTS SOLD: GERMANY (VERLAG 
EDITION AV), ITALY (ASSOCIAZIONE 
CULTURALE MIRADA) 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, THE NETHERLANDS 
 

The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book is a powerful and historically accurate graphic portrayal of 
Indigenous resistance to the European colonization of the Americas, beginning with the Spanish 
invasion under Christopher Columbus and ending with the Six Nations land reclamation in Ontario in 
2006. Gord Hill spent two years unearthing images and researching historical information to create The 500 
Years of Resistance Comic Book, which presents the story of Aboriginal resistance in a far-reaching format. 

 
Other events depicted include the 1680 Pueblo Revolt in New Mexico; the Inca insurgency in Peru 
from the 1500s to the 1780s; Pontiac and the 1763 Rebellion & Royal Proclamation; Geronimo and the 
1860s Seminole Wars; Crazy Horse and the 1877 War on the Plains; the rise of the American Indian 
Movement in the 1960s; 1973's Wounded Knee; the Mohawk Oka Crisis in Quebec in 1990; and the 1995 
Aazhoodena/Stoney Point resistance. 

With strong, plain language and evocativeillustrations, The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book documents the 
fighting spirit and ongoing resistance of Indigenous peoples through 500 years of genocide, massacres, 
torture, rape, displacement, and assimilation: a necessary antidote to the conventional history of the 
Americas. 

 
The book includes an introduction by Ward Churchill, a writer, political activist, and co- 
director of the American Indian Movement of Colorado. 

GORD HILL is the author of The 500 Years of Resistance Comic Book, The Anti-Capitalist Resistance Comic Book, 
and The Antifa Comic Book. He is a member of theKwakwaka'wakw nation whose territory is located on 
northern Vancouver Island and adjacent mainland in the province of "British Columbia." He has been 
involved in Indigenous peoples' and anti-globalization movements since 1990. He lives in northern 
British Columbia. 
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WA Y DE C OM P T ON a n d A P R I L 
DE L A NOCHE MILNE 

THE BLUE ROAD 
 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (256 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): JULY 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 

In this stunning graphic novel, Lacuna is a girl without a family, a past, or a proper home. She lives alone 
in a swamp made of ink, but with the help of Polaris, a will-o'-the-wisp, she embarks for the fabled 
Northern Kingdom, where she might find people like her. The only way to get there, though, is to travel 
the strange and dangerous Blue Road that stretches to the horizon like a mark upon a page. Along the way, 
Lacuna must overcome trials such as the twisted briars of the Thicket of Tickets and the intractable guard 
at the Rainbow Border. At the end of her treacherous journey, she reaches a city where memory and vision 
can be turned against you, in a world of dazzling beauty, divisive magic, and unlikely deliverance. Finally, 
Lacuna learns that leaving, arriving, returning - they're all just different words for the same thing: starting 
all over again. 

 
The Blue Road - the first graphic novel by acclaimed poet and prose writer Wayde Compton and 
illustrator April dela Noche Milne - explores the world from a migrant's perspective with dreamlike 
wonder. 

 
 

WAYDE COMPTON is the author of two books of poetry, 49th Parallel Psalm (Dorothy Livesay Poetry 
Prize finalist) and Performance Bond. He also edited the anthology Bluesprint: Black British Columbian Literature 
and Orature. His non-fiction book After Canaan: Essays on Race, Writing, and Region was shortlisted for the City 
of Vancouver Book Award, and his first work of fiction, The Outer Harbour, won the City of Vancouver 
Book Award. His YA graphic novel The Blue Road, illustrated by April dela Noche Milne, will be published 
in 2019. Wayde is the former director of the Writer's Studio and the Southbank Writer's Program at 
Simon Fraser University Continuing Studies. He currently teaches in the faculty of Creative Writing at 
Douglas College. He lives in Vancouver. 

 
APRIL DELA NOCHE MILNE is a Filipino Canadian artist based in Vancouver. She studied fine arts 
at Langara College and graduated with a BFA in illustration from Emily Carr University of Art + Design. 
Her illustrations have been featured in Ricepaper, EVENT, and Briarpatchmagazines. The Blue Road is her first 
graphic novel. 
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DAVID H.T. WONG 
ESCAPE TO GOLD 
MOUNTAIN 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (240 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): APRIL 2012  
RIGHTS SOLD: GERMANY (EDITION AV) 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, THE 
NETHERLANDS 
 

 
Chinese American Library Association Best Book Award winner 
(Fiction) 

 
The history of Chinese immigration to Canada and the US over the past 100-plus years has been 
fraught with sadness and indignity; newcomers to North America encountered discrimination, 
subjugation, and separation from loved ones. As well, in Canada the Chinese head tax was introduced after 
the Canadian Parliament passed the Chinese Immigration Act of 1885 to discourage Chinese 
immigrants, while in the US, the 1882 Chinese Exclusion Act outright banned Chinese immigration to 
America. Despite such obstacles, these Chinese newcomers persevered in order to create a better life for 
the generations to come. 

 
Escape to Gold Mountain is the first graphic novel to tell their story: based on historical documents and 
interviews with elders, this is a vivid history of the Chinese in their search for "Gold Mountain" (the 
Chinese colloquialism for North America) as seen through the eyes of the Wong family. They traverse the 
challenges of eking out an existence in their adopted homeland with hope and determination, creating 
a poignant immigrant's legacy for their sons anddaughters. 

 
DAVID H.T. WONG was born and raised in Vancouver. He is an accomplished architect and a 
respected Asian Canadian community activist whose family first came to Canada from China 130 years ago. 

 

Praise for ESCAPE TO GOLD MOUNTAIN 
 

Wong's book is a great illustrated yarn -- make that several generational yarns woven together -- telling the story of 
Chinese families coming to North America (or "Gold Mountain" as those immigrants called this continent). Wong 
doesn't flinch from showing the discrimination and hardships Chinese faced as they sought to build new lives here, nor 
does he neglect the triumphant contributions they have made. Told and drawn with humour and bravado, this is a no 
digest of historical facts. It's a page turner for all ages that is likely to become a classic. -The Tyee 

 
Although the comic-book format makes some serious moments darkly funny, one reads with horror about atrocities 
once commonplace in our backyard. -Seattle Weekly 
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RAZIEL REID 

 
FEELS LIKE THE MOVIES 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (176 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): MAY 2017 
RIGHTS SOLD: UK (LITTLE, BROWN), 
GERMANY (ALBINO VERLAG), FRANCE 
(LA BELLE COLÈRE) 
RIGHTS HELD: THE NETHERLANDS 

Winner, Governor General's Literary Award 2014 
Short-listed, Lambda Literary Award 2015 
Short-listed, Ferro-Grumley Award for LGBT 
Fiction 2015 

An edgy and extravagant YA novel about a glamorous boy named Jude. 
School is just like a film set: there's The Crew, who make things happen, The Extras who fill the empty 
desks, and The Movie Stars, whom everyone wants tagged in their Facebook photos. But Jude doesn't fit 
in. He's not part of The Crew because he isn't about to do anything unless it's court-appointed; he's not 
an Extra because nothing about him is anonymous; and he's not a Movie Star because even though 
everyone knows his name like an A-lister, he isn't invited to the cool parties. As the director calls action, Jude 
is the flamer that lights the set on fire. 

Before everything turns to ashes from the resulting inferno, Jude drags his best friend Angela off the 
casting couch and into enough melodrama to incite the paparazzi, all while trying to fend off the haters and 
win the heart of his favourite co-star Luke Morris. It's a total train wreck! 

But train wrecks always make the front page. 
 

RAZIEL REID is a novelist, critic, and poet who teaches Children's Literature and Creative Writing at 
the University of Windsor. She has widely published in Canada, the USA, Australia, and Europe; her 
books include the novel Scrapbook of My Years as a Zealot (Arsenal Pulp Press), the YA novel Rough Patch) 
(Arsenal Pulp Press, and the poetry collection Whelmed(Coach House). She works as a fiction and poetry 
editor. 

 
PRAISE FOR WHEN EVERYTHING FEELS LIKE THE MOVIES 

 
I'm struggling to find the right words to put alongside this book for a review, because I'm not entirely sure 
I can fathom the words required to really do this book justice. It's incomparable, and it's completely 
unlike anything you've ever read before. It will shock, but in the best way possible. 
-The Guardian 
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SHANNON McFERRAN 
SYNCHRO BOY 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS (274 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): NOVEMBER 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 
Sixteen-year-old Bart Lively desperately wants to feel comfortable in his own skin. Being a jock doesn't 
mean he isn't the target of gay jokes, and the macho culture of his swim team is wearing him down. 
When he gives in to his curiosity and tries synchronized swimming, he discovers he has a natural talent 
-- not to mention a spark with one of the girls. So when Erika Tenaka asks him to swim the mixed duet 
with her, he commits to taking them all the way to the Olympics. 
 
But judges' scores and Erika's sudden decision to quit the duet threaten to derail Bart's dream and kill 
what made the sport so liberating and alluring in the first place. And it doesn't help that as he falls in love 
with Erika, he's falling in lust with her frenemy ... not to mention a cute boy in the diving club. 
 
Ultimately, Bart will have to give in to his intuition as it leads him to realize there are many ways to be a 
boy. If he doesn't, he'll lose not only his friendship with Erika but also his new Olympic dream - 
- and the joy he feels as he dances in the deep. 
 

SHANNON McFERRAN studied writing at the University of Victoria and earned an MFA in 
creative writing from the University of British Columbia. She has published short stories in numerous 
literary magazines and a YA anthology. Synchro Boy is her first novel. She lives in Victoria, BC. 

 
Praise for SYNCHRO BOY 

 
 

A nuanced, compassionate exploration of male sexuality and identity. -Kirkus Reviews 
 

Synchro Boy is the kind of book the world needs more of: a book that challenges readers to think more 
deeply about gender and gender expression. Bart's story … is an important and powerful one. -Robin 
Stevenson, author of Pride: Celebrating Diversity & Community 

 
With sparkling dialogue and outstanding, believable supporting characters, Shannon McFerran has 
crafted a captivating debut novel with Olympic-size heart and depth about a young man who bucks 
gender stereotypes to follow his own path to happiness. Synchro Boy will have you cheering and leave you 
breathless. Dive in! -Warren Firschein, author of Out of Synch 
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LARRY DUPLECHAN 

BLACKBIRD 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (408 PP) 
PUB DATE (CANADA): 1986, REISSUED MAY 
2006 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
Blackbird soars--it's a funny, beautifully written novel. I fell in 
love with Johnnie Ray. 
- Vito Russo 

 
First published by St. Martin's Press in 1986, Blackbird is a funny, moving, coming-of-age novel about 
growing up black and gay in southern California. The lead character, Johnnie Ray Rousseau, is a high 
school student upset over losing the lead role in the school staging of Romeo and Juliet. As if that weren't 
enough, his best friend has been beaten badly by his father, and his girlfriend is pressuring him to have sex 
for the first time. All the while, he's intrigued by Marshall MacNeill, whom he meets at an audition and is 
surely the sexiest man to walk God's green earth--at least according to Johnnie Ray. This novel of 
adolescent awakening is as fresh and heartfelt as it was when first published. 

 
With an introduction by Michael Nava, who is best-known for his gay mystery novels featuring Henry Rios, 
five of which have won Lambda Literary Awards, including Goldenboy and Howtown. He lives in San 
Francisco. 

 
 

LARRY DUPLECHAN is the author of four novels, including Lambda Literary Award winner Got 'Til 
It's Gone (Arsenal, 2008) as well as Blackbird (new editions published by Arsenal in 2006 and again in 2015), 
Captain Swing, and Tangled Up in Blue. Blackbird was made into a motion picture co-starring Mo'Nique and 
released in 2015. He lives in his hometown of Los Angeles with his life partner of thirty- two years. 

 

Praise for Blackbird 

Blackbird wasn't just the first Black gay coming out tale; it was--and still is--one of the quirkiest and 
funniestnovelsI'veeverread.Duplechan'slyrical,free-floatingprose is joyful,evenwhentacklingteen 
angst and (gasp!) an exorcism. And while the worlds they exist in and world views they possess are very 
different, Johnnie Ray Rousseau helped pave the literary road that my own fictional creations, Mitchell 
"Little Bit" Crawford & Raheim "Pooquie" Rivers, have traveled. There are very few books that, when 
mentioned, make me smile; Blackbird is on that very short list. 
- James Earl Hardy 
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NICOLE MARKOTIC 

ROUGH PATCH 

CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS  
MATERIAL: FULL MS (222 PP)  
PUB DATE (CANADA): MAY 2017 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 

When fifteen-year-old Keira starts highschool, she almost wishes she could write "Hi, my name is Keira, 
and I'm bisexual!" on her nametag. Needless to say, she's actually terrified to announce— let alone fully 
explore—her sexuality. Quirky but shy, loyal yet a bit zany, Keira navigates her growing interest in kissing 
both girls 
and boys while not alienating her BFF, boy-crazy Sita. As the two acclimate to their new high school, they 
manage to find lunch tablemates and make lists of the school's cutest boys. But Keira is caught "in 
between"—unable to fully participate, yet too scared to come clean. 

 
She's also feeling the pressure of family: parents who married too young and have differing parenting 
styles; a younger sister in a wheelchair from whom adults expect either too little or too much; and her 
popular older brother who takes pleasure in taunting Keira. She finds solace in preparing for the 
regional finals of figure skating, a hobby she knows is geeky and "het girl" yet instills her with 
confidence. But when she meets a girl named Jayne who seems perfect for her, she isn't so confident she 
can pull off her charade any longer. 

 
Rough Patch is an honest, heart-wrenching novel about finding your place in the world, and about how to 
pick yourself up after taking a spill. 

 
NICOLE MARCOTIC is a novelist, critic, and poet who teaches Children's Literature and Creative 
Writing at the University of Windsor. She has widely published in Canada, the USA, Australia, and 
Europe; her books include the novel Scrapbook of My Years as a Zealot (Arsenal Pulp Press), the YA novel 
Rough Patch) (Arsenal Pulp Press, and the poetry collection Whelmed(Coach House). She works as a fiction 
and poetry editor. 

 

Praise for Rough Patch 

Rough Patch has a lot going for it. Keira's voice as a character is incredibly authentic; she's shy, awkward, 
silly,and self-deprecating.She's easily frustrated with herparentsandconstantlyworriedaboutmaking her 
best friend proud--by not being a prude. The tension between being her authentic self, and being 
someone who at the very least won't be the laughing stock of the school, is consistently rendered 
throughout the novel. -Lambda Literary 
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DOVE CALDERWOOD 

EIGHTEEN LIVES 
CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL  
MATERIAL: FULL   MS. (254 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): OCTOBER 2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 
 

 
 
 

Heather Kütz would like nothing more than to be a regular teenager. After striking a deal with Death to 
save her sister, she gets stuck in an endless loop of lives, all ending just before her nineteenth birthday. 

 
When, during her eighteenth life, Death unexpectedly sweeps her into his domain, she’s ready to give him 
a piece of her mind. But then he tells her about a group of rebellious spirits bent on returning to the 
living world. If Heather fails to help Death, the spirits will flood the world, undoing Death’s power and 
obliterating life’s natural balance in one fell swoop. 

 
But Heather doesn't blame them; she's witnessed Death’s deception time and again. As the conflict 
escalates, Heather must ultimately choose who to stand beside — Death… or the lost souls literally 
fighting for their lives. 

 
 

Born in a small town in Idaho, DOVE CALDERWOOD has been passionate about reading and 
writing from an early age. From the short story about a knight named DeJel she wrote for her cousin at 
8, to the scathing satire of her elementary school she penned at 12, to the first manuscript she 
completed at 17, her pencil has never been still. She currently resides in her hometown with her 
wonderful fiancé, their two cats, and dog. 
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HUGO JACKSON 

LEGACY 

CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL  
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (378 PP)  
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 2013 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
Her power is unmeasured. Her abilities untested. Her 
destiny inescapable. 

 
Faria Phiraco is a resonator, a manipulator of the elements via 
rare crystals. It is an extraordinary and secret power which she and her father, the Emperor of Xayall, 
guard with their lives. The Dhraka, malicious red-scaled dragons, have discovered an ancient artefact; a 
mysterious relic from the mythical, aeons-lost city of Nazreal. With their plan already set in motion, they 
besiege Xayall, pummelling the city to find Faria and rip more of Nazreal's secrets from her. 

 
When her father goes missing, Faria has to rely on her own strength to brave the world that attacks her 
at every turn. Friends and guardians rally by her to help save her father and reveal the mysteries of the 
ruined city, while the dark legacy of an ancient cataclysm wraps its claws around her fate... and her past. She 
soon realises that this is not the beginning, nor anywhere near the end. A titanic war spanning thousands of 
years unfolds around her, one that could yet cost the lives of everyone on Eeres. 

 
Legacy is character-driven epic fantasy action forged in an exciting and intricate plot that reaches deep into 
the Resonance world's history. 

 
 

HUGO JACKSON is a British-born author living in North Carolina. 
 

PRAISE 
 
 

"Legacy is very satisfying. Jackson brings a complex and colorful anthro world to life. His descriptions are 
full of lush detail." - Fred Patten, Dogpatch Press 

 
"I can't say enough good things about this book. The writing is great. The world is fascinating. The 
heroes are intriguing and lovable. The villains are terrifying, and the fight scenes are written as if by a fight 
choreographer. I loved it. A perfect book for adults, teens, and children alike." - M. Shaw, 
Amazon Reviewer 

 
"I loved it! This book honestly gave me a huge nostalgia rush - a lot happens once things start rolling. 
[...] A fun fantasy romp with a great cast of heroes." - David Popovich, Bookworm Reviews (Youtube) 
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“The shadows are coming.” 
 

Months after the tremors that shook the world, repercussions of battle still lie in Xayall’s broken streets. 
Among the debris stands Bayer, former bodyguard to Faria, Empress of the city state. His position 
redundant, and his injuries still healing, he struggles to find new purpose. 

 
Unrest between nations is already stirring. A Councillor from Andarn has been murdered, and only a 
handful realise that sinister machinations are blackening the root of the whole continent. 

 
Questioning his duties, Bayer finds himself escorting Captain Alaris on a mission from which neither may 
return, although their failure may spark a brutal and catastrophic war. 

 
As blades rise, threats both new and old emerge from the darkness and bare their teeth at the world... 

 
 

HUGO JACKSON is a British-born author living in North Carolina. 
 
 

PRAISE FOR LEGACY 
 

"Legacy is very satisfying. Jackson brings a complex and colorful anthro world to life. His descriptions are 
full of lush detail." - Fred Patten, Dogpatch Press 

 
"I can't say enough good things about this book. The writing is great. The world is fascinating. The 
heroes are intriguing and lovable. The villains are terrifying, and the fight scenes are written as if by a fight 
choreographer. I loved it. A perfect book for adults, teens, and children alike." - M. Shaw, 
Amazon Reviewer 

 
"I loved it! This book honestly gave me a huge nostalgia rush - a lot happens once things start rolling. 
[...] A fun fantasy romp with a great cast of heroes." - David Popovich, Bookworm Reviews (Youtube) 
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CLIENT: INSPIRED QUILL 
MATERIAL: FULL MS. (318 PP) 
PUB DATE (UK): SEPTEMBER 
2018 
RIGHTS HELD: FRANCE, GERMANY,  
THE NETHERLANDS 

 
 
 
 
 
 

His Da always said a man was nothing without his honor. 
 

Stuck in a city far from home, street kid Doniver fakes telling fortunes so he can earn a few coins to feed 
himself and his friends. Then the divine Powers smile on him when he accidentally delivers a true 
prediction for the prince. 

Concerned about rumors of treason, the prince demands that Doniver use his "magic" to prevent harm 
from coming to the king, and so Doniver is taken--dragged?--into the castle to be the royal fortune 
teller. 

Now Doniver must decide where the boundaries of honor lie, as he struggles to work convincing 
magic, fend off whoever is trying to shut him up, and stop an assassin, assuming he can even figure out 
who the would-be assassin is. 

All he wants is to survive long enough to go home to the Uplands, but it's starting to look as if that 
might be too much to ask... 

 
 

For about a dozen years, DOROTHY A. WINSOR taught technical writing at Iowa State University and 
served as the editor of a Business Journal, but then she decided writing middle-grade and young adult 
fantasy was more fun. 
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KAI CHENG THOM 

FROM THE STARS IN 
THE SKY TO THE 
FISH IN THE SEA 
CLIENT: ARSENAL PULP PRESS 
MATERIAL: FULL MS.(40 PP) 
PUB DATE (Canada): NOVEMBER 2017 
RIGHTS SOLD: KOREAN (JIHAKSA), FRENCH (EDITIONS DENT-DU-
LION), GERMAN (EDITION ASSEMBLAGE) 
RIGHTS HELD: THE NETHERLANDS 

A magical gender variant child brings transformation and change to the world around them 
thanks to their mother's enduring love. 

 
In the magical time between night and day, when both the sun and the moon are in the sky, a child is 
born in a little blue house on a hill. And Miu Lan is not just any child, but one who can change into any 
shape they can imagine. The only problem is they can't decide what to be: a boy or a girl? A bird or a fish? 
A flower or a shooting star? At school, though, they must endure inquisitive looks and difficult 
questions from the other children, and have trouble finding friends who will accept them for who they 
are. But they find comfort in the loving arms of their mother, who always offers them the same loving 
refrain: "whatever you dream of / i believe you can be / from the stars in the sky to the fish in the sea. 
" 

 
In this captivating, beautifully imagined picture book about gender, identity, and the acceptance of the 
differences between us, Miu Lan faces many questions about who they are and who they may be. But one 
thing's for sure: no matter who this child becomes, their mother will love them just the same. 

 
Praise for FROM THE STARS IN THE SKY TO THE FISH IN THE SEA 

 
This book's themes can resonate with any child who feels excluded (or excludes others) and can also open 
up conversations about nonbinary gender identities. A relevant tale of love and acceptance that can find 
a home in any children's collection. -Kirkus Reviews 

 
It's important for youngsters questioning their gender to see themselves in literature, and for other kids 
to see and more or less accept that fluidity. More generally, Mui Lan is always changing, and that sounds 
like the way all kids should be. -Montreal Review of Books 

 
An exquisitely rendered picture book about gender and identity. The illustrations, by Wai-Yant Li and Kai 
Yun Ching, are saturated with colour and sparkling with invention, and Thom's gentle, rhythmic text 
resonates like a wise old fairy tale that has been told and retold, and like the mother's song, passed down 
from one generation to the next. -Quill and Quire (STARRED REVIEW) 
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